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Palais receives restoration funds
he 83-year-old

T

The new Palais,

heritage-listed

accommodating nearly

Palais Theatre

3000 patrons on two

in St Kilda is to be

vast levels, premièred

repaired and upgraded,

on 11 November 1927.

thanks to a $2.5 million

Films were accompanied

grant from the state

by elaborate stage

government.

presentations and a

The work will

concert orchestra under

include roof repairs,

the direction of Harry

upgrading of fire escape

Jacobs. Following the

ladders and refurbishment

introduction of television,

of the theatre’s flying

the Palais switched to

system. In addition

live presentations; the

there will be improvements

orchestra pit was

Image: THA

to the theatre’s electrical

enlarged and new

wiring and switchboards.

dressing rooms added.

Environment and

The Australian

Climate Change Minister Gavin Jennings and

under the current management arrangements

Elizabethan Opera Company appeared at the

Member for Albert Park Martin Foley

with the City of Port Phillip.

Palais in 1960. The theatre hosted many

announced the grant when they visited the
theatre on 29 September.
‘The Palais is one of Melbourne’s iconic

‘This will clear the way for the City to

further seasons of opera, as well as classical

finalise the lease arrangements with the

ballet, folk and ethnic dance companies,

operator and to commence its conversation

musicals and concerts.

buildings and largest capacity live

with the St Kilda community and the

entertainment venues and is a famous part of

broader Melbourne community about the

Belafonte, Eartha Kitt, Gracie Fields, the

the St Kilda landscape. This funding will

best use of this important area of public land.’

Seekers, Shirley Bassey, George Shearing,

The present management of the Palais

Rolf Harris, Shelley Berman, Ry Cooder,

allow much-needed works to ensure its

Featured artists have included Harry

continued safe operation as an important

celebrated the third anniversary of its

Bette Midler, Debbie Reynolds, Johnny

venue in the Melbourne entertainment and

occupancy on 20 August by introducing a

Mathis, Liza Minnelli and Peter Allen.

arts scene,’ Mr Jennings said.

new tag line: ‘Forever Live’.

Mr Foley said the announcement would

‘We hope it instils a feeling of confidence,

Jesus Christ Superstar played at the Palais
in 1973 and 1976. Joan Sutherland appeared

be well received by local community

permanence, history and future as well as

with the Australian Opera in The Merry Widow

members who are looking forward being

promoting that the Palais Theatre continues

in 1979.

engaged in determining the future of the

to encourage diversity and a love of live

theatre and its immediate surrounds.

performance,’ says CEO Neil Croker.

‘This important public site and heritage

The opening of the Arts Centre drew
many attractions from the Palais, but the

Palais Pictures (as it was originally called)

theatre’s present capacity of 2854—the

listed building deserves this significant public

on St Kilda’s Lower Esplanade was designed

greatest of any conventional theatre in

contribution,’ he said, adding, ‘The cultural

by Henry E. White. It replaced an earlier

Australia—makes it a valuable and viable

and entertainment precinct has taken off

cinema destroyed by fire in 1926.

concert venue.

n

Heritage theatre defies
Christchurch chaos

Death of La Stupenda

J

Dame Joan Sutherland

OM AC DBE

7.11.1926–10.10.2010

oan Sutherland—‘La Stupenda—

1990, at the age of 63. She

was, quite simply, the greatest

made her final public

soprano of her era, just as Melba

appearance in a gala Covent

had been before her and—like Melba— the

Garden performance of Die

most famous Australian of her era.

Fledermaus on New Year’s Eve,

Born to Scottish parents in Sydney,

1990, in company with her

Sutherland attended St Catherine’s

friends Luciano Pavarotti and

School in Waverley. Her mother, a

Marilyn Horne.

mezzo-soprano, had taken voice lessons

After her retirement,

but never considered making a career of

Sutherland lived quietly at her

singing. Sutherland was 18 when she

home in Switzerland. She

began studying voice with John and

became closely associated with

Aida Dickens. In 1947 she made her

the Cardiff Singer of the World

début at the Eastwood Masonic Hall as

competition. She served on the

Dido in a concert performance of

jury for five years and later

Purcell’s Dido and Aeneas. Her stage

became its patron

début came in 1951 when she sang in

Sutherland played Mother

Eugene Goossens’ opera Judith at the

Rudd in the 1995 film Dad and

Sydney Conservatorium.

Dave: On Our Selection opposite

In 1951, after winning the Sun Aria

Leo McKern and Geoffrey Rush.

and the Mobil Quest contests, she went

In 1961 Joan Sutherland

to London to study at the Royal College

was made a CBE in the British

of Music Opera School. She became a

honours, and named Australian

‘utility soprano’ at the Royal Opera

of the Year. In 1975 she was in

House and made her début there on

the first group of people to be

28 October 1952 as the First Lady in The

In 1965 Sutherland and Bonynge returned

Magic Flute. She sang as Clotilde in a few

to Australia with the Sutherland–Williamson

(AC). She was elevated to Damehood in

performances of Norma, with Maria Callas in

Opera Company, an enterprise reminiscent

1979. In 1991 she received the Order of

the title role.

of the grand Melba tours of decades earlier,

Merit In 2004 she received the Australia Post

and now regarded as a landmark in this

Australian Legends Award and two stamps

country’s operatic history.

featuring her were issued.

In December 1952 came her first leading
role at the Royal Opera House, Amelia in A
Masked Ball. Others followed, including

The leading tenor was the young Luciano

Jennifer in the world première of Tippett’s

Pavarotti. Sutherland sang in Lucia, Traviata,

The Midsummer Marriage in 1955.

Faust, Sonnambula and Semiramide.

In 1954 Sutherland married Australian

During the 1970s and ’80s, Sutherland

named Companions of the Order of Australia

convinced her to explore the neglected bel

her repertoire, such as Maria Stuarda, Lucrezia

Performing Arts Centre at Penrith, are

canto repertoire. In 1957 his judgement was

Borgia, the notoriously difficult Esclarmonde,

named in her honour. John Paul College in

vindicated when she appeared to great acclaim
in Alcina and Emilia di Liverpool. The following

Anna Bolena, I masnadieri and Adriana Lecouvreur. Queensland dedicated its newly established
facility the Dame Joan Sutherland Music
From 1974 to 1988 she sang regularly

year she sang Donna Anna in Don Giovanni

with the Australian Opera, where for some

in Vancouver. In 1958 her Royal Opera

years her husband was music director. Their

House performance of Handel’s Samson

contribution greatly expanded the company’s opening and again in 1996.
In 1997 she published The Autobiography
repertoire, raised its performance standard

Lyndon Terracini, said: ‘We won’t see her

star. In 1960 she sang in Paris and Venice

available on DVD. Sutherland’s vast

like again. She had a phenomenal range,

(where she was nicknamed ‘La Stupenda’)

recorded legacy, too, remains available.

size and quality of voice. We simply don’t

and in 1961 she starred at La Scala and the

Sutherland’s last full-length dramatic

Met—where eventually she notched up

performance was as Marguerite de Valois in

223 appearances.

Les Huguenots at the Sydney Opera House in
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He is officially a

the city on 4 September.

‘Canterbury hero’

Much of the

displayed outside

Deco façade, a feature

the Christchurch

of Kilmore Street for

Arts Centre.

77 years, was reduced

Society’s first

while the integrity of

production in the

the rest of the structure

hall was Lilies of

was uncertain.
Repertory Theatre’s

November 1929. It

photographed on the morning after the

has been its home ever since. Initially the

mothballed while the company’s

earthquake. 

society rented the hall; it purchased the

management assessed the damage.
Fortunately, things were not as bad as
they seemed.
Behind what was left of the Mission-style
façade, the building was in remarkably good
restoration has been fast-tracked. Work has
already started.

edited the Australian Psychological Society’s
magazine and gained a doctorate. At the
invitation of the International New Thought
Alliance, a group of liberal spiritual thinkers,
established the first School of Radiant Living.
The schools taught a mixture of religion
and psychology and promoted healthy living,

positive thoughts would make you happier
and healthier—all of which found a receptive
audience in New Zealand.

ON STAGE

the Field in
The ruined façade of the Repertory Theatre,

upcoming production of Noises Off was

on fruit and vegetables and a belief that

n

The Repertory

to rubble, and for a

enhanced the brain. There was an emphasis

As Luciano Pavarotti put it, hers was,

and his bust is

theatre’s graceful Art

maintaining that good eating and exercise

hear that any more.’
indeed, ‘The Voice of the Century’.

earthquake that shook

he travelled to the United States, where he

Dame Joan visited the centre for its

her productions, many of which are still

Parkroyal Hotel.

and Jung. He moved to Australia, where he

Centre in 1991.

at the Royal Opera House. It made her a

Hall and the

of the 7.1 Richter-scale

interested in the new psychologies of Freud

School, Waverley, and the Joan Sutherland

Opera Australia’s artistic director,

spectacular casualties

Sutcliffe, an English Freemason who was

continued to add dramatic bel canto roles to

the wide distribution of video recordings of

Christchurch Town

The Radiant Health movement was

Sutherland Centre, both at St Catherine’s

Zeffirelli’s production of Lucia di Lammermoor

hospitals, the

founded in New Zealand by Dr Herbert

Sutherland House and the Dame Joan

of Joan Sutherland: A Prima Donna’s Progress.

Theatre was

among the most

built for the Radiant Health Club in 1929.

Honor for outstanding achievement.

and gave it international exposure, thanks to

Princess Margaret

The building started its life as Radiant Hall,

She also received the Kennedy Center

In 1959 Sutherland had the title role in

Christchurch and

Repertory

shape. Now a long-awaited heritage

conductor and pianist Richard Bonynge; he

received a 10-minute standing ovation.

C

hristchurch

Their Christchurch hall was fitted out as
a theatre only because Professor James
Spring 2010

ßImage: Bob Hall.

Shelley, head of English at Canterbury
College and founder of the University
Drama Society, suggested that hosting shows
would provide extra income: he was also
founder of the Christchurch Repertory
Society, and saw the hall as a potential
home. This made for an interesting charter:
along with providing a space in which
‘Radiant Livers’ were able to ‘study and
practise Christian psychology; to study and
practise diet; to study and practise solar
plexus breathing’ there were to be ‘public
and private amusements and entertainments
of every description.’In short Radiant Hall
was to ‘become the home of true music,
drama and modern thought.’
The hall’s architect was Harry Francis
Willis; he went on to design nearby New
Regent Street, which borrows many of its
features from the theatre.
Professor Shelley designed the stage, fly
tower and dressing rooms. The interior of the
hall was finished in old ivory with embellishments
in old gold, and the curtain in tangerine and
blue.
Constructing the hall was the first project
for Charles Luney, and it is a tribute to the
integrity of his work that the building has
survived. Later Luney became one of the
city’s most famous builders, working on

property in 1950.
Over the years there have been some
minor alterations to the interior, but in the
main it retains its unique charm. The
auditorium seats 430, but this can be
reduced for more intimate presentations.
The Canterbury Repertory Theatre
Society (Inc.) is a non-profit incorporated
society run by volunteers.
It is committed to staging five
productions a year, filling all the key roles
from its membership. It also rents the
theatre at reasonable rates to other groups
and organisations.
The refurbished venue will have a new
name, The Charles Luney Repertory
Theatre, in recognition of the achievement
of its famous builder.
Noises Off has been rescheduled to open
the refurbished theatre in April–May 2011.
n Christchurch’s other live theatres were
luckier than the Repertory.
The Court suffered slight damage to its
upper levels, while the 102-year-old Isaac
Theatre Royal (see On Stage Summer,
Autumn and Winter 2008) survived with
only a few minor cracks and broken
windows, thanks to the $700 000 full
earthquake strengthening program
undertaken in 1998–99.

n
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The magic of George Miller’s Music Halls

W

Peter Pinne raises the curtain on Sydney’s Music Hall in Part Two of his definitive history
of Australia’s first theatre restaurants,

hen East Lynne had

became a big star in TV’s The

been running at his

Mavis Bramston Show (1964).

Bowl Music Hall in

Francis Levison was Creyton’s

Melbourne for 12 months,

breakout role, the first of

George Miller decided to

several memorable cads,

launch a similar venture in

bounders and villains that he

Sydney. He chose as his venue

played at the Music Hall.

an old theatre at 156 Military

production of Philip Stainton’s version of

assorted miseries from participation in an

East Lynne at the Quo Vadis, 32 Martin Place,

out-of-town stand at Neutral Bay’. He went

in central Sydney (3 November 1962). That

on to say: ‘From a polished but restrained

George Miller had swept a new broom

meant that for two weeks the same

opening, the show worked up to a really

through the acting and production team.

production of East Lynne was playing in

hilarious third act—helped not a little by

John Faassen had been hired as resident

1961) welcomed the new

North Shore.

theatre restaurant, saying it ‘sets

Originally a vaudeville

out to provide a gay night for

house, it had also served as the

the playful and uninhibited’.

Southern Cross silent movie

design the sets, and Barry Creyton had been
persuaded to put pen to paper and freely
adapt Lady Audley’s Secret.
The original author of the popular
Victorian novel, Mary Elizabeth Braddon
(1837–1915), achieved overnight success
when her story first appeared in The Sixpenny
Magazine in 1862. It was twice adapted for
the stage, firstly by the actor and resident
dramatist at the Britannia Theatre, Hoxton,
London, C.H.Hazlewood, in 1863. The

The reviewer loved the cast

cinema, a ‘talkie’ cinema, a

and thought that Barry

rock’n’roll Palais, and a roller-

Creyton, Fernande Glyn and

skating establishment.

Ernie Bourne stood out. The

Miller transformed it into a

original plot has the title character deserting
her first husband, pretending she was dead,
and later marrying Sir Michael Audley. She
then attempts to murder her first husband

Daily Mirror (9 November 1961)

when he threatens to expose her. In the Music

theatre-restaurant. The Music Hall was born

said it was as ‘tasty a theatre offering as we

on

have seen in a long time’, while The Sydney

8 November 1961.

Morning Herald (9 November 1961) claimed

Above: East Lynne, Sheila Kennelly as Aunt Cornelia and Barry Creyton as Frances Levison.

‘the show can be recommended as an event

Below: Lady Audley’s Secret, left to right: Barry Creyton (George Talboys Jnr), John Gregg

worthy of vigorous audience participation’.

(Dancer), Peter Linden (Sailor), Chris Christenson (Sailor), Sheila Kennelly (Florrie Turner),

It took three months to set up the
building as a Victorian-style music hall. The
restoration was a family affair, with Miller

However, Billie Burke’s Daily Telegraph

and his wife, Lorna, and three of their

review (9 November 1961) was a downer.

children, helping to bring the venture to

She claimed the opening night was ‘chaos’,

fruition. When finished it boasted a gaslit

with more audience arriving than was

chandelier, a silk-draped ceiling, Victorian

expected, and that halfway back in the

plush chairs, and enough candlelit tables to

theatre, it was difficult to hear the actors.

seat 500.

She thought ‘it did not have the appeal of

Waiters in shirt-sleeves and fancy

Orphan Girl, nor of the Melbourne television

personally did his bit when he took out his

production of The Mystery of a Hansom Cab’.

violin and, with his wife on piano-accordion,

However, she hoped that with ‘first-night

strolled through the tables playing familiar

nerves quietened, it may improve.’

songs. It became a pre-show ritual.

was in residence for a year, closing on

Stainton production of East Lynne,

17 November 1962. During that time there

supervised by Stainton’s widow, Bette

were several cast changes. Tom Farley,

Bailey-Stainton. From the original

Sheila Kennelly, Donald McDonald,

Melbourne production came John Norman

Darlene Johnson, Reg Drummond and

(Richard Hare), Robert Peel (PC 49 Earp),

Yvonne Mathew were some of the new
Brisbane actor Barry Creyton had won

faces, with Valda Kersey replacing A.

(Barbara Hare) and the musical director,

the 1959 Brisbane Theatre Award for acting,

Vincent Jones on piano. Although individual

A.Vincent Jones. Joining them were Philip

before moving south where he appeared in

songs were never listed in the program,

Ross (Mr Dill), Cecilia Sands (Miss Cornelia),

Melbourne in John Cargher’s Star Theatre

Marion Becroft remembers her solos were ‘Do

Andrew Lodge (Archibald Carlisle), Fernande

revue Nothing Sacred (1960), and for

Not Trust Him, Gentle Lady’ and ‘She’s

Glyn (Lady Isabelle), Janice Copeland

J.C.Williamson’s in Winter Journey (1960). He

More To Be Pitied’.

(Suzanne), Ernie Bourne (Lord Mount

later appeared in two Phillip Theatre revues,

Severn), Katharine McGarrity (Little Willy)

What’s New? (1962), and There Will Be an

and Barry Creyton (Francis Levison).

Interval of 15 Minutes (1967), the latter after he soured. This resulted in her opening a new
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Late in 1962 the relationship between
George Miller and Bette Bailey-Stainton

ON STAGE

Australian born John Faassen had spent
most of the 1950s notching up substantial
credits in London, where he was principal
opera companies. He also appeared in the hit
revue Airs on a Shoestring (1953), and in the

Sandy Wilson musical The Buccaneer (1953).2
The cast of Lady Audley’s Secret was headed
by Rosalind Seagrave as Lady Audley, Charles
McCallum as her husband Sir Michael Audley,
Carolyn Southwell-Keely as their daughter,
Alice Audley and Donald McDonald as their
nephew, Robert Audley, with Barry Creyton
wearing the ‘black hat’ as George Talboys,
Junior. Others in the cast were Sheila
Kennelly (Florrie Turner), Alison Beattie

they flocked to the new venture. East Lynne

open with the highly successful Philip

Hall version Lady Audley is a woman wronged
by the villain, George Talboys, Junior.1

baritone with the Sadler’s Wells and Carl Rosa

Her notice didn’t deter Sydneysiders—

It was no surprise that Miller decided to

Marion Becroft ( Joyce), Bette Bailey

Donald McDonald (Robert Audley).

the Ensemble’s The Drunkard, the Genesians’

waistcoats helped set the scene, and Miller

Meanwhile, back at the Music Hall,

director, Paul Kathner came on board to

The Bulletin (25 November

Road, Neutral Bay, on Sydney’s

production played until February 1963.

(Phoebe), Ben Gabriel (Henry Hawkins) and
Chris Christenson as the chairman and
proprietor of the Music Hall. The production
also featured four dancers: John Gregg,
Dalvern Thom, Lucia Duchenski and
Sydney at two different venues.
The Quo Vadis cast included Maggie

some lively sallies from Mr Gordon Chater,

William Aaron. Choreography was by Dawn

sitting in the audience, and a great deal by

Swane, with musical direction and piano by

Dence, Tom Farley, Katharine McGarrity,

the crowd’s hearty participation in the old-

Bernadette Alam. Stage manager, Barry

Don Pascoe, Darlene Johnson, Reg

time musical numbers.’

Lovett, would later create many inspired

Drummond, Yvonne Mathew and John

Kessell particularly praised a newcomer

Music Hall performances on stage.

Norman, who was later replaced by Mark

to the show, Maggie Dence (Miss Cornelia)

The show opened on 20 November 1962.

McManus. Valda Kersey played piano.

who ‘with voice and mime extracted almost

It was received enthusiastically by the critics.

In The Sun (6 November 1962), Norman

unsuspected comedy from the part and with

The Sydney Morning Herald (22 November 1962)

Kessell said the cast were ‘a bright, talented

a ready wit coped smartly with spontaneous

said it was ‘effervescently played by a lively cast’,

lot, most of them already well-versed in their

interjections, as well as a fluffed line’. The

and Sheila Kennelly’s 1860 Piccadilly music
hall glamour girl was ‘played raucously

Spring 2010
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and blowsily to perfection’. In The Daily

The Evil Men Do or, to give it its original

and Harold murder the Reverend George,

Christensen (Little Walter), June Collis,

Telegraph (22 November 1962) Denis

title, The Evil That Men Do, had been on

and Harold poses as his brother when he

Dalvern Thom, Ossie Wenban, Alan Dearth,

O’Brien called it ‘clever melodrama,’ saying

George Miller’s ‘to do’ list since the early

returns to New York. Harold and Lillian still

and Lucia Duchenski. Musical direction was

it was ‘immensely amusing.’ Barry Creyton,

days of the Bowl in Melbourne. Originally

plan to kill Walter, but at the last minute

Donald McDonald and Sheila Kennelly

written by prolific US playwright Theodore

were called ‘very talented performers.’

Kremer, it premièred at the American

their evil plot is discovered and they get their
retribution.3

Lady Audley’s Secret played for seven
months, closing on 29 June 1963.
Next up was the first of two productions

Theatre, New York, on 29 August 1903,
produced by Sam H. Harris and Al Woods.
They succeed when Gilbert and Ruth

John Faassen adapted Kremer’s original

time they spoke with American accents.

follows is a plot by Vere to kill the lovers,

The cast of regulars was headed by Noeline who miraculously manage to survive the

Brown, Sheila Kennelly (again playing her
ordeal for an eventual happy ending.
again by Bernadette Alam, with set design by Florrie Turner character), Barry Lovett and
Faassen’s cast was top heavy with talent.
James Murray. The production opened on 4 Fernande Glyn, with Alan Dearth, Tom Farley, Sheila Kennelly was a cook, Barry Lovett a
March 1964.
Stuart Finch, Dawn Anderson, Deryck Barnes, poet, Max Osbiston a drunk, Stuart Finch a
Although The Sydney Morning Herald of

Lucia Duchenski, Mark Edwards, Dalvern

cockney, Don Pascoe an Englishman, Alan

script. This time Barry Creyton was the

5 March 1964 thought the Music Hall kept

Thom, and newcomer John Unicomb, in the

Dearth a circus owner, John Saltzer a detective,

chairman, Noeline Brown was back to play

up the high standard of its productions with

first of many fine and funny Music Hall

and Deryck Barnes a cad. Lynn Taylor was

this show, it carped that the ‘plentiful sing-

performances. Design was by James Murray,

the title character. Others in the cast were

of The Face at the Window, which opened on

and musical direction by Bernadette Alam.

1 July 1963.

Reviews were mixed. The Sydney

John Faassen was again the director,

Lucia Duchenski, Lesley Mackay and
Stephanie St.Clare. Design was by James

working from his own adaptation of the

Morning Herald (8 October 1964) enthused:

script. Only three familiar faces were on

‘John Unicomb is a silky dashing blackguard

stage: Barry Creyton, who played the evil

Southerner, whose final downfall is the tour wasn’t deemed the best show the Music Hall

Don Lucido de Quesado Delgado, Donald

de force of the show… Noeline Brown

McDonald as the wronged young man,

flouts and struts with inimitable brazen poise

last. The Sydney Morning Herald (8 April 1965)

Lucien Cortier, and Carolyn Southwell-

as Belle, the bar-room queen, and Sheila

thought it had the best plot, and praised ‘Don

Keely as the faithful daughter, Marie de

Kennelly is a spectacular acquisition,

Pascoe and Barry Lovett as two victims of a

Brisson. New faces included Noeline Brown

paired off with Tom Farley as a whiskery

fiendish femme fatale, played by Lynn Taylor.’

as Madame Pinau, a delicious woman of the

Confederate Colonel.’ In The Daily

The Catholic Weekly thought it was ‘a return to

world, Barry Lovett as the tenacious

Telegraph (8 October 1964) Denis O’Brien

real fruity melodrama,’ as did Frank Harris

detective Paul Gouffet, and Des Rolfe in a

said it was ‘a silly, empty burlesque of the

(The Sun, 8 April 1965) who called it

trio of outrageous roles—a banker, a

Old West of the sort we might expect from

‘properly fruity,’ and Denis O’Brien (The

gendarme, and a mad doctor. Dalvern

a Melbourne TV variety show.’

Daily Telegraph, 8 April 1965) who said it

Norman Kessell (The Sun, 8 October

Thom and Lucia Duchenski who had been

Murray; the show opened on 31 March 1965.
This time the critics were unanimous. If it
had done, it was certainly better than their

‘bristles with genuine, fruity melodramatic

dancers in Lady Audley’s Secret now had small

1964) thought that ‘The musical numbers

moments.’ O’Brien also liked ‘Lynn Taylor as

parts (Babette and Gabrielle). The others in

are much more smoothly integrated than

the split-tongued villainess: The Worst

the cast were Bill Aaron, Deryck Barnes and

usual,’ while The Sydney Morning Herald

Woman in London,’ and said, ‘Sheila

Michael Coon. Bernadette Alam was again

reported: ‘Miss Bernie Alam at her honky-

Kennelly contributes her customary zest as a

musical director.

tonk piano gives invaluable support,’ but

hoydenish cook.’

The Daily Telegraph carped: ‘The music

This time the sets were designed by

The show played a six month season,

(save for such songs as have been

closing 2 October, 1965.

According to The Sydney Morning Herald

borrowed from Rodgers and Hammerstein
and George M. Cohan) is forgettable.’ The

Continued in the next edition of On Stage.

(4 July 1963), with The Face at the Window the

James Murray.

Music Hall ‘surpasses their previous

The Worst Woman in London: Sheila Kennelly

melodrama shows for sheer bubbling

(Matilda ‘Mattie’ Parker), and Alan Dearth

entertainment… Donald McDonald as the

(Tom Tuthill).

show played a six month season, closing on
27 March 1965.
It was back to genuine authentic melodrama,
and one with an English setting, for The Worst

pink cheeked, poker-upright hero, succeeded
in matching Barry Creyton’s elegant villainy

song slows the pace considerably. The

Woman in London. It had originally been staged

by spectacular feats of heroism’. Also noticed

villainy falls to Barry Lovett, who

in the twilight of the Victorian era. Based on

were Noeline Brown, Des Rolfe and Carolyn

personifies Lombroso’s theories of criminal

a melodrama by Walter Melville, The Worst

Southwell-Keely. The show played a nine

physiognomy, while Noeline Brown does a

month season, closing on 29 February 1964.

splendid job of slinks and snarls as his

Woman in London was freely adapted by
director John Faassen.4 Music and additional

wicked accomplice’. The reviewer also liked

In April 1963 the Music Hall began a

Special thanks to: Bette Bailey-Stainton,
Marion Becroft, Maggie Dence, Sheila
Kennelly, Margaret Leask, Ann Peck (NIDA),
Performing Arts Collection (the Arts Centre),
Peter Orlovich (NIDA Archives & Performing
Arts Collection), State Library of Queensland,
Frank Van Straten.

References:
1. Program, Lady Audley’s Secret.

words for the songs were by Bernadette Alam, 2. ibid
who as usual sat in the musical director’s chair. 3. The Evil Men Do program.

series of regular Saturday matinée performances

Top: How the West Was Lost, left to right: Deryck Barnes (Clem Jacobs), Sheila Kennelly (Florrie

Barry Creyton, Donald McDonald, Dalvern

of popular children’s plays. Many of the actors

Turner), Barry Lovett (Sheriff). Above, left to right: Tom Farley (Colonel), Sheila Kennelly

Thom and Camilla Christensen. The show

appearing in the melodramas at night also

(Florrie Turner), Barry Lovett (Sheriff).

played seven months, closing on 29

history of driving men to suicide and living

September 1964.

Newspapers sourced for this article:

off their assets. She meets the old and rich

The Bulletin

James Milford (Des Rolfe), woos him,

The Catholic Weekly

worked on the children’s shows. The first

The evil Frances Vere (Lynn Taylor) has a 4. The Worst Woman in London program.

play presented was The Tinder Box by

divorce, but their son, Little Walter, still

the seductress Lillian Abingdon, Donald

How the West Was Lost (or Mad Day at

Nicholas Stuart Gray. It was followed by a

stands in the way of the evil pair. They plan

McDonald was again a righteous young

Dead Rock), which opened on 30 September

marries him, and then murders him. Jack

to kill him. Their plans are thwarted when

man, Gilbert Bingham, and Barry Lovett

1964, was a change of pace for the Music

The Daily Telegraph

version of Beauty and the Beast by the same

Felton (Don Pascoe), the lover of Milford’s

Maggie McNulty, the housemaid, rescues

had the dual roles of the Reverend George

Hall team. Created by Barry Creyton from

The Sun (Sydney)

author, and The Little Mermaid. John Faassen

daughter Rose (Lesley Mackay), is on to her

Walter and takes him to his mother.

Crane and his dissolute brother, Harold

an idea by director John Faassen, and set in

The Daily Mirror (Sydney)

directed all three shows.

murderous ways, having previously crossed

a saloon bar in a far western town, the show

The Sydney Morning Herald

Crane. The cast also included Camilla

paths with Vere many years before. What

Later shows included Treasure Island.

Later, on an island near India, Lillian

n

still boasted villains and heroes, but this
Page 6
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The Ballad of Angel’s Alley

a very distinctive period sound, with touches

George should be staying awake at nights

of music hall, turn-of-the-century ballads, and

dreaming up new numbers in which the

In the tenth of his series spotlighting important home-grown musicals, Peter Pinne documents
our only ‘pocket opera’.

Gilbert & Sullivan. Underhill eschews clever

emphasis is on tune rather than rhythm.’

wo venerable theatrical

by the arrival of Maria, Tom Tiddler’s

institutions, the Australian

daughter, who has been to finishing

Elizabethan Theatre Trust and

school in the back alleys of London,

New Theatre Club, came together in

Paris, New York and Rio.

1958 to assist in the development of The

She proves more than a match for

Ballad of Angel’s Alley, a ‘pocket opera’

Bill. Thwarted, he gets his revenge by

by Bruce George (music) and Jeff

having her arrested for picking his

Underhill (book and lyrics).

pocket. The Bloods go into hiding, but

The Trust, which was four years old

the molls surrender to Bill. Maria, with

at the time, was in the middle of a flurry

the aid of a dimwitted colonel, escapes

of entrepreneurial activity, having picked

from prison in the colonel’s clothes,

up the rights to Ray Lawler’s Summer of

and hightails it back to the Alley

the Seventeenth Doll, Richard Beynon’s The

where she fights a razor duel with

Shifting Heart, Barbara Vernon’s The

Bill—and wins. Meanwhile, Sam the

Multi-Coloured Umbrella, and Peter

sailor, Maria’s lost love and Bill’s son,

Stannard and Peter Benjamin’s Lola
Montez.1 The Trust had high hopes that

arrives from a 10-year sabbatical in

The Ballad of Angel’s Alley would follow in

confidence man and trickster. Gang

the footsteps of this illustrious group, so

warfare ends in the Alley (for the time

London where he has become a

they provided seed money. New Theatre,
with its long history of nurturing and

being) when the two mobs are united
by cupid.4 For his sardonic and witty

producing local product, was hoping the

Program for the original New Theatre

show might emulate the runaway success of

production, Melbourne, 1959; artwork by ‘Weg’. larrikins that were colourful, funny, and
Below: composer Bruce George.
immensely appealing.

1953’s Reedy River, and pitched in with
facilities and a theatre.

three-act script, Underhill created a host of

The cover of the original program, a delicious

With a cast sprinkled with high-profile

cartoon of the characters and their milieu by

Melbourne thespians, the composer in the pit,

Herald-Sun cartoonist Weg (William ‘Bill’ Green),

and direction by the playwright, the show

says it all: this is a comic-strip look at the

had a rousing première on Boxing Day, 1958.

period, part burlesque, and part fruity
melodrama.5 The show was billed as ‘A

It was the beginning of a life that saw The
Ballad of Angel’s Alley delighting audiences in

Pocket Opera’, but Hugh Hunt, executive

major cities for more than two decades.

director of the Trust, referred to it in his

Jeff Underhill was well-known as a writer

program notes as ‘An Australian ballad

for radio and television and had a long

opera, the first of its type to be presented, to
my knowledge, in Melbourne.’6

association with New Theatre as an actor and
director. Early in 1958 his theatrical star had

The ballad opera genre originated with

risen when he co-created (book and lyrics),

John Gay’s The Beggar’s Opera (1728), in which

with Peter O’Shaughnessy (book) and Val

dialogue linked songs written to existing well-

Fawcett (music), the children’s musical, The
Bunyip and the Satellite, which had starred Barry

ideologically unsuitable.
Bruce George, who was unknown to Jeff

known tunes. The first ballad opera written
in Australia was The Currency Lass (1844).

Humphries in his first critically acclaimed role. Underhill at the time, had just received praise Later bastardised examples of the form
In October 1958 New Theatre invited
include Reedy River (1953), Flash Jim Vaux
for his composition on the recent Princess
Underhill to write a political satirical revue
(1971), The Legend of King O’Malley (1970) and
Theatre production of Peter Pan. Underhill
to occupy their theatre, which would be
On the Wallaby (1983).7
sought him out and a creative partnership
otherwise dark, for an eight-week period
starting 26 December 1958.2
A few weeks later he produced a draft of

was born.3

But really it’s a misnomer to call Angel’s

As The Ballad of Angel’s Alley opens, Tom Alley a ballad opera, because its score is
original. It’s more akin to Weill and Brecht’s
Tiddler, the leader of ‘The Bloods’, has

a ‘pocket opera’ about thieves, pimps, whores

ingloriously died of influenza. The gang

The Threepenny Opera than to anything else,

and razor gangs set in the back alleys of

immediately become the takeover target of

with a little bit of West Side Story’s gang

Fitzroy, Melbourne, during the 1890s— it was

their mortal enemy, Bill Fiddler, leader of ‘The

warfare thrown in for good measure.

a subject some New Theatre members considered

Romeo Lane Push’. They are saved, however,

Page 8

The writers came up with a score that has
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internal rhymes in favour of straightforward

The show played out its allotted eight week

lyrics that are comic. Standout tunes include

season—a long run for a tryout—during which

three rollicking pieces: ‘Bourke Street On A

the actors did their bit for charity with a special

Saturday Night’, ‘The Millionaire’s Song’, and

New Year’s Eve performance for pensioners

‘Sam’s Shanty’, an amiable trio ‘Ballad For No-

arranged by The Brotherhood of St Laurence.

hopers’, plus ‘The Coyley D’Arte Song’

Four years later the Union Repertory

(Constable’s Song), ‘My Darling Pa’, ‘’Twas

Theatre Company (later MTC) mounted the

Ever Thus For A Woman’ and ‘Angel’s Alley
Waltz’.8

show at the Russell Street Theatre, with their
resident group of actors augmented with

According to Bruce George: ‘Jeff and I

players from the commercial theatre.

worked amicably—never a spat—throughout

It was a riotous success—no surprise when

the writing of the songs. We played musical
badminton, i.e. one third of the lyrics were
set to music from Jeff’s unabridged input.
The second third he set words to my
melodies (‘Constable Blameworthy’s Song’,

you read the cast list: William Hodge (Bill),
Above: Bob Hornery as Constable Blameworthy
and Charles Haggith as the Colonel in the
UTRC production, 1962. Image courtesy

Mary Hardy (Maria), Bob Hornery (Constable
Blameworthy), Kevin Colson (Sam), Bruce Barry
(Basher), Reg Livermore (Fizz-Gig Foley),
Bunney Brooke (Kate), Marion Edward

‘Sam’s Song’, etc), and the third and last

Performing Arts Collection, Melbourne.

segment we melded the songs conjointly. I

Below: left to right: Charles Little (Blameworthy),

(Bottler), Joy Mitchell (Lucy), Erik Hoek

remember when Jeff submitted his original

Peter Whitford (Bill Fiddler) and Lesley Mackay

(Slasher) and Stewart Weller (Nobbler).

lyric for ‘Blameworthy’ I said it was too

(Nell) in the first Sydney production, 1963.

Charles Haggith (the Colonel) was the only

obvious a parody of G&S, so I submitted a

(Doll), Leon Lissek (Codger), Dennis Miller

holdover from the New Theatre production.

tangled manuscript which he liked and
put words to.9 The lyrics were written s

John Young, fresh from turning The

falling through the fretwork on the music
stand. We lost a lot of lyrics that way.’10

J.C.Williamson’s, directed, popular TV

Sentimental Bloke (1961) into a hit for
dancer Judd Lane (HSV–7’s Hit Parade and

The Ballad of Angel’s Alley was not an

GTV–9’s IMT) handled choreography and

official New Theatre production. Jeff

Anne Fraser designed the set. Wendy

Underhill hired the theatre for the

Pomroy was musical director and pianist,

duration of its otherwise dark period.

with Graham Ross on trumpet and Ian
Pearce on drums.12

The cast included Frank Gatliff
(Bill), Bettine Kauffmann (Maria), Ken

The critics went overboard: ‘Ruggedly,

Warne (Constable Blameworthy),

ruefully, rightfully Australian as the roar at

Wynn Roberts (Nobbler), Charles

a Grand Final’ (Sun News-Pictorial, 10 July

Haggith (Colonel), Pearl Copolov

1962); ‘Jaunty tunes: Wickedly funny’ (The

(Kate), Anne Harvey (Lucy), with Ella

Age, 10 July 1962); ‘A first class piece of

Banner (Doll), Sally Ridell (Nell), Mark

bright entertainment… few shows can ever

Albiston and Eric Coladetti (members
of the Romeo Lane Push), and Richard Pratt
(Bottler).
William Jeffries produced the show and
also played the parts of Sam and Codger,
Harry Leitch was Fizz-Gig Foley and dance
director, with direction by Jeff Underhill.
Bruce George on piano/organ was assisted in
the pit by Lenard Rienzi (bass) and Ian
Pearce (drums).11
The Advocate ( January 1959) said it was ‘a
delicious extravaganza, written in a mockserious style that capitally captures and
sustains the old ballad melodramas,’ while
Listener In-TV (3–9 January 1959), claimed:
‘The piece gets most of its character from the
Spring 2010

witty dialogue and lyrics.’ It also said ‘the
production suffers sadly from an almost
complete lack of singing voices’, which was
echoed by the Herald’s reviewer (27 December
1958): ‘It’s a pity the men of the present cast
can hardly sing at all.’ He thought William
Jeffries was the nearest to a singer, and that
he gave the performance ‘a big lift’ in the last
act, as did Listener In-TV: ‘Only producer
William Jeffries, who makes a rollicking late
appearance, knows how to put a song across.’
The Herald praised Frank Gatliff, Anne
Harvey and Pearl Copolov, but thought
Bettine Kauffmann, although a ‘lively heroine
[was] no singer’. Bruce George came in for
his share of criticism too: ‘Composer Bruce

have had a more enthusiastic reception’
(The Herald, 10 July 1962). The same reviewer
also thought the work had been transformed
since its first rather tentative production in
1958, reversing its opinion on the music; now
‘Bourke Street On A Saturday Night’ was
one of the show’s ‘happy songs’. Further:
‘William Hodge and Mary Hardy led the fun,
with Kevin Colson making a third-act
entrance to strengthen everything with his
voice and personality’ (Sun News-Pictorial);
‘Robert Hornery is at his funniest as a
Melbourne copper, vintage 1899, and his
burlesque ballet dance with Charles Haggith
is one of the hits’ (Listener In–TV, 14–20 July
1962); ‘A brilliant success— 

*
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Calcott, Jackie Cassidy, Bernard Gilroy,

played a season at St Martin’s Theatre from

Requiem’, ‘Ballad For Three No-Hopers’,

References:

musical, and the best thing of local origin we

1963) called it ‘a minor Beggar’s Opera’ and

Muriel Hopkins, Estelle Myers, Terence

13 April until 19 May 1973, with direction

‘Angel’s Alley Waltz’, ‘Ballad For A

have seen for years’ ( James Murphy, The

Reilly, Robyn Smith and Graeme Tomlins.

by Rex Cramphorn. Later in 1979 Graeme

Departed Soul’, ‘Bourke Street On A

1. New Theatre program, 1958.

went on to say: ‘sentiments of a nineteenth-

Bulletin, 21 July 1962.

century cast are sung to melodies reminiscent

John and Marie Armstrong directed the work,

Murphy directed a production for Gravin

Saturday Night’, ‘The Gaolbird’s Waltz’,

of nineteenth-century Cockney balladry or

with Armstrong doubling as choreographer

Productions at the Pumpkin Theatre, from

‘My Darlin’ Pa’, ‘The Millionaire’s Song’,

Mondays to Saturdays, no matinées, and closed Victorian music hall… The most persistently
on 1 September after 48 performances.
engaging performances came from Peter

with Marie Lloyd.

27 November to 15 December 1979.

‘’Twas Ever Thus For A Woman’, ‘The

5. New Theatre program, 1958.

‘This show is unashamed entertainment

From 6 November 1984 Adelaide’s

March Of The Romeo Lane Push’, ‘Sam’s

6. ibid

The next city to see the show was Canberra, Whitford, splendid as a gang bully, and Peter
where it opened at the Riverside Theatre on Rowley as the sentimental conscience of the

with a salty Australian flavour… Credit for

Therry Dramatic Society Inc. played a

Shanty’, ‘Ballad Of A Father And Son’,

7. Music and Dance in Australia,

individual performances must go to Norm

season of the show at the Royalty Theatre,

‘The Perhaps Waltz’ and ‘The Colonel’s

Currency     Press 2003, p.69.

14 December 1962. Produced by the Canberra Angel’s Alley Bloods.’
Repertory Society, it was directed

Slater, Shirley Broadway, Milton Moore,

with Tony Allison, Charles Attard and

Song’. Missing is ‘Sugar And Spice’, which

8. New Theatre program, 1958.

is an addendum to ‘Tom’s Requiem’.

9. Bruce George interview with the

at least as good as the average imported

The show opened on 9 July 1962, played

The Sydney Morning Herald (26 September

2. Playscript, Yackandandah, 1989.
3. ibid
4. ibid

Alan Hardy, Penny Hall and

Susie Small, direction by Robert McCarthy,

by Alan Harvey, choreographed by

Alec Marchevsky’ (Tribune, 13

and musical direction by Helen Fitzgerald.

Graham Coulson, with Burilda

January 1965). According to

Millett as musical director. The cast

the reviewer, three of the

fallen off the theatrical radar. The

Special thanks to: Phil A’Vard, Peter

11. New Theatre program, 1958.

included Ian MacLean (Bill), Meril

show’s 15 songs were notable:

playscript was published by Yackandandah

Clarke, Brian Crossley, Bruce George, Bob

12. UTRC program, 1962.

Harvey (Maria), Wal Eastman

‘Pitt Street On A Saturday

in 1989.

Hornery, Ray Kolle, John Lidgerwood,

13. Anne Edgeworth: The Cost of Jazz Garters     

(Constable Blameworthy), Joy Warren,

Night’, ‘The Millionaire’s

Charles Little, Harold Minear, Ian Pearce,

—A History of Canberra Repertory Society 1932–        

and Stan Davies.

Song’, and ‘’Twas Ever Thus

commercially recorded, but the original

Jo Peoples (Performing Arts Collection,

1982, Canberra Repertory Society, 1992.

For A Woman’.

1958 New Theatre cast was recorded live

Adelaide Festival Centre), Performing Arts

for a custom LP. It contains: ‘Tom’s

Collection, Frank Van Straten and Jack Youens.

The Canberra Times (25 December

The show played Fridays

1962) described the show as ‘one of
those jolly musical romps which one

to Sundays for nine weeks,

either likes or does not’. It carped

closing on 13 March 1965

that the lyrics were ‘not easy to

after a run of 27 performances.
Adelaide Repertory Theatre

handle,’ and that the tunes were
‘generally so vague as to be sometimes

Incorporated mounted the

nondescript,’ but said Joy Warren,

initial Adelaide production at
the Arts Theatre, opening on

Stan Davies and Ian Maclean ‘stood
out from the rest of the cast’. It liked

Left to right: Peter Whitford, designer Helen

Meril Harvey’s duet with Ian MacLean, the

Boyd and Jennifer Hagen in the first Sydney

choruses of the floozies and the slashers and

production, 1963.

Wal Eastman’s ‘Constable’s Song’.
Anne Edgeworth, in her book The Cost of
Jazz Garters, called it an ‘uproarious production’,
and said it drew ‘reasonably good houses’.13
The season was split in two, with the company
playing seven performances Thursdays to
Saturdays from 14 to 22 December 1962,
resuming on 24 January 1963 for another 20
performances. It closed on 2 March 1963.
The first Sydney production of the show,
by NIDA (National Institute of Dramatic Art)
students, opened at the Old Tote Theatre on
25 September 1963. The setting was changed
from Fitzroy to the Sydney Rocks, and ‘Bourke
Street On A Saturday Night’ became ‘Pitt
Street On A Saturday Night’. The cast
included Peter Whitford (Bill), Peter Serrano
(Nobbler), Janet Dearness (Maria), Charles
Little (Constable Blameworthy), Gaye
Anderson (Kate), Peter Rowley (Colonel),
Jennifer Hagan, Kristina Child, Rosemary
Fry, Wilfred Fulton, John Garland, Ray
Godden, and Lesley Mackay. Richard
Campion directed, Tom Brown was choreographer,
with John Gordon as musical director.
Page 10

The set was described as a ‘shoestring
variation on Sean Kenny’s massive geometry
for Oliver!’.
Frank Harris (Daily Mirror, 26
September 1963) said: ‘It’s smart, up-todate in a sense, and played with engaging
verve… the Old Tote audience laughed in
delight at this merry send-up of the
beatniks of the ’90s.’ Janet Dearness, Peter
Serrano, Peter Whitford, Gaye Anderson
and Peter Rowley were singled out for
praise.
The show played Monday to Saturday
(no matinées), closing on 12 October 1963,
after a 16 performance run.
Sydney had a revival of the piece when
New Theatre created a new production that
opened on 9 January 1965. This time the
setting was moved to Sydney’s
Woolloomooloo. The cast was headed by
Shirley Broadway as Maria, with Norm
Slater as Bill, and included Milton Moore,
Alan Hardy, Penny Hall, Jennifer Cullen,
Vincent Gil, Alec Marchevsky, David

6 December 1966.
A large cast was headed by Brian Wenzel
(Bill), June Ball (Maria), Ron Peterson
(Constable Blameworthy), Leo Heffernan (Sam),
Phyl Skinner (Kate) and Brian Taylor (Colonel).
Harold Minear handled direction; choreography
was in the hands on Geraldine Rowett;
musical direction by Claire Chittleborough.
‘A fast and highly polished romp in which
cast and audience joined hands for their
mutual enjoyment… Most of the music has
the umty-tumty thump proper to the period.
‘Bourke Street On A Saturday Night’ is an
especially catchy little item, and ‘Sam’s

Since then the show appears to have

No songs from the score were

Australia: Melbourne

Australia: Sydney

A funny thing happened…

Star turn

Actually, from the Forum’s point of view, it

Star City has announced plans to build a

wasn’t all that funny.

$100 million, 3000-seat events centre on its

The theatre sustained minor damage
when a taxi crashed into its Russell Street
frontage around 11pm on 31 August.
Police say two taxis turned left into

Tabcorp’s chief executive of casinos,
Larry Mullin, said the centre was part of an
additional $285 million being spent on the
casino redevelopment and would take the

Flinders Street and collided. The driver of

total investment to $860 million.

the front taxi lost control and crashed into
the theatre (below).
There were no passengers in either car and

10. UTRC program, 1962.

n

‘The events centre will make Star City a
complete entertainment destination with
multiple reasons to visit. We already have

The 2400 square metre column-free
venue will also cater for trade shows,
exhibitions, conferences and television
events such as the Logies, traditionally staged
at the Palladium at Crown in Melbourne.
The new centre will be designed by
Sceno Plus, the US-based company
responsible for two of Las Vegas’ leading
entertainment venues, the Colosseum at
Caesar’s Palace and The Joint at the Hard
Rock Hotel.
Sydney business leaders have welcomed
the plans, hoping the centre will help reclaim
the $300 million in convention-based activity

no one was injured. The drivers, a 28-year-

the 2000-seat Lyric Theatre for musicals and

old Maidstone man and a 30-year-old from

major theatre productions, and now we will

Carlton, were each fined $299 for careless

have a specialised venue for major

Australia: Port Macquarie

driving and each lost three demerit points.

performances,’ he said.

Barnacles’ bill

lost every year to Melbourne.

The new Glasshouse Arts Centre in Port
Macquarie, NSW, is in serious trouble.
The Spring 2009 edition of On Stage

making.’ (The Advertiser, 7 December 1966).

detailed the tortuous history of this controversial

The reviewer thought it was a great team

venue, which opened to great acclaim on

effort, but singled out Phyl Skinner, Brian

3 July 2009. Now, after only 12 months, the

Wenzel, June Ball, Ron Peterson and Tony

air conditioning system needs to be

Haslam for individual praise.

replaced—

The show played five performances,

at a cost of $524 000.

closing on 10 December 1966.

The failed system uses seawater from the

In June 1968 Adelaide saw another

Hastings River instead of a traditional

production of the show by the St Jude

cooling tower, but the pipes are too narrow

Players, again directed by Harold Minear.

ON STAGE

Pyrmont casino site.

Russell Street from the left hand lane of

gently parodies the Gilbert & Sullivan music-

Melbourne: The Performance Syndicate

author, 2009.

All the world’s a stage

Shanty’, admirably sung by Leo Heffernan,

There were also further productions in

Continued in the next issue of On Stage.

Image courtesy
Network Ten.

and have become clogged with barnacles.
‘The current system is basically choking
itself,’ said administrator Garry Payne.

Spring 2010
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He says Black Swan’s allocation of $1.6m

‘The marine growth will just clog the pipes

Heath Ledger Theatre and the 234-seat

and the pumps will stop and that will be the

flexible Studio Underground, as well as The

in combined government funds is far less

Courtyard, a multi-purpose outdoor events

than that of the State Theatre Company of

Christopher Anthony. There followed a

time for the première of The Wizard of Oz in

space, two rehearsal rooms and two

South Australia, which receives $2.6m in

period of unprecedented vandalism, during

February 2011.

flexible-use private suites.

funds and stages nine productions annually.

which the proscenium was severely damaged,

end of that.’
He adds that although the new system
will utilise some of the old equipment,
‘There’s going to be hundreds of thousands

Seating in the Heath Ledger Theatre is

The Queensland Theatre Company,

which it became a Bingo hall.
In 2007 it was sold to a property developer,

the dress circle balcony removed, and an

link it directly with the existing Variety Bar.
The refurbishments will be completed in

England: London

of dollars’ worth of air conditioning

now in place, and carpeting is being laid.

which receives about $3.9m, will stage 12 shows

infrastructure that we won’t be able to use.’

Cladding of the theatre drum is complete

this year. Black Swan was scheduled to stage

owner demolished the left hand wall of the

Opera for the people

and final load testing of the powered flying

five main stage shows and two Studio shows

auditorium, the fly tower and the roof.

London’s most famous fringe venue, the old

legal action to recover some of the cost.

system is under way. Installation of technical

next year, but this may have to be scaled back.

Council is also reviewing the operation of

systems in the Studio Underground is

the building, including the possibility of

nearing completion. Masking drapes in the

Day said Black Swan and Perth Theatre

issued a repairs notice on Mr Anthony. This

selling or leasing all or part of it.

rehearsal rooms and The Studio are in place.

Company, which will also move into the

The state-of-the-art Pathport DMX over

venue, will receive discounted office and

was subsequently suspended and Mr Anthony’s and intimate way’, attempting to attract new
company submitted an application to replace audiences. The Little Opera House at the

Ethernet system, which will give both

theatre hire rates and modest expenses to

the Hippodrome with a multi-storey car park.

King’s Head will avoid the high prices and

performance spaces unprecedented flexibility

accommodate their move.

The Council is to carry out £90 000

expensive overheads that veteran director

($A147 350) worth of repairs and has said it

Jonathan Miller says are ‘immoral’ in the

will force Mr Anthony to pay—even if it

current straitened economic times.

Mr Payne said council was considering

Australia: Perth
Another opening…
A civic ceremony 27 January next year will
mark the long-awaited opening of Perth’s
new $90 million State Theatre Centre.
Two days later there will be an opening
matinée and an evening performance,
followed by an open day on 30 January.
Andrew Lewis, who has experience in
film, television and theatre, has been
appointed artistic director for the opening
performance, which celebrate the success of
West Australian theatre, both locally and on
the international stage. It will feature Spare
Parts Puppet Theatre, pieces directed by
Chrissie Parrott and Matt Lutton, as well as
appearances by surprise celebrity artists. The
Perth International Arts Festival will be the
first event to be held in the centre, in
February 2011.
Designed by Kerry Hill Architects, the
State Theatre Centre includes the 575-seat

WA Culture and the Arts Minister John

with stage lighting systems, is nearly finished.
Meanwhile Black Swan Theatre artistic
director company Kate Cherry says: ‘The
theatre spaces and the foyer all look amazing,
and the facilities are state-of-the-art, but my
concern is we still don’t have the financial
backing that will make it possible for us to
fill the theatre.
‘We want to produce as much work as
possible, using as many WA artists as we
can, but we will be stretched way beyond
our resources.’

Australia: Sydney

including theatre hire and front and back
stage staff, will increase by nearly 75 per
cent from $311 000 this year to $544 000
next year.
Overall production costs will go up by
35 per cent, partly because of the need to
build bigger, more complex sets to fill the

Perth’s new State Theatre Centre, in May 2010. Heath Ledger stage.

Wirth the price?
Ocean View, for generations the magnificent

injunction preventing any further work and

King’s Head pub in north London, is to
become a home for opera.
It will stage opera in an ‘unvarnished

‘There is a strange sort of intimacy if
venues where people just relish being there

Brisbane-born Jonathan Hyde—in its

because they are rich,’ Miller says. ‘There is

23-strong cast.

finally sold for $5 million. (see On Stage,

Webber’s world

something about the gigantic, gilded theatres

Winter 2009).

Andrew Lloyd Webber is in talks aimed at

that we associate with opera that is wrong.’

The new owner is Irini Filipoppoulos,

classic is currently playing in California, and
includes an Australian Captain Hook—

Coogee home of the Wirth Circus family, has

offloading four of his West End theatres.

The King’s Head, Kilburn.

you can get away from the luxurious opera

England: London

ThreeSixty Productions unveiled the
show in Kensington Gardens, London, in

The King’s Head was opened in 1970 by

summer 2009. It played a Christmas season,

a maverick American fringe impresario, the

then transferred to San Francisco for a three-

transfer station. Mrs Filipoppoulos beat several

negotiating with a group headed by Michael

late Dan Crawford. The present artistic

month run. It has recently opened in Costa

interstate buyers for the prized property.

Grade, chair of Pinewood Shepparton and

director is Adam Spreadbury-Maher. Now

Mesa, California.

former chair of the BBC, and Michael Linnit.

aged 28, Spreadbury-Maher trained as a

This high tech production uses s

No proposed price has been revealed.

singer in Australia, but soon switched to

360-degree computer-generated scenic

directing. His award-winning, sell-out,

backdrop to produce a ‘total theatre’

whose husband is a director of a waste

England: Darby

Lloyd Webber’s Really Useful Group is

The four theatres on the selling block are

Hippodrama
Penelope Keith has thrown her support
behind a campaign to preserve the Derby
Hippodrome theatre.
A trustee of Britain’s Theatres Trust, Ms
Keith said she was delighted that Derby City
Council had taken action to protect the theatre.
‘It’s good to see that, at last, works are

the New London (1024 seats), the Cambridge small-scale production La Bohème at the
(1250), the Palace (1390) and Her Majesty’s
Cock Tavern in Kilburn is now officially the

experience.

(1216). Priscilla, Queen of the Desert is playing

longest-running opera in the world. It has

wanted to bring something special to it, yet

at the Palace, and Her Majesty’s is home to

recently transferred to London’s Soho

we felt an obligation to serve the source

Lloyd Webber’s The Phantom of the Opera.

Theatre. Spreadbury-Maher plans to stage

material,’ said co-producer Mat Churchill.

The Really Useful Group would retain
its half share in the Adelphi (co-owned with
the Nederlander Group) as well as the

new works, alongside those from the
traditional operatic canon.
The season started on 6 October 2010

‘Peter Pan has been seen so often that we

Set, costume and 3-D production
designer William Dudley says it’s the first
time this has been applied to a live theatre

going on to stabilise and protect this theatre,’

Theatre Royal Drury Lane and the London

with The Barber of Seville set in Salisbury and

setting. It took 200 computers four weeks to

Ms Keith says. ‘It’s one of a number of listed

Palladium—which is set for a major

buildings in this area which, if restored,

directed by Robin Norton-Hale. It will be

refurbishment to mark its 100th birthday.

followed by Madame Butterfly set in Bangkok,

create the moving images that are projected
via 15 000 square feet (4572m2) of high-

with Butterfly as a ladyboy and her lover,

resolution video onto the inside of the tent.

could make such a difference to people’s

‘This will be the biggest program of

lives. This theatre could have a bright future

refurbishment and change in the Palladium’s

as an arts and cultural community resource

history.’ Said Lloyd Webber. ‘I’m delighted

in an area of Derby that has real potential.

to announce the restoration of the iconic

they actually remain virtually motionless—

‘We hope that the Hippodrome

£15 ($A24.55), whereas a seat at Covent

revolving stage and plans for the complete

Garden can cost up to £200 ($A327.50).

instead it’s the panoramic background of an

Restoration Trust’s plans to acquire the

refurbishment of the front-of-house areas.’

Patrons of the King’s Head include

building and restore it to a working theatre

The main entrance façade will be repaired

receive the full support of the council and

and refurbished, a new box office area will

others who are able to help.’

be created, a new lift will improve accessibility

The Derby Hippodrome opened in 1914
as a 2300-seat variety house. In 1930 it
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Derby Council obtained a High Court

bankrupts him.

Black Swan’s general manager Shane
Colquhoun says venue-related costs,

arson attempt foiled. In March this year the

to the stalls, and toilet facilities will be improved.
The current box office will be converted

Pinkerton, an American Airlines pilot.
Top-price tickets King’s Head are only

Joanna Lumley, Alan Parker, Tom Stoppard
and leading West End actress Janie Dee.

When the harness-clad actors playing the
children are lifted aloft to fly for the first time,

animated London that swirls by in a rush
of movement.
Recent versions of Sir James Barrie’s
story have become increasingly frivolous,

United States: Costa Mesa

with Peter invariably played by a female and
Tinker Bell represented as a blinking light.

became an 1800-seat cinema. For nine years

into three new function spaces; the grandest

Neverland, anyone?

In this ‘straight’ version, Peter is played by a

from 1950 it was again a live venue, after

of them will have the historic roof light

Peter Pan is flying again—this time in a 1200-

male and Tinker Bell by a female.

reinstalled and a new spiral staircase will

seat Cirque-du-Soleil-style tent! The timeless

ON STAGE
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Hyde, 62, is enjoying himself immensely. *
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Hall story

Jonathan Hyde as Captain Hook
in Peter Pan.

Frank Van Straten rediscovers The Auditorium—a
forgotten stage of Melbourne’s musical history.

He plays both the
children’s father, Mr Darling,
and the dastardly Captain Hook.
‘One is tame and
psychotic, and offhandedly
lethal. Hook rather
thoughtlessly kills someone

Australia’s first purpose-built concert hall—

architects, he was responsible

The Auditorium.

for scores of prominent

The building occupies a site that once

within 20 seconds of being
right there on stage!’
Jonathan Hyde’s long
career includes many roles
with the Royal Shakespeare
Ismay in the film Titanic and
toured Australia in 2007 in Ian
McKellan’s celebrated
productions of King Lear and
The Seagull. He is married to
Scottish soprano Isabel

commercial and residential

belonged to the Presbyterian Church. A

buildings, many using red

bluestone church, St Enoch’s, was built there

brick in a free ‘Romanesque’

in 1850. Over the years it was considerably

style, with a nod to Art

altered and enlarged, eventually serving as

Nouveau decoration.

the Presbyterians’ Assembly Hall. When a

Company. He played Bruce

Barnet developed a certain

new Assembly Hall was planned for the

expertise in theatre design.

opposite side of Collins Street, the church

He had been responsible for

was demolished and rebuilt in Box Hill,

the Alexandra (today’s Her

where it remains to this day (see On Stage,

Majesty’s), the National

Spring 2008). In 1912 the church leased the

Amphitheatre (today’s Palace,

vacant site to J.&N.Tait Ltd for 20 years.

Bourke Street) and the

There were five Taits, all brothers: Frank, Britannia Cinema (also in

Buchanan.

Charles, John, James Nevin and Edward

Compiled with thanks to Peter

(‘E.J.’). In 1902 Frank, John and Nevin

Bourke Street).
For the Taits Nahum

founded J.& N.Tait. Charles, who managed

designed a handsome three-

Allan’s music store, guided the business, and

level auditorium with a

Edward, J.C.Williamson’s treasurer, watched

capacity slightly greater than

Violin virtuoso remembered

from the sidelines. In 1903 Nevin made his

the Town Hall’s. At the front

Hall in London. ‘This permits the various

first trip to London, where he engaged a

of the building was an eight-storey block of

departments of the orchestra to appear one

A donation of memorabilia to the Performing Arts Collection of South Australia
ensures a virtuoso musician will be remembered.

number of celebrity artists to tour Australia,

offices and business premises. The contractor above the other, thereby allowing each

including the celebrated contralto Clara Butt

was Clements Langford. The building cost

Burgis, Rob Morrison and The
Theatres Trust (UK).

nternationally acclaimed concert

Britain, Europe, the United States and

violinist Daisy Kennedy was born in

Egypt, and recording for the Columbia

Burra, South Australia—but is virtually

company in London.

n

She married the Ukrainian pianist

forgotten in her homeland.

Benno Moiseiwitsch in 1914, and toured

Kennedy’s daughters have recently

Australia with him in 1919–20.

presented a treasure trove of memorabilia

Their daughter, Tanya, became a well

to the Performing Arts Collection of South

known theatre designer.

Australia. The material includes newspaper

Kennedy’s second husband was poet

clippings, programs, correspondence,
photographs, and a magnificent portrait in

and dramatist John Drinkwater. After his

oils.

death in 1937, Kennedy became conductor
and leader of the otherwise all-male salon

Kennedy was born in 1893. She studied
violin from the age of seven and at 13 won

orchestra at London’s Regent Palace

a scholarship to the Elder Conservatorium

Hotel, a position she held until 1950.
She returned to Australia in 1964 and

in Adelaide.
When she was only 15 she ventured

again in 1978. Daisy Kennedy was a

overseas for further study, following the

cousin of cellist Lauri Kennedy and,

advice of visiting violin virtuoso and

therefore, is also related to Lauri’s son

composer Jan Kubelik.

John Kennedy, another cellist, and
grandson, the violinist Nigel Kennedy.

After three years in Prague and Vienna
studying with Otakar Sevcik, Kennedy

1911. She swiftly established an international

Daisy Kennedy died on 30 July 1981. Her

made her Vienna and London débuts in

reputation, playing with major orchestras in

ashes were scattered in the Adelaide Hills .n
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concert hall, the Taits chose

along leafy Collins Street realise

To design their new

that a few doors up from the Regent Nahum Barnet (1855–1931).
One of Melbourne’s busiest
Theatre is a building that started life as

ineffective, and the other is a

I

T

oday few of the people who stroll

ON STAGE

and her baritone husband Kennerley Rumford. £40 000.

instrument to be heard at its proper value.’
The main stage entrance was through a

The Argus of 6 May 1913 gave its readers

doorway set into the centre of the steps: ‘The

mainly concert promoters, their interests

some interesting details of the building as it

performers will walk from their dressing rooms

encompassed film and, eventually, theatre.

neared completion: it was to seat 2400 (40

straight on to the centre of the platform,

In 1920 they amalgamated with theatrical

more than the Town Hall). Moreover, ‘It will

instead of climbing steps at the side; thus a

entrepreneur J.C.Williamson’s.

be better ventilated and, designed in the light certain awkwardness will be avoided,

Alhough at this stage the Taits were

The Taits’ earliest concert presentations

of later knowledge, the acoustic properties

were at the Athenaeum Hall in Collins Street will be far superior to those of the older

performers, instead of feeling bound to make
sideway acknowledgement of applause—

(see On Stage, Summer 2004). Later they

building, in which, owing to its structural

used the Melbourne Town Hall. Their

defects, so much good music has been marred touch of gaucherie—will be en rapport with

steadily increasing success, and the steadily

in the past.’

increasing cost of hiring the somewhat

Unlike the Town Hall, the stalls floor was

something that can hardly be done without a
their audience immediately they appear.’
Australian Musical News recognised that the

rudimentary Town Hall, convinced them

raked: ‘This will leave no excuse for people

Melbourne was ready for a purpose-built

rising in their seats to the annoyance of those change Melbourne music making: ‘It has

concert hall.

behind, in order that they may obtain a

grown into an article of our musical faith that

better view of the artists.’

no concert was to be regarded as in the first

The site in Collins Street was ideal. It was
in a fashionable block that housed several

The auditorium was painted in pure

opening of The Auditorium would markedly

class, no artist as of front rank, unless the

churches, genteel tearooms, the offices of

white, contrasting dramatically with the

The Argus newspaper, the Town Hall and

scarlet-covered seating. The stage arrangements the fact that the Town Hall is too large for

George and George’s elegant department

were particularly innovative. The stage was,

the appreciation of softer effects, its capacity

store—and it was a discrete distance from the

in effect, a series of broad steps, said to be

is greater than the drawing power of many

raffish delights of Bourke Street night life.

similar to the arrangements in the Queen’s

high class musicians. No one likes to appear

Town Hall were the locale; and apart from

before rows of half empty seats; and
Spring 2010

*
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though the Auditorium will actually

specimen of the ancient Venetian vessel of

activities—from J.&N.Tait’s headquarters to ‘The

visiting stars. It hosted a cavalcade of local

hold a bigger audience, its area is

state—the Bucentaur—filled almost to the

Open-Air Roof Medical Gymnasium and

music makers, including many who would

smaller, and one or both of the

bulwarks with people. The two large tiers,

Physical Culture School for Women, Girls

make major contributions to the performing

balconies may be closed without

balcony and gallery, suggested the stern, and

and Children’ run by the Misses E.M.Webb

arts, here and overseas. On 19 May 1913, for

detriment. Thus the artist whose

facing these was the choir gallery, which

and C.C.Lorimer:

instance, two days after the official opening,

appeal is to the select few finds here

suggested the bows. Like a galleon, too,

‘The first open-air gymnasium to be

a Melbourne Conservatorium concert included

an ideal spot wherein to display

there were all sorts of exits and entrances

introduced in Australia is centrally situated

contributions from violinist Donald McBeath

his powers.

leading to and from what appeared to be

on the flat roof of the new Auditorium

(later to tour the world with John McCormack),

hidden depths, out of which busy people

building, at an altitude of 167 ft above the

William G. James (later a composer of note and

apt to set great store on the profit-

hurried to and fro, an excitement further

roadway, and comprises two open areas, 64

the ABC’s director of music), brilliant flautist

and-loss side of the account;

intensified by the ushers (who, however, did

ft x 20 ft and 64 x 30 ft, with a roof garden,

John Amadio (later to tour with Melba), and

considerations of its being desirable,

their work with ease and without flurry), the

indoor class-rooms, medical gymnasium,

Gertrude Johnson (later to sing at Covent

in the interests of art, to modify their

program boys and the chocolate girls.

fully equipped with all modern appliances,

Garden and found Australia’s National Theatre

bathrooms, dressing rooms, toilet rooms, etc.

Movement). The following year 2000 people

regarded at all. Now, Messrs Tait,

the place of trial which sees so many failures

Sun and light penetrate into all parts of the

attended an Auditorium concert that raised

though they did not erect this

and so few successes—and there it was seen

building. From this position is obtained one

£300 to help send Miss Johnson to Europe.

building for the good of their health,

that the customary space was considerably

of the finest views of Melbourne and

have the interests of music at heart.

diminished both in height and superficial

surroundings, embracing bay, river and

McMahon presented The Auditorium’s first

Keen businessmen as they are, they

area, a feature all artists will appreciate, since

mountains. Phone 5960.’

dramatic presentation on 7 July 1913—an

know when to cast a sprat to catch a

the over-large platform causes the

interpretation of The Trial Before

herring; they see clearly when they

performer to lose contact with his

Herod from the York Mystery

are justified in foregoing present

hearers. The large alcove

Plays, featuring the distinguished

profit for the sake of Art—which in

covering the platform showed as

British actor Herbert Grimwood and

their case means, for future gain; since

a pretty architectural feature and,

eight other members of the Oscar

a gain for art assuredly means a

with its relative smallness, gave to

Asche–Lily Brayton Company,

profit, not necessarily immediate, but

the ceiling of the auditorium

then playing at the Theatre Royal.

none the less sure, for the Tait

proper a good contrasting

brothers. Their welfare is, in fact,

impression of ample air space, a

The Auditorium available for

closely bound up with the continued

point emphasised by the gleaming

charitable causes. One of the first,

progress of the community in

white walls and the absence of

on 8 July 1913, supported the

musical taste and appreciation.’

any but the simplest decorative

distressingly named Ragged Boys’

To launch The Auditorium, the

effect. The sensible plan of having

Homes and Mission, a non-

Taits could have chosen no-one more

the lights dispersed, instead of in

denominational organisation

appropriate than the doyens of the

huge glaring clusters, evoked

caring for the city’s ‘waifs and strays’.

British concert stage, Clara Butt and

favourable comment.’

‘Moreover, the City Fathers were

‘Naturally all eyes turned to the platform—

scale of charges, were rarely

The Taits were happy to make

British–American pianist

The concert went without a

Kennerley Rumford, who had been

Distinguished actor–director Gregan

Harold Bauer was one of the

so wildly successful on their previous

hitch, although The Argus reported

international star artists for 1914. In

visit. On the afternoon of 14 May

that Mr Rumford was initially

September that year Melba shared

1913 the handsome couple attended

‘obviously slightly embarrassed

the stage with actress Ellen Terry in

a formal reception in the new building.

with the newness of his

a gala concert that raised £1400 for

The next day The Argus reported:

surroundings, but he is, of course,

‘Most of the guests found their way

Top: John McCormack joins the audience at the conclusion of his Auditorium concert on

too experienced an artist to allow himself to

into the balconies, while others sat

17 November 1913.

be troubled in this way long; before he had

Above: Melba and Ellen Terry together on The Auditorium stage for a concert to raise funds for war

gone very far he was able to assert himself

around the cleared spaces or
occupied the southern gallery [the

made with classic simplicity... pliant black

foliage and in the centre was a silver arch with satin charmeuse, with a broad bordering of
“Welcome” in silver lettering.

brocade. Madame wore a long black velvet

Auditorium’s first star attraction.

Red Cross war charities, and
Florence Young appeared there in a musical
play, The Climax.

The Auditorium became, of course, the

As the war progressed, importing overseas

principal showcase for the Taits’ parade of

performers became increasingly difficult. To

celebrity artists—their next major attraction

fill the gaps, the Taits made The Auditorium

orchestra played popular selections and

and the singers responded with a seemingly

being the great Irish tenor John McCormack

available for occasional major film attractions.

afternoon tea was served in the foyer.’

inexhaustible series of encores, including

in October—but they were more than happy

their perennial ‘calling card’, ‘The Keys Of

to lease the hall to other entrepreneurs, such

charities, September 1914.

The artists earned ‘rapturous applause’

choir gallery]. The stage was
beautifully decorated with screens of autumn

with splendid results.’

Clara Butt and Kennerley Rumford, The

On 17 May 1913 Madame Butt and her

The first, in 1915, was the spectacular
Neptune’s Daughter, designed to display the

coat with a fur collar, which when opened

husband gave the first concert in the

Heaven’. The Argus summed up the evening

as E.J.Carroll and E.J.Gravestock. In August 1913 aquatic achievements of Australia’s Annette

conducted to the dais, which had been

showed a pointed yoke of fine net and

sparkling new Auditorium. The evening was

as ‘an artistic triumph’.

Australian Musical News reported that the rental Kellerman. In 1917 The Auditorium presented

placed at the foot of the stage, and there she

several rows of magnificent pearls, one string exhaustively—and imaginatively—covered in

‘On her arrival, Madame Butt was

The Auditorium quickly got into its stride

and Mr Rumford greeted their many

as large as marbles. The hat completing this

The Argus on 19 May: ‘The scene was

as the city’s premier concert venue, while the

Melbourne friends. Madame Butt’s gown

elegant toilette was of black velvet with a

impressive. The hall looked like a great

office block at the front of the building

galleon of the old days, or a magnified

provided a home for an diverse range of other

was a beautiful conception of rich material
Page 16

ruche of lime-coloured ostrich plumage. An
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of The Auditorium was £12.12.0 per night,

a return season of D.W.Griffiths’ Intolerance (it

compared to £15 for the slightly smaller Town had premièred at the Theatre Royal in
Hall, though both charged £20 for Saturdays. Bourke Street) and A Tale of Two Cities with
The Auditorium was not just reserved for William Farnum. 

*
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A local film, His Only Chance, premièred

every Sunday evening, a regular church

Compiled with thanks to Kevin McBeath and

service, conducted with ‘exuberant zest’ by

Maurice Scott. This article is dedicated to the

to support the Red Cross, it was shot at the

the Reverend T.E.Ruth of the Collins Street

late Kevin McBeath, and is based on his

J.C.Williamson film studio on the corner of

Baptist Church, invariably followed by one

preliminary research. Kevin’s father, violinist

Exhibition and Lonsdale Streets. The Bulletin

of his ‘red hot addresses’ on contemporary

Donald McBeath, appeared at The Auditorium

was brutal: ‘The photography of the film was

social questions.

in 1913.

at The Auditorium in May 1918. Produced

all right; but the… story was stereotyped

On 2 January 1916, for the Service of

melodrama in its nakedest simplicity…

Intercession to support the government’s

Truly, a cinema drama of surpassing silliness’

Call to Prayer, the inventive cleric supplied

(see On Stage, Winter 2009).

new words for the National Anthem:

A month later The Auditorium screened
another local production—A Romance of the
Burke and Wills Expedition of 1860, promoted

God bless our splendid men,
Send them safe home again,

as ‘6000 feet of something different’. Like

God save our men!

the ill-fated characters it portrayed, it soon

Keep them victorious,

disappeared without trace.

Patient and chivalrous;

During the war years Australian soprano
Evelyn Scotney and the Russian Cherniavsky

They are so dear to us,
God save our men!

Trio were frequent attractions. There were
countless patriotic fund raising concerts and,

Valerie Lawson:
Mary Poppins She Wrote
The extraordinary story of P.L.Travers, the
reclusive Australian author who created the
immortal Mary Poppins. The book includes

The author gratefully acknowledges the following

a brief account of Travers’ local stage career:

articles on the history of The Auditorium/Metro:

in the 1920s she appeared in pantomime,

Bernie Halperin: ‘At The Auditorium—and
After’ CinemaRecord 38, 2003.
Fred Page: ‘The Auditorium—Birth of a
Showcase’ CinemaRecord, 33, 2001.
Maurice Scott: ‘Metro—The Memories’
Kino 27, 1989.
Ross Thorne: ‘From Concert Hall to Cinema’
Kino 78, 2001.
Ross Thorne: Cinemas of Australia–Via USA

with Allan Wilkie in Shakespeare, and
toured the backblocks in East Lynne and
Charlie’s Aunt. Originally published in 1999
as Out of the Sky She Came.

Les Tod: ‘Metro—The History’ Kino 27, 1989.n

From the dark side

Reg Grundy:

Tell ‘Em Nothing, Take ’Em Nowhere’

Wasted: The True Story of Jim McNeil,

Reg Grundy

The book takes its title from the author’s

Violent Criminal and Brilliant Playwright

‘Gripping Tales from the Dark Side of Our

Hachette, 2009. 370 pp. RRP $35.

Marvellous memories
Bruce McBrien:

is inevitably somewhat enigmatic.

Kilda larrikin who discovered, in prison, a

30-year career producing internationally

Marvellous Melbourne and Me

Nevertheless, the self-described ‘actor,

startling talent for playwriting, married

successful game shows such as Wheel of

Bruce McBrien has enjoyed a life-long love

artist, sometime journalist, erstwhile husband

Robyn Nevin and died of alcoholism in

Fortune and Sale of the Century and a string of

affair with Melbourne. This book reveals his

and drinker, and man of famously few words’ 1982 at the age of 47. His plays included The

high rating TV dramas such as The Restless

unique perspective on Melbourne life, and

entertainingly documents his six decades in

Years, The Young Doctors, Prisoner, Sons and

documents his many encounters with visiting

Pan Macmillan, 2010. 250 pp. RRP $34.99.

Viking, 2010. 312 pp. RRP $32.95.

Pier 9, 2010. 368 pp. RRP $45.

Stand up for Ahn
Ahn Do:
The Happiest Refugee
From an unpromising and unlikely start
as a Vietnamese refugee, Ahn Do
graduated from high school and then
university, but it was as a stand up
comedian that he was destined to make
his mark. His story is one of tragedy,
humour, heartache and, above all, the
unswerving determination that has seen
him become one of this country’s
favourite performers.
Allen & Unwin, 2010. 304 pp
RRP $32.99.

his then wife, Robyn Nevin.

Gravy train

University of NSW Press, 2010. 240 pp.
RRP $34.95.

Nigel Hawthorne, Dame Judi Dench, Barry
Humphries and Judy Davis.
Magabala Books, Broome, 2010. 240 pp.

Singalong with Di
Diana Trask:

RRP $26.95.

Whatever Happened to Diana Trask
An entertaining memoir covering Trask’s
life from her early days on IMT to her

A minutely researched examination of the

later years happily distant from the show

life and often tumultuous times of a man

biz spotlight.

who has been described as ‘perhaps the
greatest comic genius of our age’, from his

Melbourne Books, 2010. 326 pp.
RRP $29.95.

youthful pranks on the staid streets of
Melbourne and the dark years of alcoholism,
through to his successes on television and

Jail bird sings
Glenn Wheatley:

Broadway. This is a definitive chronicle of
the career of a unique satirist, comedian and
burlesque entertainer who continues to
enthral audiences around the world.
HarperCollins, 2010. 464 pp. RRP $35.

The Greatest Show—
in New Zealand

Facing the Music
After nearly four decades as a musician and
manager, with clients including John
Farnham, The Little River Band and Delta
Goodrem, Glenn Wheatley hit the headlines
in 2005 as a key suspect in the Australian
Tax Office’s Project Wickenby. After a
gruelling court case Wheatley served 15

Tony Ratcliffe:

months in jail. In this autobiography he tells

Elephant Man—A Pictorial Autobiography of   

of how he became entangled in tax fraud,

celebrities, politicians and a host of local

his time behind bars, and his subsequent

personalities over the years.

This beautifully produced book tells how the

return to public life.

author created Whirling Bros Circus and

Hardie Grant, 2010. 274 pp.

to countless local music theatre productions.

built it into New Zealand’s biggest and

RRP $39.95.

Paul Kelly:

He established the Music Theatre Guild of

longest-running travelling show—with its



How to Make Gravy

Victoria in 1986. He is a valued Theatre

undoubted star, the much-loved elephant,

This unique memoir began as a series of

Heritage Australia committee member and a

Jumbo. The book includes hundreds of

concerts in 2004 when Kelly performed,

passionate supporter and long-serving

evocative illustrations, most of them in

in alphabetical order, 100 of his songs

volunteer of the National Trust of Australia

stunning colour.

from the previous three decades and told

(Victoria). Marvellous Melbourne and Me is

Tony Ratcliffe, 2010. 168 pp. RRP $39.99.

stories about them. Each of the book’s

illustrated with a collection of rare photographs

Available from www.wheelersbooks.com.au

100 chapters, in alphabetical order by

and memorabilia.

song title, consists of lyrics followed by a

Melbourne Books, 2010. RRP $39.95.

story. Some pieces are confessional, some
tell Kelly’s personal and family history,
some take you on a tour with the band,
some form an idiosyncratic history of
popular music, and some stand as a kind
of how-to of the songwriter’s art.
Penguin, 2010. 576 pp. RRP $49.95.
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Dame Peggy Ashcroft, Sir Ian McKellen, Sir

Whirling Bros Circus

Bruce has contributed his histrionic talents
Jim McNeil in 1975, with his Awgie Award and

luminaries such as Sir Laurence Olivier,

her US hit single ‘Oh Boy’, through to her

Marcus Montana, ‘the star who never was’.

Daughters and, of course, Neighbours.

Hero’ and ‘Friday On My Mind’.

Australian Tragic

ups and occasional downs of his dizzying

Does Your Garden Grow and Jack.

such as ‘Love Is In The Air’, ‘Yesterday’s

peppered with his experiences with

successes in Las Vegas and Nashville, and

The sad, short life of Jim McNeil, the St

theatre and film.

agent in Sydney. This inspiring story is

Barry Humphries

personal philosophy, so a memoir of his life

Chocolate Frog, The Old Familiar Juice, How

others, and their enduringly successful songs

Jack Marx:

suicide, and the rise and fall of the pitiable

The legendary TV pioneer documents the

and AC/DC, the Angels and countless

and eventually set himself up as a theatrical

‘discovery’ by Mitch Miller, her subsequent

the heartbreaking Dacre–Roselle murder–

Ross Honeywill:

Australian Theatre Company and NIDA

One Man Show: The Stages of

Greer tragedy at the Melbourne Opera House,

Max Cullen:

their collaborations with John Paul Young

Anne Pender:

bizarre Merle Oberon deception, the bloody

A roundup of books of theatre interest for people interested in theatre.
Tragic talent
A life well lived
Small screen giant

covers their beginnings with the Easybeats,

he returned home to work with the South

Bazza revealed

History’. The 30 vivid vignettes include the

First reading

London for the RSC and Joan Littlewood,

Hachette Australia, 2010. 394pp. RRP $25.

This book more than lives up to its subtitle:

University of Sydney, 1981.
Continued in the next issue of On Stage.

A spoonful of Travers
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Seeing stars
Kevin Palmer:
Boys’ Home to Broadway

Contacting

Theatre
Heritage
Australia
Inc
.

They write the songs
John Tait:
Vanda & Young: Inside Australia’s
Hit Factory
Forty years of Australian pop music history

Raised in a boys’ home, Kevin Palmer first

told through the lives of Henry Vanda and

aspired to a stage career, but his future lay

George Young, this country’s top

behind the scenes. After stage managing in

songwriters, producers and starmakers. It

Spring 2010
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Lovely to look at

E

Frank Van Straten uncovers the sad, short life of a forgotten star.

ven Mr Ripley would doubt his senses

and humorous monologues, and perform the

behaving like a girl, and that is why I ran away

when confronted with the surprise

most erotic fan dances and the sexiest

from our castle in Schönbrunn. Then when I

that the lovely Lea Sonia presents,

stripteases. As Truth enthused: ‘The perfect

had to earn a living I found that my female

said The Argus on 27 May 1941, reviewing the boy with the perfect figure, he appeared to
have a dual personality. On stage, painted,
latest show at the Melbourne Tivoli.

impersonations soon put me in the headlines.’
A further story had him as a Danish-

Lea Sonia?

bewigged and perfectly gowned, it was

If the name still rings a faint bell, it’s

impossible to consider him as anything other that he had come to Australia from the

because in 1988 female impersonator Lea

than a gay and glamorous girl. Off stage he

Sonia, who fascinated Australians in the early was a well-groomed, debonair boy.’
But who exactly was he?
years of World War II, made an intriguing
comeback as a ghost in Alex Harding’s

American, with the family name Briana, and
United States…
…All of which is nonsense. Lea Sonia
started life as John William Bryan, born at

He told Pix magazine that he was born in 6 Garibaldi Street, Scarborough, England, on

enormously successful gay musical Only

famous of the ‘Soldiers in Skirts’ company

wigs brought from England, beautiful fur coats,

that entertained British servicemen. Chat is

poise, voice, projection. Laid them in the aisles! touring under canvas with the George Sorlie

said to have been the inspiration for the

As a star “she’d” get very temperamental. He show, recalled the Lea Sonia magic: ‘There

campery in the play Privates on Parade and

had rough, common boyfriends who came

the TV series It Ain’t Half Hot, Mum.

around the stage door. “Is Lea there?”, they’d natural long hair in those days—they were

Booked to tour Australia for the Tivoli,
John William Bryan sailed from London on

say like a real showgirl, “I won’t keep you

created with the aid of a beautiful wig, lots of

RMS Oronsay on 25 August 1939, six days

long, boys”.’

sticking plaster, whilst a large rubber ball was

before the declaration of war. The ship

After five ‘house full’ weeks in Melbourne, cut in halves, turned inside out, painted, and

reached in Fremantle on 25 September. On

Business as Usual transferred to the Sydney

kept in place by lots more sticking plaster.

2 October, when the aptly named revue

Tivoli, opening there on 16 November 1939.

Sonia had a naturally pretty face, a shapely

Business as Usual opened at the Melbourne

Even the staid Sydney Morning Herald was

body and being trained as a dancer, he was a

Tivoli, there was Lea Sonia, sharing a bill

impressed, although, in common with the

beautiful mover—this was proven when he did

that included the irrepressible ocker comic

rest of the press, it was careful not to spoil

“The Dance of the Seven Veils”, dropping the

George Wallace, plus the famous Mills Brothers the surprise: ‘The first part of the program

final veil as the stage was blacked out.’
Le Brun continued: ‘This act caused much
discussion. Around the town the smart boys

The story of Only Heaven Knows was

used to say, “From where I was sitting, I could

covered by Peter Pinne in On Stage, Autumn

just see enough. It’s a sheila alright,” while

and Winter 2010 but, until now, the saga of

others were adamant that from their vantage

Lea Sonia has remained ‘in the closet’, enmeshed

points they could definitely guarantee it was a

in a web of falsehoods, half truths and urban

man. Many a drink was bought for me with

myth—partly due to Sonia’s own efforts to

the idea of pumping me for confirmation but,

obfuscate the facts of his short but starry life.

of course, I was solid and revealed nought.’

Lea Sonia was one of the most outstanding

Sonia’s Adelaide season coincided with

female impersonators Australia has seen—a

the publication of a profile piece in the popular

member of a seemingly endless cavalcade

national magazine Pix. ‘With such big, unexpected

which included countless bumptious pantomime

publicity,’ said Le Brun, ‘we opened to a packed

dames, the turn-of-the century grotesqueries

house. We got an unusual audience of Adelaide’s

of the American John F. Sheridan (as ‘The

society folk and each week a scribe, well-known

Widow O’Brien’) and numerous purveyors of

‘No cosmetic surgery’: The transformation begins.

Left: Lea Sonia: ‘Lovely to look at’.

‘He really looked like a female’: Lea Sonia, ready

similar vein, Arthur Lucan, the irascible ‘Old Right: ‘A well-groomed, debonair boy’; John William Bryan offstage.
Mother Riley’ of British variety, had toured
Copenhagen to a circus family. His six sisters’ 12 June 1915. His father, also John William
for the Tivoli in 1924.
speciality act was threatened when one of

Bryan, drove a grocer’s van, but at the time

serious drag artistes that the Tiv had presented

them decided to marry so Lea, then aged

of his son’s birth, he was a driver for the

over the years. In 1924 we saw Bert Errol, a

nine, took her place and kept the act going.

Army Services Corps. His mother was

British star with a good soprano voice and

Nobody spotted that he was not a girl,

Kathleen, née Fishburn. He had one sister,

burlesques of musical comedy leading ladies.

encouraging him to continue. In Paris, he

Mildred, born in 1906.

The exotic Spanish-born Jean Barrios toured

said, he had danced unrecognised with a

in 1926, the acrobatic Barbette in 1928, and

group of 40 showgirls, and often ‘stood in’

Far more glamorous, however, were the

was no cosmetic surgery, hormones, silicon or

say. And Lea would poke “her” head out and truly “impersonators” and the illusion was

Heaven Knows.

the perennially popular Charley’s Aunt. In

Forty years later, Le Brun, a veteran of

We know nothing of Bryan’s childhood
nor of his early years, although we do know

for the spotlight.

“Suzanne”, wrote Tit-Bits from the Tent Show, in
which she mentioned the names of the social
set who attended each change of program.
Actually, they came “slumming” but were

[was] remarkable for a strip-tease act. It was

keen to see if Lea Sonia was indeed man or

from the United States. Sonia, billed as ‘Lovely

the first time such a phenomenon had

woman but, once in the tent, with nice tan bark

to Look At’, was introduced by an elaborate

appeared in Sydney—in any thoroughgoing

shavings underfoot, good scenery and lighting,

presentation of the song ‘I Never Knew

form. Lea Sonia demonstrated, amid songs

lots of laughs and the intimate atmosphere

Heaven Could Speak’, sung by Eric Bush

and impersonations, the sort of thing that

that only tent theatre can provide, they

and danced by the ubiquitous Tivoli Ballet.

was popular in certain New York theatres

became regular patrons.’

Australians loved it.

until a year or so ago, when the civic authorities

Tivoli publicist Percy Crawford remembered:

closed such entertainments down. Apparently, the Tivoli’s flow of overseas stars. There were

By early 1940 the war had started to stem

that he eventually developed a successful
the Englishman Charles Hart in 1930, complete for female stars in circus films.
He told another reporter that he had seven drag act. The first reports of his performing
with a wardrobe said to be worth £3000.

‘His act created such a furore that his visit of

on this occasion, it was hoped that all would

no new imports in Spice of Life, the revue that

sisters, not six, and that they performed as

as Lea Sonia date from early June 1938,

a few months extended well into its third year.

be explained and excused by the surprising

opened at the Melbourne Tiv on 29 January.

the Seven Angels. This is reminiscent of the

when he was 23.

On stage he appeared for all the world like a

importing the legendary Julian Eltinge,

nature of the dénouement. The rest of the

George Wallace was back to lead the comedy

America’s greatest drag artiste, but their New

true story of the aforementioned Barbette,

shapely, glamorous young woman and he

evening illustrated the fine level of talent which contingent, but now Lea Sonia was the

who began his drag career as a stand-in for a

regular bookings at variety theatres all over

sang in a beautiful soprano voice.

York representative cabled: ‘Not as good as

Mr Frank Neil assembles for his Tivoli shows.’ headliner—billed as ‘The Sensational Continental

previously. Now very fat and has lost his

female ‘flying angel’ in a circus act called

Britain, including the London suburbs, but

original charm and grace. Offered him

‘Two Angels and a Devil’.

he never appeared at the Palladium or any

In the mid-1920s the Tiv considered

$1000, but he wants $3000. Really a thing of
the past.’
Then, in 1939, came Lea Sonia. He must

Later Sonia claimed his real name was
Carl Wunderlich, and that he was Swiss, the
son of a baron. ‘I was the only boy in a

From then on he seems to have had fairly

of the capital’s other great variety theatres.
In Paris he met Barri Chat, the male half
of a stage ballroom dancing act. They

have been a brilliant performer. Not only

family of seven,’ he said. ‘I was so much with became partners, and Barri, too, adopted

was he as beautiful as any showgirl, he could

my sisters that I unconsciously found myself

drag. Chat eventually became the most

‘But at the climax of his act he would

ON STAGE

Star in a New and Startling European Scene’.

remove his wig, revealing a head of close-

in Adelaide. He was booked to star in Frolics

The Sydney season, from 8 March, was

cropped dark hair, and stride off the stage

of 1940, a weekly-change revue presented by

greeted by The Sydney Morning Herald as ‘One

saying in unmistakably masculine tones,

Alfred Brooks, a former salesman, in a tent

of the gayest revues Sydney has seen for a

“Sorry to disappoint you, boys”.’

pitched in Flinders Street, near Pulteney

considerable time.’

Tivoli scenic artist Jim Hutchings agreed:

Street. The line-up included compère Cecil

Next Lea Sonia headed north. From 19 April

‘In drag he really looked like a female. He

Scott, and comics Buster Fiddess and Bobby

1940 he was the star attraction at the Theatre

outshone the showgirls. He had real hair

Le Brun.

Royal, Brisbane, where he joined a jolly

sing, do impersonations, deliver funny stories
Page 20

Lea Sonia’s next major engagement was
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*

Oxford Street, which was in semi-darkness

group called ‘The Sparklets’ for the Twice in

Melbourne on 26 May 1941 and transferred

brilliant artist. Some weeks ago Mr Maver

of a fractured skull. The sailor was

a Blue Moon revue.

to the Sydney Tivoli from 4 July. In September because of the ‘brown out’, a precaution

Sonia had told a friend: ‘I have a feeling I

received a cable from Braina’s mother, who

committed to trial for manslaughter and

it was repackaged by Alec Regan for a season against air raids. Dashing across the street to

shall meet with a tragic death. I shall either

is in England, inquiring after her son’s welfare.’ released on £40 bail—after which he

at the Majestic, Adelaide, where it was cheekily hail a taxi, he was hit by a tram, knocked to

be murdered or meet with a fatal accident.’

Following this he joined George Sorlie’s
patriotically-titled Red, White and Blue travelling

The Sun added that, the week before,

According to Jim Hutchings: ‘That night

conveniently disappeared.

revue. He shared top billing with the brilliant promoted as ‘America’s most sensational

the tracks and dragged for some distance. He

That same day, his landlady told a fellow

he had an argument with his boyfriend and

juggler Elimar, who had come to Australia

suffered massive injuries to his head and chest

actor that she had had a ‘terrible dream’ in

threw himself under a tram near Centennial

lessen the lure of drag. Plenty of young

and died in the ambulance on the way to St

which she saw Sonia’s mutilated body lying

Park. Death was instantaneous. Another star

hopefuls were ready to step into their high

Vincent’s Hospital. He was 26.

in the gutter.

went out.’

heels, and several honed their skills in the

for the Tivoli; shortly after this season, Elimar,

stage production’.
On 19 November a German raider sank

a German, was interned for the duration of

HMAS Sydney with the loss of 645 lives. In

the war.

spite of this, the Tivoli opened its next show

When wartime restrictions put touring

in Melbourne five days later as We’re In the

His death was covered by the press but,
not unexpectedly, his identity was blurred.

Lea Sonia was interred in the Roman

Alex Harding’s version is even more

Catholic section of Rookwood cemetery on

dramatic. He told Peter Pinne that Sonia was

31 January 1942.

murdered—pushed under the tram by a

The deaths of Sonia and Foy did little to

Australian Army’s Entertainment Units, most
notably Charles Stanton and Colin Croft.

shows and circuses off the road, Sorlie threw

Navy Now. The stars were Lea Sonia, comedian The Sydney Morning Herald said he was Le Sonya

in his lot with a rising young theatrical

Joe Lawman, the Six Ashtons and Jandy, the

Braina, English, aged 26; the Daily Mirror called

entrepreneur, Harry Wren, who had leased

musical clown. Three days after the show’s

him Karl Lea Sonya, aged 30; and The Sun

an inquest on 16 February 1942, gives his

the Cremorne Theatre in Brisbane. Wren’s

première, HMAS Parramatta was torpedoed

had him an Italian, La Sonya Brian, aged 26.

name as Lea Carl Sonya, which he may have that Sonia’s death was purely accidental.

first offerings, from 26 July 1940, were two

off Tobruk, and then two of

the Kiwis, the New Zealand army’s legendary

chock-a-block revues—a revised version of

Britain’s finest warships, the

entertainment troupe, started a marathon trek

Red, White and Blue followed by Around the

battle cruisers Prince of Wales

around Australia. Its line up of versatile cross-

World—in which Sorlie reprised his repertoire

and Repulse, were sunk by the

dressers may, just possibly, have planted an

of nostalgic songs and, again, Lea Sonia

Japanese. At last the Tivoli

idea in the mind of a young Melburnian

topped the bill: ‘From the Folies Bergère—the

took the hint: We’re In the Navy

called Barry Humphries; in 1955, the year

One and Only Lea Sonia—Artistic, Daring

Now was re-named The Best

after the Kiwis’ last performance, he

and Lovely to Look At’.

Show in Town. It played in

introduced the extraordinary Edna Everage

Sydney from 26 December

to an incredulous world.

Later in 1940, back in Sydney, Sonia worked

The death certificate, prepared following

drunken US serviceman.
The inquest, however, blandly confirms

In 1946, with the war over, the Tivoli
spiked the revue Forbidden City with
glittering drag artistes from the famous
Finocchio’s nightclub in San Francisco, while

as a ‘live’ act sandwiched between double

1941 with yet another title:

feature film presentations. In October, for

Full Speed Ahead. By then we

first permanent drag club, The Jewel Box, a

instance, he preceded The Road to Frisco, a

were at war with Japan.

name stolen from a lavish American touring

George Raft feature at the vast Empire

In 1961 Lee Gordon opened Sydney’s

drag revue.

It was towards the end of

Theatre in Railway Square (it later became

this Sydney run that the

Her Majesty’s). The following week he was

curtain fell for Lea Sonia.

Road, Kings Cross, was small and sleazy, and

the support act for Bette Davis’ All This and

Scenic artist Jim Hutchings

survived for only a few years. It was

Heaven Too. Early in 1941 he was appearing

remembered that during the

supplanted by Les Girls at 32a Darlinghurst

between film at the Kings Cross Theatre.

show on 30 January 1942,

Road, launched in 1963 by Sammy Lee and

Lee’s Jewel Box, at 41 Darlinghurst

Sonia also found work in the vibrant milieu Sonia ‘came up to the paint

Russel Day (formerly of the Maxine Club)

of Sydney’s nightclubs. He appeared

frame and said: “Jim, I

regularly at the Diamond Horseshoe Club in

wonder if you could design a

Oxford Street, Woollahra, and at the Maxine

little tea room for me. I want

From left: ‘Painted, bewigged and perfectly

Club, a notorious Oxford Street gay haunt.

something island-ified.” I said,

gowned’: Lea Sonia on stage.

The Maxine was run by one Russel Oscar

“How would you like a blue

‘The event of the Year’: Leo Sonia stars with

Day, later an associate of Sammy Lee.

heron on the wing?” He said,

Sorlie’s travelling show, 1940. Poster from the

With grateful thanks to Peter Pinne, Graham

“Heavens no! Don’t give me

Denis Melksham collection.

Haigh (Grajohn Genealogical Services) Max

birds. They’re unlucky”.’

The impersonator impersonated: Alan Andrews

Tyler (British Music Hall Society), Denis

as Lea Sonia in the Playbox production of

Melksham, Jo Peoples and Helen Trepa

Only Heaven Knows, Melbourne, 1989.

(Performing Arts Collection of South

Lea Sonia returned to the Tivoli for a
bizarre revue called Would You Believe It?.
The shortage of good acts was embarrassingly

and later operated by Abe Saffron;
Capriccio’s followed.

After the show that night

evident, as the show blatantly exploited a

Sonia joined friends at the

troupe of what were then known as ‘freaks’:

Maxine Club, which was the

‘The Dog-Faced Boy’, ‘The Fire-Eating

only place he ever performed

Pygmy’, ‘The Living Skeleton’, ‘The World’s

in male attire. He recited two

Harding’s ‘murder’ story may well be an
adopted by deed poll—although why it’s

echo of the fate of Harry Foy. After Sonia’s

References:

Sonya, not Sonia, is unclear.

death, Foy, a barman by day and a drag

Percy Crawford: The Tivoli Story, Tivoli

humorous monologues, ‘The

Headed Chinaman’, and ‘Niobe, Who Eats,

11.69 Express’ and ‘I Slammed

At this point myth takes over.

artiste by night, was considered Sydney’s

Drinks and Smokes Under Water’.

The Rory O’Moore’, then sang

The Sydney Morning Herald, for instance,

premier female impersonator. He had a

‘Please Don’t Talk About Me

reported on 31 January 1942: ‘Sonia, whose

regular spot at the Ziegfeld Club at 88 King

agricultural show circuits, but the war had

When I’m Gone’ as an encore.

correct name is believed to have been Le

Street, during which he pretended to flirt

made that impossible. Now they shared the

Ironically, it was his favourite,

Sonya Braina, was a native of England. The

with the male patrons. On the night of 22

Tivoli stage with comedian Eddie Marcel

and the last he ever sang.

general manager of Tivoli Theatres, Mr Neil

December 1942 his attempt to kiss an

Maver, said that Braina’s death came as a

American sailor was rewarded with a punch

great shock to him. Braina, he said, was a

in the mouth. He fell to the ground and died

and Lea Sonia, top-billed as ‘The Gay
Deceiver’. Would You Believe It? opened in
Page 22

at home!

Australia) and the late Jim Hutchings.

Smallest Girl and Tallest Man’, ‘The Pin-

Normally acts like these would travel the

So John William Bryan would be right

At around 3am he left the
brilliantly lit club and ran into

ON STAGE
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Circuit, 1956.
Frank Van Straten: Tivoli. Lothian, 2003.
Roger Baker: Drag! Cassell, 1994.
The Herald (Melbourne)’17 November 1939.
The Sydney Morning Herald, 9 March 1940.
Nambour Chronicle, 27 May 1940.
Outdoor Showman, October–November 1981.n
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Designs for glamour

A

From strength to strength

News from the Performing Arts Collection

new donation

entertainment to their

providing a

audiences, and Winneke

significant

excelled at designing the

insight into the design

glamorous costumes for the

work of Angus Winneke

Tivoli showgirls.
The Performing Arts

has recently been added
to the Arts Centre’s

Collection now holds over

Performing Arts Collection.

500 of Angus Winneke’s

For more than 25

original costume and set

visual style of Angus

scrapbooks and photographs,

Winneke defined the

most of which were donated

glamour and spectacle

by Michael and Heather

associated with the Tivoli

Winneke in 1983.
The new acquisition
designs, photographs and

1966, Winneke established

programs which Heather

a house style and devised

Winneke has generously

around 1800 sets and

donated to supplement the

20 000 costumes for around

already existing collection.

photographs which provide

1911, and studied

a visual insight into the

medicine at the University

shows Winneke designed for

of Melbourne. He

David H. McIlwraith’s

between Asia and Europe.’
Gonul Paksoy exhibits regularly, as well

name a few—who are at once united in their

as designing and hand-making jewellery,

enthusiasm for exploring what constitutes

accessories and garments for her label.

luxurious Lido Theatre

art school. Winneke led a bohemian

designed the interior and the opening

lifestyle and was, in his nephew

show for the Lido in 1965, and when the

Michael’s words, ‘a 1930s hippy’.

Tivoli closed in 1966, he moved across

techniques of Turkish textile design, while

Most recently the members of the Circle

creating something new, something

have collaborated on designs for five

distinctly her own style,’ says Carole.

miniature tapestries and are witnessing the

jewellery from fabric, is about to leave for

remarkable metamorphosis that takes place

Istanbul on a John Truscott Travel Award.
The Foundation established the $10 000

‘This combination of old and new,
traditional and contemporary, and how
that combination is influencing designers

designs, in the hands of those extraordinary

biennial award to give young designers the

and the design culture of Istanbul will be

weaver-magicians, take shape amidst the

opportunity to travel and work, just as John

an immensely rewarding and inspiring

warp and weft of the loom. An exhibition

Truscott was able to do.

study for me.’

It places particular emphasis on personal
development as well as the skills and career
Istanbul, Carole, who has just completed a

asking for a long time, discussions are

diploma in studio textile design at RMIT

currently under way between the Foundation

University, will undertake a residency with

and the Arts Centre for a permanent memorial

the renowned textile designer Gonul Paksoy.

to John Truscott to be installed in the newly

We look forward to seeing the results of
this great adventure.

n

opportunities it so obviously offers. While in

a great number of people who have been

With support from the Truscott Foundation,

Restaurant in Melbourne. Winneke

‘Her work respects the traditional

genius of John Truscott’s lifetime work.

refurbished concert hall.

after three years in favour of attending

Carole comments: ‘I have only heard
wonderful things about Istanbul and
particularly the growth of its design. It

a member of the Design Circle, Carole

The John Truscott Design Circle’s tapestries

Francis (above), a dynamic young woman

‘on the loom’ at the Victorian Tapestry

who delights in crafting beautiful pieces of

Workshop, Melbourne.

John Truscott Design Foundation Inc,
PO Box 69, East Melbourne, Victoria 3003
email: martin.carlson@bigpond.com

The Foundation is listed on the
Register of Cultural Organisations and
donations are tax deductible.

to design productions at the Lido for

In April 1938 an exhibition of

several years.

Winneke’s watercolours at the

These photographs are an important

Victorian Artists’ Society attracted the
attention of Tivoli producer Wallace

addition to the collection as they bring

Parnell. He commissioned the young

to life the designer’s vision for the venue.

artist to design the sets for the 1939

Winneke’s interior design for the Lido is

revue, Highlights from Hollywood, which

also represented in the acquisition by

featured Chinese-born Hollywood film

drawings, and wallpaper and fabric

star Anna May Wong.

samples.
The Performing Arts Collection

Soon, Winneke was working full
time for the Tivoli, one of the very few

contains many programs from Tivoli

professional theatre designers in Australia.

shows, along with production and
promotional photographs taken by

Winneke designed for Tivoli

Harry Jay and Zeus Merfield.

pantomimes and musicals, but the

Very few costumes, however, survive

majority of his work was for revues.

from the great days of the Tivoli Circuit,

Through the war years, the Tivoli

making Winneke’s designs a particularly

produced 10 revues a year. These were

Top: Painting by Angus Winneke, c.1960. Gift

created in the Tivoli’s own workshops by a

of Heather Winneke, 2010, the Arts Centre,

important resource for documenting the career

dedicated team often working around the

Performing Arts Collection.

of one of Australia’s most prolific and

clock. The revues offered pure escapist

Above: Angus Winneke.

imaginative theatre designers.
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from many design disciplines—graphic art,

Meanwhile, in a move certain to please

born in Melbourne in

abandoned this study

‘For me personally it will be exciting to
be culturally immersed in a city that sits

the re-opening of Hamer Hall in 2012.

acquisition are colour

Angus Winneke was

Design Foundation. It comprises a

group of independent, like-minded designers

of the tapestries is planned to coincide with

Included in the new

180 shows.

quite exceptional.

at the Victorian Tapestry Workshop as their

comprises more than 70

productions from 1939 to

suggests that the work out of Istanbul is

the brainchild of the John Truscott

good design, and inspired by the creative

designs, together with his

Designing for Tivoli

he John Truscott Design Circle is

jewellery-making and fabric design, to

years, the distinctive

Circuit of Australia.

T

Vicki Fairfax reports on behalf of the John Truscott Design Foundation.

n
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Circus Oz heads home
Australia’s internationally-known Circus Oz has been promised a new home in Collingwood where it began 33 years ago.

O

n 7 October 2010 Minister for the

the announcement was a great result for the

Arts Peter Batchelor announced a

local community.

$13 million election commitment

‘The exciting arts culture in Melbourne’s

to help Circus Oz establish new

inner suburbs is what makes this area such a

headquarters at the former Northern

great place, and the return of Circus Oz to

Metropolitan College of TAFE located at

Collingwood is a major coup,’ Mr Wynne

241 Johnston Street, Collingwood.

said.

The building is next door to the Tote

Circus Oz was founded in late 1977 as an

Hotel, one of Melbourne’s best known live

amalgamation of two already successful

music venues.

Australian groups, Soapbox Circus and

Circus Oz employs around 100 full-time

New Circus. Circus Oz moved to Port

and casual staff, including some of the country’s

Melbourne 16 years ago after their previous

best performers and most skilled technicians.

home in Mount Alexander Road, Flemington,

‘This commitment will ensure the
continuation of the company’s contribution

became unstable.
Said Circus Oz general manager Linda

to Melbourne’s vibrant physical theatre,’ Mr

Mickelborough: ‘A move to Collingwood is

Batchelor said, ‘and the new and improved

extraordinarily appropriate. Even though we

space means that community and outreach

love Port Melbourne, we feel much more at

programs can be significantly expanded.’

home here. We had a 35-week season at the

The package includes:
●

●

$10 million to kick-start site remediation, the

1979. It’s also just down the road from where

refurbishment of the eastern wing of the

the company sewed the first tent—in the

three-storey Art Deco building on

basement of the Pram Factory in Carlton.

Johnston Street and construction of new

Our feeling is that it’s like returning home

Big-Top-sized rehearsal facilities at the

and we are very excited about being part of

rear of the building;

the very diverse, very artistically vibrant

The relevant part of the site will be

community that Collingwood is.

provided under a 25-year peppercorn

‘So for Circus Oz that’s fantastic.’

lease agreement with the site owners,

Despite the funding, Circus Oz will soon

Skills Victoria; and
●

Last Laugh in Smith Street, Collingwood, in

$3 million for planning and design

announce a $5 million appeal to enable it
to complete the fitout of its new home.

n

development, as announced
in the last budget.
The former ‘Collingwood
Tech’ was built in 1943 to
replace a 1912 building that
was destroyed by fire.
It was designed by Victoria’s
state architect, Percy Everett.
In 2007 Heritage Victoria
provided a $150 000 heritage
grant to repair and re-glaze
the striking original steelframed windows.
Tectura Architects are
already developing the
design. This will involve the
adaptation of several existing
buildings, including some
buildings of considerable Art
Deco significance.
Member for Richmond
Richard Wynne, who has
been lobbying for Circus Oz
to return to Collingwood, said
Page 26
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Melbourne stage-by-stage

T

its most notable attraction, the

English magician and musician Robert

comic singer entertained between the scene

modelling his act on that of his idol, the

changes. ‘The attendance on Saturday evening

famous French magician Jean Eugene

was not at all encouraging, there not being

Robert-Houdin, from whom he also adopted

more than twenty or thirty persons present’,

his new given name.

The Age added.
was one last attempt to revive the skating rink,

P.T.Conlon, included a new stage, gallery

under yet another management. It seems

and ‘parquette’ (stalls), with new gas fittings,

unlikely that this lasted more than a fortnight,

carpets, drapery and redecorations.

however, for by the end of that month the

131–135 Bourke Street,
Melbourne—site of Citadine’s

pianist, made his first appearance before a

Melbourne on Bourke Hotel, now

Melbourne audience last night… The hall,

under construction.

which has been elegantly decorated, was
crowded to excess… Mr Heller’s feats of
legerdemain cannot be justly described by
the terms ordinarily applied to this class of
entertainment, being simply marvellous,
while his conversational powers are such as
to keep the attention of his audience
constantly riveted upon him… The
execution of the musical part of the
entertainment proved that Mr Heller is even
greater as a musician than as a magician,
while the supernatural part of the programme,
in which he was assisted by his sister, Miss
Haydee Heller, formed an appropriate
climax to the whole.’
With occasional changes of routine to

this time and never returned.
The bad luck that had
overshadowed the old Apollo
Hall seems to have remained

Coppin’s Apollo Music Hall/Apollo
Hall/Apollo Skating Rink/
Skating Rink/Anthropological
Museum/Heller’s Wonders/
New Apollo Music Hall
Bijou Theatre/Kitt’s Music Hall
Empire Coffee Music Hall/ Empire
Music Hall/Apollo Athletic Club.
Ralph Marsden
concludes his story of a forgotten
Bourke Street music hall.

22 September 1871, a fire broke out in a
kitchen of the Haymarket Hotel. It destroyed
everything but the façade of the Apollo and
The only piece of the old hall that still
survives is the large stained glass window
a fancy to this and had it removed from the hall
to his Richmond home early in 1870. He later
transported it to his seaside retreat in Sorrento
manager Bland Holt, for Holt’s Kew home.

through the summer, until 1 March 1870,

time is covered in Peter Johnson’s most

but took his benefit at the Theatre Royal the

informative article ‘Forgotten Pleasures’ in

following night.

On Stage, Winter 2007) a shopping
thoroughfare, the Eastern Arcade, was erected

Despite this success the Apollo was left

here, construction beginning in July 1872.

dark again for almost a year, until 7 January

This incorporated a ‘New Apollo Music

1871, when it reopened for a few weeks to

Hall’ built over the entrance to the arcade

house an art exhibition.

and designed by architect George R. Johnson.

Another short-term entertainment,
‘Thiodon’s Macrocosm of Manifold

Harry Rickards, a popular English music hall

Marvels’, opened for a month on 1 April

singer and comedian, later to be Australia’s

1871. This consisted chiefly ‘of illuminated

foremost vaudeville entrepreneur, was the

scenes of various noted places, such as the

New Apollo’s first lessee and manager,

Falls of Niagara, the Palace of Versailles, the

opening with his ‘London Star Comique
Architect George R. Johnson

The Apollo Hall’s Shakespeare window, now
preserved in the State Library of Victoria.

what is now the State Library of Victoria

After eight months of uncertainty (much

Combination’ on 26 December 1872. The Age

ON STAGE

‘They occupied arm-chairs upon the

Image: THA.
of 27 December pronounced the new hall

stage, and conversed with those present.
The charge for admission was one shilling,

staple attractions; drama, was mostly restricted

and several hundreds of persons paid for

to farces and comic sketches in variety bills

admission’, the outraged Argus of 12 November

or occasional productions by amateurs, as in

noted, adding with satisfaction the following

late February 1876, when the hall was briefly

day: ‘It was intended that [the Kellys] were

advertised as ‘The Bijou Theatre’.

to have been again exhibited at the Apollo
Hall last night, but through the well timed

lifespan included a 21-week run by the

intervention of the police the disgraceful

United States Minstrels from 22 February 1875,

scene was not repeated.’
‘There is no question that the Kelly

House (although they returned for shorter

family have now none of the ill-gotten gains

seasons in 1876, 1877 and 1879); and

of the outlaw, and are really hard up’ The

‘Woodroffe’s Exhibition of Glassblowing’,

Herald of 13 November commented.

which offered ‘demonstrations and gifts’ and

and later still gave it to his friend, fellow actor-

Level 6 of the Domed Reading Room.

evening of the day of the latter’s execution.

more than a second-rate venue, serviceable

after which they transferred to the Opera

depicting Shakespeare. Coppin evidently took

where, carefully restored, it is displayed on

notorious Ned, on 11 November—the

stayed long and the hall was seldom considered

The few highlights of the new Apollo’s

parts of the outer walls of the complex.

bequeathed the window and donated it to

Kate and James ( Jim) Kelly, siblings of the

appeared here over the following years, few

Minstrel and variety shows remained the

Three weeks later, at about 8pm on

Coppin’s daughter, Lucy, was eventually

with the new, although numerous attractions

only when better places were unavailable.

housed a three-day dog show from 31 August.

background history of the location at this

Page 28

company stayed only four weeks

A final ignominy came when the old hall

give variety, Heller performed at the hall

Rock of Gibraltar’, according to The Age of

and elegantly decorated’, but the

Apollo was again being advertised ‘TO LET’.

Advertised as ‘Heller’s Wonders’, the

Robert Heller, the far-famed conjurer and

‘thoroughly cleansed, ventilated

More surprisingly, from 13 May 1871 there

carried out under the direction of

Age of the following day reported: ‘Mr

11 October 1873, the hall was

horses, carriages, boats etc., to create an

his career Heller forsook music for magic,

hall reopened on 17 November 1869. The

second season, beginning on

what seem to have been clockwork models of
illusion of actuality, while a lecturer and

A second minor sensation of 1880 was
the personal appearance at the Apollo of

this in most cases. For Rickards’

April. Against these backgrounds were driven

Heller. Born William Henry Palmer, early in

The renovations to the Apollo Hall,

the same date advised.

the small size of the hall made it unsuited to

3

The Apollo

safe to hold a small company’, The Herald of

21 April. Subsequent lessees tried brief
seasons of drama as well as lighter fare but

he old Apollo Hall was about to
get a complete makeover to house

completing their Apollo engagement on

The Apollo suffered another short-lived

boasted: ‘Two Glass Steam Engines will be

change of name late in December 1880,

Exhibited in operation.’ The Woodroffe

becoming ‘Kitt’s Music Hall’ for a month-

company first exhibited here for 18 weeks

long variety season. A betting club seems to

from 11 February 1878 and returned for

have occupied the hall by the latter part of

another nine weeks on 1 March 1879.

1882 but it had reverted to entertainment

Late in the evening of 26 January 1880,

again by 1884.

‘extremely handsome, the architect has made

a fire broke out in a hat maker’s shop on the

the most of the space afforded, and has

ground floor of the Eastern Arcade, near the

1886 when it reopened as the ‘Empire

succeeded in an incredibly short space of time,

Bourke Street entrance. The flames damaged

Coffee Music Hall’: ‘The interior of the

in fitting up one of the most complete and

neighbouring shops and crossed the arcade

building has been renovated and furnished

elegant places of amusement in this city.

entrance to the hotel before they were checked.

with small tables, about which chairs are

The auditorium is about 65 feet by 40

Yet another phase began on 10 April

But after the fire on the ground floor had

grouped, and the approaches and portions of

feet, and, with the gallery at the end, is

been put out, it was discovered that the stage

the hall have been ornamented by the use of

capable of accommodating about 550

of the Apollo Hall above was also alight.

ferns and other plants, and a distribution of

persons. It is well lighted and ventilated. Its

‘Before the fire could be extinguished, the

coloured lamps,’ The Argus of 12 April records.

acoustic qualities are all that could be

act drop was destroyed, several flats were

By June it was being advertised as the

desired, and there is no reason why it should

partially burnt, and the stage flooring was

‘Empire Music Hall’ but was vacant again

not, as we have no doubt it will, become a

somewhat damaged’, The Argus of 27 January

by late September. The hall’s last apparent

favourite place of amusement…’

reported. ‘The dense smoke has of course

usage was as a venue for boxing matches: it

blackened everything, and the Arcade had a

was known as the ‘Apollo Athletic Hall’

March 1873 when the company toured to

narrow escape. The Apollo Hall has escaped

from early 1888 and seems to have remained

Ballarat and Bendigo for three weeks, before

with slight injury, and is at the present time

so until early 1893.

Rickards’ season was interrupted early in

Spring 2010
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The Merry Widow—50 years on

In 1894 alterations were made to the
Eastern Arcade and it was decided to
demolish the hall and convert the space into

A reminiscence by John Larsen, who starred as Danilo in the first Australian tour of the landmark
Sadler’s Wells production of The Merry Widow.

hotel accommodation. Work had been in

A

progress for about a month when, on
14 August, a scaffolding erected above the
Bourke Street veranda became overloaded

t the old Tivoli Theatre on

understudy to Thomas Round who would

during the whole of my time with the show,

Bourke Street, Melbourne, the

be playing Count Danilo.

and helped to cultivate an image of me for

curtain rose on Saturday evening

with bricks and suddenly collapsed, killing a
passer-by and injuring three workmen. The
mysterious ill-fortune that always seems to
have blighted the theatres on this site had
apparently struck again.
Despite the addition of a smart new
few years later for Rickards’ New Opera
House (later the Tivoli Theatre) further
down Bourke Street—the site’s later history

Demolition in progress, July 2008.
- Image: THA

saw little improvement in its luck. The Age of
3 January 1922 referred to the area as ‘an

of an understudy is to aspire to being able to

Sadler’s Wells production of The Merry

play the part he or she is understudying so

Widow, complete with red plush, chandeliers

well that, in the event of the principal not

Tivoli was encouraging in that it was one of

and an impressive staircase for the entrance

being able to appear, the standard of the

what I call the ‘real’ theatres with the red and

of Anna Glawari, the Merry Widow.

show is maintained.

gold décor and boxes.

subsequent investigation, trial and

last link with Melbourne’s 19th century

the same paper elaborated: ‘From the early

execution of the innocent suspect, Colin

theatre district was not to survive, however.

days of Melbourne this section of the city

Ross, this negative publicity only added to

As documented in the Winter 2008 edition

has been a haunt of thieves and gamblers

the area’s bad reputation. Something of this

of On Stage, it was demolished, virtually

and other people of low type, and the low,

old ill-repute lingered until the early 1960s,

without notice, or media or public protest,

narrow arcade, with its dirty shops and

when the adjacent Eastern Market was

by July 2008.

saloons, has been for many years a haven for demolished to allow construction of the
evil characters…’ This was written in the
Southern Cross Hotel.

We were wrong:

heated aftermath of the sensational murder

By that time most traces of the Eastern

We incorrectly identified the gentleman

of 12-year-old Alma Tirtschke in late

Arcade had also disappeared. Only in the

pictured on page 21 of our Winter 2010

December 1921 in Gun Alley, a lane

late 1990s was the slatted screen which had

edition as tenor Walter Sherwin; it is in fact

running off Little Collins Street, a short

hidden the building’s Moorish façade removed

scenic artist John Hennings. We trust that

distance from the arcade. During the

to reveal it to public gaze once again. This

both gentlemen will accept our apologies.n

I aimed for that while still enjoying the

they termed it!
Our first sight of the interior of the old

I felt it had the style to fit the show we

import the show for seasons in Melbourne

smaller role. Consequently, I was well

and Sydney. It was to be the thirteenth

prepared when I had to take over Danilo

production of The Widow in Melbourne since

during a performance while on tour. This

fact that we had June Bronhill as the

it was first presented there in 1908, and it

eventually led to my appointment as a full

Widow, an Aussie icon so to speak, meant

was hoped that it would repeat the fantastic

principal with the company.

that there was always something for the

success it had had when it was brought into

unsavoury locality’; the 6 January edition of

the public. I became a ‘matinée idol’ as

16 July 1960, to reveal the opening set of the

Mr Garnet H. Carroll had decided to

Moorish style façade—a style also adopted a

It was (and is still) my belief that the job

the Sadler’s Wells repertoire in 1958.
Judging from the reaction of the audiences
and the press and the demand for tickets it
was obvious that success was assured.
In 1958 I was in my fifth year with the

The invitation to be one of the selected

were about to perform.
Of course, from a publicity angle, the

press to write about—and to photograph. It

artists to travel to Australia marked a new

was a joy working with June—always

direction in my career.

professional—but still with a wicked sense of

We left Heathrow on a BOAC Comet
aircraft on a sunny summer’s day in June,
arriving in early morning at a decidedly cool

humour, resulting in our becoming, and
remaining, good friends.
I, along with the other principals,

Sadler’s Wells company, singing in the

Melbourne. However, the reception we

received many invitations to make personal

chorus and taking some minor roles. When

received was warm and welcoming from

appearances as well as the usual interviews

The Widow came on the scene I acquired the

everybody including the members of the

and broadcasts.

role of Bogdanovitch, along with that of

press, who were very supportive of me

One I remember was to be a member
of the panel on the TV series Juke Box
Jury. Not being a devotee of the pop
music scene, it tested my ability as an
‘off the cuff’ presenter.
Apart from the pleasure of being

Heritage listing for Sorrento Athenaeum

in what was certainly a successful

T

season of The Merry Widow, I was

named the Athenaeum Hall, the building

Performance in the Melbourne Town

was designed by Melbourne architect

Hall in September.

he Athenaeum Theatre at Sorrento

honoured to be one of a line-up of

has been added to the Victorian

stars of stage and television to appear

Heritage Register. Originally

at the Lord Mayor’s Tivoli Command

J.F.Gibbins for Mr D. Macfarlane, a

That was towards the end of our

Sorrento shopkeeper. It opened in 1894.

stay in Melbourne, after which we

The building originally comprised an

moved on to Sydney, where the success

18.25 x 11.6 metre auditorium, a foyer, and

of the show continued in the Tivoli

a deep 11.3 x 9.14 metre stage, underneath

there], and I again was privileged to

which were dressing and store rooms.

appear, this time, in the Lord Mayor of

There were also two shops with

Sydney’s Command Performance.

residences above.

At the end of the Sydney season, I

The hall hosted a wide range of live

reflected on the friends I had made

entertainment until the 1920s, when silent

and on an enjoyable, successful six

films were screened from a newly-installed
In 1932, with the introduction of

alterations and the addition of two small

- John Larsen, London, 2010 n

Heritage Victoria has also added the

‘talkies’, the interior underwent a major Art

cinemas in an adjoining building, the original Dromana and Coburg drive-ins to the

Moderne refurbishment. In spite of further

1894 structure remains largely intact.
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months, and hoped to return—which I did!

- Image: THA

bio box.

State’s Register.

June Bronhill as Anna and John Larsen
as Danilo in The Merry Widow, 1960.

n
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While steadfastly maintaining the

Paris icon houses more than
Merry Widow memories

I

venue’s rich traditions, he added a 1900s
Cabaret Room and a museum to house his
personal collection of more than 550 Art

Frank Van Straten uncovers the story of the legendary Chez Maxim.

Nouveau treasures from creators such as

go off to Maxim’s

to feminine charm. A glittering symbol of

describe. To undress one of these ladies is

Where fun and frolic beams…

the Belle Epoque, the new Maxim’s was

like an outing that necessitates three weeks’

Everybody’s heard of Maxim’s, the

ready to welcome visitors to the 1900 Paris

advance notice; it’s like moving house.’

legendary Parisian restaurant immortalised
in the third act of The Merry Widow—but not

World’s Fair.
Everyone who was anyone dined there—

Maxim’s went through hard times after
World War I. It was acquired by Octave

as many realise it’s still in business, and

including, of course Count Danilo Danilovitsch

Vaudable in 1932. It survived the occupation

fewer still know that hidden upstairs is a

of Pontevedro. Other patrons included

of the Germans and even became a British

treasure trove of Art Nouveau masterpieces.

royalty (Edward VII loved it), courtesans

officers’ mess-hall for a while.

The legend of Maxim’s began on 7 April

like La Belle Otéro, writers like Marcel

In the 1950s the good times returned—

1893 when Maxime Gaillard, a simple waiter,

Proust, and celebrated artistes such as

along with Maria Callas, Marlene Dietrich,

opened a small bistro at 3 Rue Royale

Mistinguett. Cornuché’s secret was simple.

Sacha Guitry, Rita Hayworth, the Aga

between the Place de la Concorde and the

He explained: ‘An empty room? Never! I

Khan, Jeanne Moreau and Brigitte Bardot,

Madeleine, in the heart of Paris and just a few

always have a beauty sitting by the window,

who caused a scandal when she turned up

fashionable steps from the banks of the Seine.

in view from the sidewalk.’ It was this

for dinner in bare feet. Wolfgang Puck was

which drew in the elite of French society.

an apprentice chef there in the early 1970s.

Although it enjoyed the patronage of
the beautiful courtesan Irma de Montigny

The restaurant’s unique milieu attracted

Toulouse-Lautrec, as well as items from
Maxim’s own archives, including dozens of
Sem’s caricatures of Maxim’s patrons.
The Museum occupies 12 rooms on the
top three floors of Maxim’s building.
Maxim’s offers one-hour guided
afternoon tours daily, except Mondays and
Tuesdays. Some tours are in English. Check
www.maxims-artnouveau-museum.com for
details. n

Maxim’s was also the favourite haunt of

and her many elegant friends and admirers,

the famed artist George Goursat (1863–1964),

it didn’t make money. Gaillard sold out to

also known as ‘Sem’. He would sit for hours

Eugène Cornuché, and it was Cornuché

creating incisive caricatures of Maxim’s

owners, M. and Mme Vaudable, they

who went on to create the legend that is

colourful patrons, much as Toulouse-

suggested that Cardin should buy his

Maxim’s today.

Lautrec did at the Moulin Rouge. Jean

favourite restaurant, which otherwise would

In 1899 Cornuché engaged artists from

Majorelle, Tiffany, Gallé, Massier and

designer Pierre Cardin.
In 1981, during a meal with Maxim’s

Cocteau described his evenings in the Rue

be sold to Asian interests. Slightly tipsy,

the School of Nancy to decorate the restaurant’s

Royale: ‘I dined with Otéro and Cavalieri

Cardin agreed. The following day, he

interior in Art Nouveau opulence, with

at Maxim’s. It was an accumulation of

bought the place.

murals, mirrors and plush red banquettes.

velvet, lace, satin, ribbons, diamonds,

Maxim’s, still a Rue Royale attraction even

The décor married images of fauna and flora

rubies, pearls and what all else I couldn’t

after 117 years.

Clockwise from left: Patrons of Maxim’s,
immortalised by George Goursat (Sem).
Goursat’s impression of Elsa Maxwell
at Maxim’s.
Sarah Bernhardt’s personal dressing table set.
Original Maxim’s cutlery from the 1910s.
Madame Lottie: an original artwork by
Toulouse-Lautrec in the Maxim’s museum.
Images: THA
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Letters to the Editor
Accolades—and a request
I read the last On Stage (Winter 2010)
from cover to cover in one sitting. All the
articles were superb. I especially loved
Peter Pinne’s brilliant articles on Only
Heaven Knows (I was lucky to meet Drew
Griffiths a few times in London) and the
George Miller music halls. I salute Messrs
Pinne and Van Straten for their wonderful
articles. Frank’s story of Reginald Stoneham
was incredibly interesting.
I was wondering if anyone can help
direct me to someone who has information
on Maie Hoban of the Pilgrim Theatre. I am
very interested in researching the teachers
of acting. I am worried that the stories of
these teachers will be lost and any guidance
at all would be appreciated.
- Peter Stephenson Jones,
North Balwyn, Victoria
mrpetersj@hotmail.com

Only Alex knows

the outcome.

theatre troupe, extraordinary images, mad

I don’t miss the theatre world at all, the

dialogue, hallucinations and a James Dean

luvviness and the bullshit that goes with it.

lover to wank over! Plus Trevor—a mad

This is not said from any bitterness. Of

security guard who doesn’t know what the

course I was deeply saddened when Walk

f*** is happening. Like the end of the world

Down the Avenue was withdrawn from Mardi

in a sunburnt orange country. When you

Gras, because it was a natural successor to

guys had the recent weird orange dust

Only Heaven Knows—and it was probably the

storms, that was a scene directly out of

best score that I had ever written.

Hanky crossed with Macbeth, and fabulous

Thanks to Jason Stephenson on his CD
Found most of the score is there with one or
song ‘New York ’69’ which summed up the

and it’s a performance for nine hours. You

whole of the Stonewall riots, women’s

can’t go in there depressed, miserable; they

liberation, black power movement. It is

pick up on anything like that. No matter

written as a waltz—sumptuous, and in the

how you feel, you leave that outside. Being

vein of Strauss—and I wanted a stage full of

the musician that I am, I have to have my

every image of men and women waltzing

piano, so after lunch when everyone is

together—leather queens, twinks, dykes,

settled I’ll play for an hour or so the songs

fems—drag queens, of course—waltzing, and

that help them remember, mostly from the

then rioting when the song reached the

war years, of course.

chant of ‘Stonewall! Stonewall!’.
And then that’s when ‘Boy’, the lead
with the words ‘New York’! And holds the

publishing

note for a good 20 seconds or so. It sent

Peter Pinne’s

tingles down my spine.
After everything, it was time to leave

and Only

Australia. I had lived there for 17 years,

Heaven Knows

become a citizen, but after David died, and

(On Stage,

then, seven years later I lost our dog BJ,

Autumn and

no-one seemed to want my work any more.

Winter 2010).

It was a time for change.
Working as I am now as an activities

know whether

co-ordinator in a nursing home comes

you want to

naturally, because it is pure theatre.

include the

Dementia: madness, confusion, laughter,

following as an epilogue, but I’ll write it

tears, humour, loss of direction, loss. And I

anyway! Kind of rounds everything off to a

have to wind all of those elements in and

really wonderful piece, beautifully written

make an elderly person feel safe, secure,

and researched.

wanted and loved. And I can do it.
To break through a dementia wall and

many drama students over the years have

with eye contact meet the person in their

written asking for the score to the song

world is an extraordinary experience,

‘Only Heaven Knows’ to use as audition

because you can make them smile, alleviate

pieces. And this has been from all over the

the loneliness. Touch, touch. For someone

world—from New York, London and, of

in their 80s or older, perhaps they haven’t

course, Australia. I have always obliged

been touched for a long time. A hand held,

because if the song has touched someone

a kiss on the cheek, a stroke of the hair can

that much, then of course they must have

mean everything.

access to it at no cost. I wish them well with
it and to just let me know how it went and
Page 34

When I greet the residents in the lounge
where I work each morning, I’m on stage

much for

I’ll include my email address, because

eccentric characters.

two exceptions. I was really proud of the

character, hits an extraordinary high G

I don’t

wrote Hanky Bannister…a totally mad

Anyway, my current life:

Thank you so

articles on me

Winging it

And of course the madness isn’t new to

I wish you all well and again thank
Peter tremendously for his article; he has
done a great job.
Be safe…love,
- Alex Harding
West Leigh Havant, England
hardinga2000@hotmail.com n
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Arthur Wing Pinero was particularly proud of his ‘problem play’ The Profligate,
reports Elisabeth Kumm in Part 13 of her account of Pinero in Australia.

ohn Hare commenced

bursts into the room ready to forgive

management of the Garrick

him and support him no matter what,

Theatre in London

but it is too late: he is dead.

on          Wednesday 24 April 1889.
The new theatre on Charing Cross

sought the advice of his friend John

Road had been commissioned by

Hare. He asked the playwright to

W.S.Gilbert and designed by theatre

‘shelve’ the play for a year or so until he

architect Walter Emden (with

was ready to stage it himself.

assistance from C.J.Phipps). The

As Pinero explained in a letter to

theatre was similar in design and

Augustin Daly in New York: ‘My reason

capacity to Terry’s Theatre, also

for doing this is that at that time I shall

designed by Emden, and opened two
years earlier.1

have an opportunity of producing it under

.

Patron: Sue Nattrass AO

theatre and cast, and I consider it wiser to

Garrick by Gainsborough was hung in

wait for this rather than risk a very delicate

the foyer (and is still there today).

play amongst uncongenial
surroundings.’4

Nine months earlier, John Hare’s
managerial association with Mr and

the new Garrick Theatre, Hare was in a

had come to an end after almost 10

position to stage the play.

years. At his new playhouse Hare

established and emerging talent, including

as at the St James’s. An advertisement

well regarded players such as Johnston

in The Era informed patrons: ‘The

Forbes-Robertson (Dunstan Renshaw),

careful production of high-class Drama

Kate Rorke (Leslie Brudenell) and Lewis

and Comedy will constitute the policy
by which Mr Hare will endeavour to retain
have for so many years accorded to him, as
actor and manager, their generous
encouragement and support.’2
Hare chose to open his theatre with a
play by his old friend A.W.Pinero. The two
had achieved success in the past, most
notably with The Money Spinner and The Squire.
Following the huge success of his farcical
comedies The Magistrate, The School Mistress

Treasurer: Howard Cordner CPA

and Dandy Dick, Pinero decided to try

Secretary: Graeme McCoubrie

something new, and set about writing The

Committee Members:

sexual double standards and fidelity.

     Bruce McBrien OAM, Delia Taylor
Editorial Committee:

Profligate, a drama in four acts dealing with
He wrote it ‘to fit no particular theatrical
company’ which allowed for ‘the free
development of ideas’ unfettered by the
‘exigencies of managerial expediency’.3
When he wrote it in 1887, it was two years

Dr Mimi Colligan, David Cullinane,      
Elisabeth Kumm, Frank Van Straten OAM

Hare’s company included a mix of

proposed to follow the same principle

President: Peter Johnson

Wilma Farrow, Margaret Marshall,

Thus, in 1889, as the sole manager of

Mrs Kendal at the St James’s Theatre

The Profligate had been written in 1887.

Committee

favourable circumstances with regard to

A copy of the lost portrait of David

the confidence of the play-going public, who

Theatre
Heritage
Australia
Inc

After finishing the play, Pinero

before the first Ibsen play would be seen in
London.

Johnston Forbes-Robertson and Kate Rorke
in The Profligate.
The title character in The Profligate is
Dunstan Renshaw, a bachelor with a chequered
past of love affairs and seductions, who has
decided to start a new life and marry. With this
marriage he is a reformed character and looks
forward to many happy years with his new
wife, Leslie Brudenell, a girl still in her teens
who knows nothing about his former life.
No sooner has he embarked on this new
life when his past catches up with him, in the
guise of a young girl, Janet Preece, who is
seeking a man who seduced her under a
promise of marriage and then deserted her.
She knew him under an assumed name, but
knows that the initials of his real name are
‘DR’. As the situation escalates, and the truth
of Renshaw’s involvement becomes more
apparent, he fears that Leslie will leave him
and that both their lives will also be ruined,
so he decides to end everything by
committing suicide.
Just as he swallows the poison, Leslie

me, because I’m mad myself! That’s why I

ON STAGE
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Waller (Hugh Murray), and relative
newcomers Olga Nethersole ( Janet Preece),
Sydney Brough (Wilfred Brudenell) and
Beatrice Lamb (Irene).
John Hare himself appeared in the small
role of Lord Dangars.
In preparing the play for the Garrick,
John Hare persuaded Pinero to alter the
ending, whereby Dunstan is prevented from
taking the poison by Leslie’s arrival and
husband and wife are reconciled.
This alteration caused something of a stir.
Pinero wrote a long letter to The Theatre
defending his decision to write a happy ending,
indicating that he made the alteration willingly
and that it was unfair for Hare to be accused
of interference.5
Rather than condemn Pinero for watering
down his ending, William Archer offered
words of encouragement, calling The Profligate
‘by far the most direct and unflinching
treatment of a moral problem that has yet
been attempted by a modern English
dramatist.’6
When The Profligate was published in book
form in 1891, both endings were included. *
Page 35

The play proved a huge success at the
Garrick, some critics going so far as to call it

cast which will always be necessary for its
production.’9

played one of the lesser parts on the first

Mandelstam’s company in Perth and

1. The Era, 27 April 1889, p. 11; The Theatres

production of the drama, now appears as

Fremantle during 1894, with Emma

of London, pp. 87-89; London Theatres

Leslie Brudenell, a schoolgirl and wife. She

Bronton as Leslie, Owen Harris as

that it was the happy ending that had

New York, but Pinero was hesitant. He

is appropriately winsome, loving, and candid

2. The Era, 13 April 1889, p.14.

contributed to its success, as pointed out by

called the play ‘a pet child of mine’ and was

in the earlier scenes, but powerful where

Renshaw and Tom Cannam as Hugh
Murray.14 Emma Bronton had scored a

critic Clement Scott: ‘Pinero would have

not prepared to risk a failure in America. He

power is required. In the discovery that her

success playing Ruth Rolt in Pinero’s Sweet

4. Letter to Augustin Daly, 18 September

been wrong to end his play gloomily and

did not wish to travel to America to produce

husband is something quite other than the

Lavender the previous month.

with the persecuted hero’s death, because

it and nor did he think Daly’s company had

ideal her fancy had created, Miss Nethersole

‘The Play of the Century’. It was believed

the poor fellow had been punished enough
for a somewhat trivial fault. He was separated

Daly was keen to produce the play in

the right actors for the play.
The Profligate played in London from

found her opportunities, and made the most
of even the smallest of them.’11

and Music Halls, pp.90–91.
3. The Profligate, p. v.
1887, The Collected Letters of Sir Arthur

Under Philip Lytton’s direction, the

Pinero, p.95.

Players’ Club staged it at the Theatre Royal

5. The Theatre, June 1889, pp.324–325.

in Sydney in December 1902, with Mrs

6. Manchester Guardian, 25 April 1889,

from his wife at her desire because she was

24 April 1889 until 27 July 1889, and following

Unfortunately, the same reviewer was

sceptical about his virtue before he married

a break reopened on 2 October 1889, playing

less than impressed with the other actors,

Renshaw. Despite some strong acting, the

her; but we all knew she was ready to forgive

until 21 November 1889, a total of 129

finding the demands of the play too great for

play was not deemed a success, the

him, and we wanted her to be a little merciful;

performances. In the interim Hare and his

their abilities.

reviewer noting: ‘This so-called “problem

8. The Era, 27 April 1889, p.10.

but with her hand on the door, and her lips

entire London company presented it in

play” by Pinero was hailed as a great work

9. Letter to R.M.Field, 14 May 1889, The

framing the word forgiveness, it would be

Birmingham, Manchester, and Liverpool.

With the opening of The Profligate at
the Garrick, Pinero had three plays
running simultaneously in London, the
other two being Sweet Lavender at
Terry’s Theatre, and The Weaker Sex at
the Court Theatre.

Audiences were enthralled by the

The play was not well attended, the
play and it ran for a fortnight.
lukewarm reception being
‘The actors were called and
attributable to the arrival of Sarah re-called again and again, and when,
Bernhardt, who was concurrently at the close of the third act, where
Miss Nethersole had played with
making her first appearance in
great power, her mental exaltation
Melbourne at the Princess’s
rendered her too dazed to

Of The Profligate, The Era noted: ‘Mr
Pinero has at last consented to be serious.
He has not altogether thrown away his satire
and his cynicism, his caustic wit and his
playful humour, for he begins with laughter,
and before the curtain has been up five
minutes has his audience in a roar over the
confessions of an aristocratic rake, who has
been everything in the Divorce Court but a
petitioner.
But serious, terribly serious, Mr Pinero
becomes ere long. He has a deeply
interesting story to tell, and he tells it in
language that is literature; that is always
polished, and often charged with poetic
fancy.’8
Pinero was cautious about the play’s
success, writing to R.M.Field, manager of the
Boston Museum Theatre: ‘The Profligate is a
great success in London. I think however
that in London will be found the beginning
& the end of its popularity. The London
people have been led to expect such a play
from me by those who are good enough to
believe that I can produce something out of the
beaten track of stagecraft, and The Profligate
has been welcomed with enthusiasm. I fear
however that out of London theatre the play
would not obtain a public large enough to
reward the great care and specially selected
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at the Criterion Theatre on 1 August 1891,
the London denouement was reinstated.

distressing to any audience to find her brought
face to face with a corpse, and that
corpse a suicide—her husband.’7

When the play was performed in Sydney

Australia
In Australia, the first production was
premièred at the Bijou Theatre in Melbourne
on Tuesday, 9 June 1891, during Olga
Nethersole and Charles Cartwright’s season.
They were supported by members of the
Brough and Boucicault Company.

acknowledge the cheers of the house

Philip Lytton as Leslie and Owen Sancroft as

7. Clement Scott, The Drama of Yesterday and
Today, vol. 2, p.65.

of art by the London press in 1889, but it

Collected Letters of Sir Arthur Pinero, p.107.

never wholly pleased the public, and on

10. Australasian, 13 June 1891, p.1127.

repetition last evening appeared to have

11. The Argus, 10 June 1891, p 6.

already “grown a good many grey hairs,”
as the French say.’15

12. The Sydney Morning Herald, 3 August 1891,
p.6.

When asked in March 1893 ‘which of

13. American Theatre, p.439.

your plays do you consider your greatest?’
Pinero replied, ‘The Profligate’.16 Pinero

14. The West Australian, 23 February 1894, p.

must have been smiling to himself when he

15. The Sydney Morning Herald, 20 December

replied, for only a couple of months later
Tanqueray which would cause a huge stir.

endeavoured to force into her hands… The

Footnotes:

16. The Sketch, 15 March 1893, quoted in
Victorian Theatre, p.349.

Bibliography:

Profligate is far above the ordinary class of

drama, and, moreover, incidentally fights in
The cast included Olga Nethersole (Leslie
a good cause.’12
Brudenell) and Charles Cartwright (Dunstan
With the exception of the leads, the
Renshaw), with Percy Lyndal (Lord Dangars),
supporting cast had changed, with Frank Cates
G.S.Titheradge (Hugh Murray), Dot Boucicault
(Lord Dangars), Laurence Cautley (Hugh
(Wilfred Brudenell) and Emma Temple
Murray), J.Cosgrove (Wilfred Brudenell) and
( Janet Preece).
Nellie Lyons ( Janet Preece).
Cartwright deviated from the London
Olga Nethersole included The Profligate in
production by reinstating Pinero’s original
her repertoire in 1899 when she toured the
ending, with Renshaw committing suicide in
USA. It received little attention when she
the final act. Despite critical acclaim, this
performed it at the Harlem Opera House on
did not go down at all well with playgoers,
22 May 1899. As Bordman noted: ‘Its London
and two days later the more ‘cheerful’
success counted not a whit with Harlemites.’
London ending was adopted, which
Similarly, when she played it in New
reportedly ‘gave greater satisfaction to the
York the following year, around the same
audience.’10
time that she was making waves with her
Nevertheless, despite the change, the play
controversial production of Sapho, Pinero’s
was not well attended, the lukewarm
drama was more or less ignored.13
reception being attributable to the arrival of
Despite the initial rave reviews and
Sarah Bernhardt, who was concurrently
interest in the play, The Profligate has been
making her first appearance in Melbourne
very rarely staged. It does not appear to
at the Princess’s Theatre.
have been revived in London after 1889.
Of the acting, Olga Nethersole received
In Australia, it was staged by Herman
the most praise: ‘Miss Olga Nethersole, who
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to point to a successful run for the new
piece. This is as it should be, for The

2 and 5 March 1894, p.3.
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London would see his The Second Mrs

and the gifts of flowers that Mr Cartwright
whole tone of the reception was this such as

quoted in William Archer, p.80.
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Honour for
the Arrow

T

hanks to THA member Patricia
Convery, the City of Port Phillip has
installed a commemorative plaque

at the site of the former Arrow Theatre at 7
Armstrong Street, Middle Park.
‘It took four years of lobbying,’ says
Patricia, who is Access Co-ordinator at the
Arts Centre’s Performing Arts Collection.
‘Under the direction of Frank Thring,
the Arrow played a really important part in
the development of theatre in Melbourne in
the early 1950s.’
The Arrow was a successor to the
Melbourne Repertory Theatre. The building
has also been used as a cinema, a film
studio and a social club.
It has recently been converted into a
health studio.
On Stage plans to publish a

comprehensive coverage of the building’s
various incarnations in a future edition.
Spring 2010
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Starring John Barrymore,
Gregory Peck—and Roland Hogue
Peter Burgis concludes the story of a forgotten Australian who shared the spotlight with the world’s best.

R

oland Hogue’s second

It was a stage adaptation of

Instead he joined Williamson’s New
English Musical Comedy Company, which

Leek, which he gladly accepted.
Early in the film the servant dies

was to introduce Mary, a fresh American

unexpectedly, after which the master is

musical with a score by Lou Hirsch and

mistaken as the valet and a comedy unfolds.

lyrics by Otto Harbach and Frank Mandel.
The Australian cast was impressive, built

While Hogue dies in the first 10 minutes,
his cameo role as Henry Leek shows him to

These problems combined with war restrictions
made theatrical life most difficult.
When Broadway theatres were ‘dark’,
many stars would play in summer stock,
including the Cape Playhouse, at Dennis,
Massachusetts. During the war this theatre was

Circular Staircase, a novel written

around W.S.Percy, Maud Fane, Madge Elliott, be a capable character actor, very much at

in 1907 by Mary Roberts

Cyril Ritchard, Cecil Kellaway and Rita

ease with the camera. This begs the question: Lawrence. Her policy was to lock in a name

Rinehart in collaboration with

Nugent (later to turn into Janet Lind). As

why he did not make more movies? Maybe

actor and then engage a supporting cast of

Bridges. His co-stars were Ruth

Avery Hopwood. It was filmed

agreed, Hogue played Jack. He had the

he preferred living on the East Coast and

promising hopefuls and tried-and-true veterans,

Gilmore and Sidney Blackmer,

four times: The Circular Staircase

show’s best number—the still-remembered

was not prepared to relocate to Los Angeles

one of whom was Roland Hogue.

who went on to enjoy a long

(1915), The Bat (1926), The Bat

‘The Love Nest’, which he sang with Maude

and Hollywood. He was also a traditional

Hollywood career.

Whispers (1930) and The Bat

Fane. (The song later became the theme for

stage actor who preferred working in front a

(1959) with Vincent Price and

George Burns and Gracie Allen’s radio and

live audience.

Agnes Moorehead.

TV shows.) Roland’s role was enhanced

Broadway
engagement, in 1921,

was in Clare Kummer’s play

Back to Australia
Following the run of Bridges,
homeland under engagement
to J.C.Williamson’s. Now aged
40, he was no doubt keen to
show the locals that he was a
leading man of substance. He

included an undertaking that if
Williamson’s produced the new
musical Mary, Hogue would
play the role of Jack Keene.
Roland and his wife,
Gwendolyn, arrived in Sydney
on the S.S. Sonoma on

which had been sung by a different
character in the New York production, and a

Playwright

favourite from 1936, and the third, The Circle,

including Mayne Lynton, Gaston
Mervale and Elsie Parkes.

mysterious number called ‘Deeper’, which

Roland Hogue was described as

appears to be an interpolation to boost his

‘the clever young juvenile lead

role further.

on 7 October, and after a couple weeks

entertained too. Incident follows

transferred to Her Majesty’s, where it ran

incident, with breathless rapidity.

merrily until 19 December.

alive and it seems he used her
home at Mosman as a base
while in Sydney.
Discussing his return,
Melbourne’s The Argus

Broadway début in The Morning Star.

Melbourne again, but without Roland, who
had completed his Australian contract.

movements, I have chosen to take a look at

his July 1942 diary to gain an insight into his
A ship’s passenger list for the S.S. Sonora workaday life.
confirms that John R. Hogue (actor, age 41)
First let us set the wartime scene…
and Gwendolyn E. Hogue (actress, age 28)

In the 1940s New York theatres were

I have not tried to determine Roland

Ohio, in 1946, when he appeared in Patrick
Hamilton’s classic murder mystery Rope. The
key role of Rupert Cadell was portrayed by
40-year-old John Carradine. The Billboard
review (11 January 1947) praised Carradine’s

sailed from Sydney on 23 May 1923. They

running through it. Whilst it will

would have been back in New York by the

thrill you through and through it

end of June, when Roland was recruited for

will at the same time keep you in

Sky High.

constant laughter.’

Broadcasting

The talkies beckon

It seems probable that Roland Hogue would

Surprisingly, the great depression of the

have appeared on American radio, but no

1930s presented Roland Hogue with the

references have been found. What is known,

chance to become a movie star. Here is how it

however, is that in his later years he appeared

happened…

in a number of television dramas. One guest

had been a huge success on

After the six-week run, Hogue

Broadway, where it had opened

continued with the company to

in August 1920; and it was

Roland Hogue in the film His Double Life,

Adelaide and Sydney, but did not take part in

still running when the Melbourne cast

(Paramount 1933), top picture with

the subsequent seasons in Brisbane and

was chosen.

Roland Young (right).

New Zealand.
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nor performed.

Cape Playhouse season Peck made his

baffled with a vein of comedy

Royal in Melbourne on 6 May 1922.

mystery play called The Bat. It

Dead End. It was apparently neither published

of greatness. Six weeks after finishing his

been at the Town Hall Theatre, Toledo,

The Bat opened at the Theatre

Hogue to Australia was a

copyrighted a three-act play entitled The

winding down as the other was on the brink

Rather than attempt to trace all Roland’s

The Bat.

chose to reintroduce Roland

Washington Avenue, New York City, he

and Peck worked together. One career was

company played in Sydney and in

Rinehart’s mysterious villain,

The vehicle that Williamson’s

1929, when he was living at 436 Fort

seem to be the only occasions when Hogue

next. Mostly you guess wrong.’

superhero was partly inspired by

have been found.

writing or composing. However, in April

had started in late 1938. These three plays

Hogue’s last stage appearance. It may have

the Batman comic book, said his

worked in England, no reports

evidence to suggest he undertook much

old Eldred Gregory Peck, whose stage career

Enter Gregory Peck

cartoonist Bob Kane, creator of

England and America’. If he

plays’. Despite this claim there is little

A New Zealand tour followed, then

is understandable that American

recent times he has been in

the 1930 census he is listed as ‘author of

One of the young actors playing with
Hogue in this summer season was 26-year-

Brisbane until 14 April 1923. After this, the

In view of all this hysteria it

(29 April 1922) noted that ‘in

gives his profession as ‘artist–theatrical’. In

a 1921 comedy by Somerset Maugham.

wonder what’s going to happen

‘It will hold you thrilled and

His mother Jessie was still

In the 1920 American census Roland Hogue

It keeps you guessing and you

mystery play.

brother and a sister.

the Theatre Royal on 23 September 1922.
The Melbourne season started at the Royal

boasted: ‘The Bat is a super

died and he had also lost a

premièring in Adelaide, where it opened at

thrilled but interested and

attention, then advertisements

11-year absence his father had

Mary had the unusual distinction of

‘Come and be thrilled—not only

If that didn’t grab your

28 February 1922. During his

Ruth Chatterton first performed in 1930, the

production had a fine cast,

The publicity drive trumpeted:

salary of £35. The agreement

The first was The Rebound, a comedy with
second, You Can’t Take It With You, an old

mysterious Gardener’.

the then handsome weekly

plays in July 1942. Each play ran a week.

can be viewed on the internet.

who is seen as Brooks, the

was contracted for one year at

Miss Lawrence engaged him for three

with ‘When a Woman Exits Laughing’,

The 1922 Melbourne

Roland Hogue returned to his

His Double Life is available on DVD and

managed by English stage legend Gertrude

ON STAGE

In 1908 English novelist and playwright

without air conditioning, and civilian life was acting as ‘carrying the suspense with dash and
color,’ adding that other members of the cast
disrupted with the demands of the war.
(including Roland Hogue) are ‘competent’.

spot was in The Clock, a dramatic series with

Arnold Bennett wrote a yarn called Buried

different guest stars each week. Roland starred

Alive. It was filmed several times as The Great

in Payment on Time, which went to air on

Adventure and, in 1933, as His Double Life.

19 October 1949. His co-star was George

This version was shot at Paramount’s Long

Reeves, soon to gain fame as TV’s Superman.

Island Studio in Astoria, part of greater New

Roland Hogue also played in Lights Out,

York City. Roland Young played Priam

a series of 160 original television plays by top

Farrell, a famous but reclusive artist with

writers. He was the guest star in The Posthumous Dead,

limited social skills. Roland Hogue was

which aired on 10 February 1950, co-starring

offered the part of the painter’s valet Henry

with blustery character actor Ed Begley.

Spring 2010
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Roland Hogue died in Morristown, New

Hogue raved about the virtues of ‘Colinated

fighting, often with shells screaming

Jersey, on 7 October 1958. He was 76.

Cocoanut Oil, a pure saponified, but quite

overhead, shrapnel bursting, and bullets

Family

greaseless, liquid shampoo’.

flying about him.’

Mention was made earlier of the achievements
of John Roland Hogue’s parents. His father,
Alexander Hogue, died in 1920 and his mother,
Jessie, in 1932.
Several of Roland’s siblings also did well
in the Australian artistic world. Here is a
brief account of the doings of two sisters and
one brother…
Tien Hogue: Roland’s sister Tien Hogue
was a prominent Sydney actress. She played in
many major stage productions, such as Within
The Law (a 1914 play in which ‘…her extensive
vocabulary of Yankee slang tickled everybody’),
The Woman in the Case (1916), Peg O’ My Heart
(1917), The 13th Chair, Mary Turner and The
Bird Of Paradise (all 1918), and Lightnin’ (1919).
She also had roles in The Rosary and The Man
Who Stayed at Home.
As well, Tien was a leading lady in early
Australian silent movies, such as A Blue Gum
Romance (1913), The Life of a Jackeroo (1913),
Pommy Arrives in Australia (1913), The Shepherd
of the Southern Cross (1914), and Robbery Under
Arms (1920).
Between 1916 and 1921 she appeared
regularly in eye-catching newspaper
advertisements endorsing a cough mixture.
A large headline proclaimed ‘An Australian
Actress Praises Dr Sheldon’s New Discovery’.
The testimony announced that: ‘Miss Tien
Hogue, one of the prettiest of our native-born
actresses, comes from a family notable in
Australian history.
Her father was for many years Minister
for Education in New South Wales. Miss
Hogue has temperament as well as beauty
and has endeared herself to Australian
audiences. Her voice has been likened to the
Great Bernhardt. Miss Hogue is a true New
Discovery girl and writes as follows: “On
having contracted a bad cold I obtained a
bottle of Dr Sheldon’s New Discovery and
the effect was marvellous—it was simply
astonishing how quickly it helps one. In less
than two days the cold was entirely cured.
My voice improved with the first dose I took.
I think it is marvellous. Signed, Tien Hogue”.’
As well as never coughing again, the
actress enjoyed the glory of ravishing hair,
according to an Argus advertisement in
December 1921. In this promotion Tien
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She was not alone in her praise, for in

In the limelight
Out and about among the Who’s Been Seen Where on the theatre scene.

The author of the Preface, J.A.Hogue,

this promotion Minnie Love, Gladys

praises the courage and literary skill of Trooper

Moncrieff and 16 other theatrical celebrities

Bluegum, while tactfully avoiding telling the

swore by the product.

reader he is discussing the deeds of his

Clockwise from top: Theatre Heritage
Australia members exploring the Malthouse
Theatre on 20 August 2010, with Fiona
James, Malthouse Theatre education officer.

eldest son.
Amy Hogue: Little is recorded about
Roland’s sister Amy Hogue, but her twin
brother Oliver wrote that she was the author
of several Australian fairy stories and bush
tales. We do know that she took elocution
lessons from Miss Madge Corcoran, an actress
who was active on stage in the 1890s.
Miss Corcoran taught elocution to a number
of the Hogue children. On 19 December 1895
her pupils gave a junior dramatic performance
of Cinderella at the Glebe Town Hall. The
cast included Masters Clarence Hogue, Jack
Hogue, Oliver Hogue and Frank Hogue,
and Miss Amy Hogue.
In her youth Amy seems to have been a
regular at Glebe Musical Society concerts.
On 5 December 1899 she recited ‘The
Midnight Charge’ and on 7 August 1900
her reciting of ‘The Seven Ages of Women’
was received ‘in a manner which won her
considerable applause’. Amy died in 1918,
one year before her twin brother Oliver.
Oliver Hogue: Oliver Hogue was born in
Sydney in 1880. Like his father he became
a journalist, writing mainly for The Sydney
Morning Herald under the pen-name
‘Trooper Bluegum’. He enlisted in the AIF in
September 1914 and served at Gallipoli. At
the end of the war he was a major with the
Imperial Camel Corps (the Cameliers),
being present when General Allenby
entered Palestine in 1918.
He survived four years of horrific
combat only to die of influenza in England
in March 1919. His great literary legacy was
preserved in two books, both published in
1916: Love Letters of an Anzac and Trooper
Bluegum at the Dardanelles.
Both sold well and were followed by
The Home-Sick Anzac and Other Verses (1918)
and a work of fiction, The Cameliers (1919).

Bruce McBrien at the launch of his new

An evaluation

book, Marvellous Melbourne and Me, at The

In his day Roland Hogue was well-known

Centre, Ivanhoe, on 29 August 2010.

rather than famous. Critics, employers,
workmates and the public viewed him as a

At the launch of the refurbished Athenaeum

versatile and reliable stage performer,

Theatre on 15 August 2010—left to right:

capable of working in musicals, comedies

Michael Herman,

and dramas. His early years were spent in

vice-president, Melbourne Athenaeum Inc.;

Australia with J.C.Williamson’s, appearing

Barry Janes, director, Athenaeum Theatre

in musical comedies and Gilbert & Sullivan

Management; Greg Hocking, director,
Athenaeum Theatre

comic operas.

Management; The Hon. Peter

In the United States he adorned the
stage for almost 40 years, mainly in plays,

Garrett, then federal minister

including regular roles on Broadway—the

for the Arts; Sophie Arnold,

pinnacle of the profession. He worked

executive officer, Melbourne

frequently for the brothers Jacob and Lee

Athenaeum Inc.; Alastair

Shubert, who in the 1920s owned,

Jackson, Melbourne Opera.

operated, managed or booked over 1000

Jason Donovan with pianist

theatres nationwide.

Nicholas Wilson filming an

Possibly the best way to evaluate his

episode of the BBC series

standing is to look at the company he kept.

Who Do You Think You Are? at

His colleagues in Australia included

the Princess Theatre,

Howard Vernon, Dolly Castles, George

11 June 2010.

Edwards, Vinia de Loitte, W.S.Percy,
Mayne Linton, Madge Elliott, Cyril

Images Ben Pratt (for

Ritchard, Cecil Kellaway and Fritz Hart.

Melbourne Opera), and
Frank Van Straten (for

He shared the US stage with legendary

On Stage.).

names like Willie Howard, Cecilia Loftus,
Alastair Sim, Nora Swinburne, Leo G.
Carroll, George Coulouris, Robert Keith,
Billie Burke, Zachary Scott, Roland Young,
Lillian Gish, John Carradine, Ruth Chatterton,
Ed Begley, A.E.Anson and Charlotte Granville.
Now, through the new ‘Wonder of the
Age’ (the internet) we can enjoy his singing
and study his acting, both of which help
illustrate his talent.
Let us not forget that this Aussie actor
was present at the beginning of Gregory
Peck’s stage career, and helped John
Barrymore say farewell to the theatre.

The Preface to Trooper Bluegum at the

Thank you

Dardanelles reminded readers that ‘…nearly the

I wish to thank Alan Heinecke, Jennifer

whole of Trooper Bluegum’s descriptions of

Heinecke and Frank Van Straten for their

the operations in the Anzac sphere were

assistance and encouragement with the

written in dugouts between intervals of the

preparation of this article.

n
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Play it again, Reg
Frank Van Straten concludes his tribute to the forgotten Australian composer Reginald A.A.Stoneham.

T

hroughout the 1920s Reg Stoneham

‘jazz-rag’ ‘Saucy Kate’ among them.

continued to churn out song after

Despite the steady stream of melody,

song. Jack O’Hagan had scored

there are indications that Stoneham’s life had

with numbers inspired by silent films, so

become anything but harmonious. In 1921 he

Stoneham tried ‘Foolish Wives’ (Melolo,
1922), capitalising on the eponymous Erich

lost a messy court battle over the deposit on
a house named ‘Sylvia’ in St Kilda Road.33

von Stroheim production.

After that he seems to have moved frequently.

O’Hagan had also scored with what

In 1922 he started advertising his musical

were called ‘home songs’, so Stoneham

services: ‘Music set to words, words to music.

trudged his way through ‘Murray Home’,

Particulars, Reginald A.A.Stoneham (composer

‘Back To Warrnambool’, ‘Home To

‘Sleepy Seas’, ‘My Mexico’, ‘Wonderful

Ballaarat’, ‘Back to Charlton’ and the trio

Smile’ &c). ‘Lurnea’, Princes Street, St Kilda.
Telephone Windsor 5969.’34

‘Albury’, ‘Bendigo’ and Maryborough’,
which were published by The Weekly Times.

The following year he was offering his

And there were many songs with deceptively

services at 361 Collins Street in the city,

‘international’ titles: ‘Miss Cherry Blossom’,

which was also the headquarters of the

‘My Ireland’, ‘My Mexico’, ‘The Wabash

Reginald Stoneham Music Publishing Co.35

Moon’, ‘Waikiki Moon’ and several more.

In 1924 he was back in St Kilda, briefly at

Stoneham took space in the press to
announce that the latter, ‘a dreamy Hawaiian
waltz’ would be ‘a big feature’ when played
by George Arnold’s Palais de Danse Band
at the 1923 Movie Ball.29 Stoneham seems
to have been particularly attracted to the
moon—it shines in the titles of at least five of
his songs.
For variety, there were occasional
novelties like ‘The Tintex Girl’, written to
promote Tintex fabric dyes, and ‘I’ve Got A
Motor Bike’, written under the pseudonym
‘Alberto Agrati’.
In 1927 Stoneham wrote and published
a vocal waltz called ‘Princess Betty’s Lullaby’,
presumably to soothe the future Queen
Elizabeth II, who was born the year before.
Thoughtfully dedicated to ‘the tiny children

Reg Stoneham (right) with organist
Newell Alton
screening of Four Sons, a silent film directed
by John Ford.31 He was back at the

6 Emilton Avenue and later at 29 Orange
Grove.36 By 1929 he had relocated to 241
Carlisle Street, Balaclava.37
There were other distractions. In 1925 he

Capitol in July 1929, providing the lyrics to

was advertising: ‘Jazz Musicians available for

Newell Alton’s music for ‘Espanola’, a

Balls, Parties, Weddings, &c; 1 to 20 players.

Spanish-styled live curtain-raiser for the
‘talkie’ The Broadway Melody. He and Alton

Write or ring Reg. Stoneham, 29 Orange
Grove…’38 In the mid-1920s he worked for

also came up with a song called ‘Why?’.

Melbourne radio station 3AW, writing

Allan’s published it and Alton played it on

sketches, novelty songs and advertising

the Capitol’s mighty Wurlitzer during the
season.32

jingles. In December 1926 he regaled 3AR

Stoneham dutifully acknowledged the
new rhythms coming across the Pacific: he
wrote a number of ragtime pieces and later

listeners with a 15-minute discourse on ‘The
Art of Writing Popular Songs’.39
And then there was The Invention.
On 19 September 1927 Stoneham lodged

some jazz-inspired numbers, ‘Deva Jazz’,

provisional patent application 9452/27 for ‘A

‘Jazzin’ The Blues’ and the

sun visor’. Apparently this was an attachment

designed to be fitted to the front of a car’s

years at Radio 5AD, organising publicity

1939 the school was known as the Allan

windscreen to shield the vehicle’s rear occupants

stunts and ‘introducing talks between men

Radio and Stage Academy. Blackman had

from sun glare or blinding headlights. It was

and women announcers’. For a time he was

moved on and Reg Stoneham was principal.

also said to protect the windscreen from

reduced to ‘pick and shovel work in laying

driving rain or snow, and to ensure that the

out a golf course’.

driver had a good view of the road ahead.
The application lapsed on 31 July 1928.

In 1934 he returned to Melbourne. He
joined the staff of Radio 3KZ, where he was

The school’s most notable achievement
was a week-long season of the Franz Lehár
operetta Gipsy Love at the King’s Theatre in
Russell Street. Gipsy Love had not been seen

Nevertheless, Stoneham went ahead and had responsible for ‘continuity’, writing for

in Melbourne since its initial production during

his visors manufactured by a Melbourne

Norman Banks and his on-air partner, Joan,

World War I. Proceeds from this revival

firm. They failed to attract buyers.

and for Terry Dear. He transferred to 3AW

were dedicated to the RSL War Comforts

in 1935 and to 3LO the following year.

Fund. The production was undertaken in

On 2 September 1936 he was declared
bankrupt.43 He struggled on.

conjunction with the Melbourne

On 9 July 1929 Stoneham’s estate was
sequestrated on his own petition. His assets
totalled a pathetic £79: £5 in cash, book
debts of £41.10.0, £12.10.0 worth of unsold

For a while Stoneham worked with

windscreen visors, and a stock of sheet music;

Legionnaire Sound Productions Pty Ltd, a

Conservatorium of Music. A bright 26-yearold called Hector Crawford conducted the
orchestra, while the JCW veteran Paul

this was valued at £20, though the court was Melbourne producer of dramatic and musical Plunket directed the company, said to
told it was ‘practically worthless’. His liabilities radio shows, then he joined the ABC; 3LO
number 120.46 Many of the cast, all drawn
were £328.14.0. His 17 creditors included the

from the Allan Academy, went on to bright

unfortunate manufacturer of the visors, who

commenced broadcasting his weekly halfhour program Old Cronies in 1938.s A Shower

was owed £94. Stoneham told the court that

of Stars followed.

Among them were Elva Blair, Muriel Stevens,

‘from the beginning of the popularity of

Early in 1939 J.C.Williamson’s and

careers in the entertainment industry.
Allan Ferris, Ailsa Green, Ray Chapman,

wireless, conditions in the musical world

Allan’s combined to set up The

Denzil Howson and Tom Lake. A sad little

became bad’. He explained that he had

J.C.Williamson– Allan Radio and Stage

note in the program adds: ‘The Management

manufactured the visors ‘principally to help

Academy, operating from rooms in Allan’s

regrets that, owing to Military Service, the

a relative’. At the time Stoneham and his wife
were living with their married daughter.40

Building, 276 Collins Street. Veteran JCW

number of the Men’s chorus has had to be
considerably reduced.’47

stage director Frederick Blackman supervised

There were still occasional odd jobs. In
the theatrical side while Reg Stoneham
November 1929, for instance, he sang ‘Lolita’ headed the radio studies.45

most of the players lacked stage experience,

as part of the stage presentation preceding

there were some promising performances…

Later that year, when war broke out,

The press reviews were gentle: ‘Although

the main film at the Regent Theatre in
Collins Street, Melbourne.41 In April 1931

Stoneham wrote what was to be his last

several of the singers have still to learn the

published composition, a recruiting song

essential difference between the platform

he was credited with the lyrics and prologue

called ‘Come On!’. It was published by Allan’s. and the stage. The performance was well

for a Regent stage presentation based on

Like so much else in Reg Stoneham’s

Ketèlbey’s ‘In a Persian Market’ which

life, the Radio and Stage Academy soon ran

mounted and adequately supported by the
Melbourne Conservatorium Orchestra’.48

preceded the screening of the film Her
Virtuous Folly.42

into problems. Its important link with

As was usual in those days, a separate report

After a prolonged illness, Stoneham
retreated to Adelaide. There he spent two

J.C.Williamson’s was lost when The Firm was detailed who wore what on opening night:
temporarily subsumed by Australian and

‘In a box with Mr Reginald Stoneham were

New Zealand Theatres Ltd. By the end of

Mrs Stoneham, who wore a black skirt *

of the British Empire’, it was recorded on
Columbia by the 2FC Studio Dance Orchestra
with Eric Pearse conducting. According to a
press puff the following year ‘The acceptance
and approval of the Duchess of York of
“Princess Betty’s Lullaby” is well-known in
Australia, and the gracious lady regularly
demanded the tune be played at all the
receptions and balls given in her honour’.30
In December 1928 Stoneham was engaged
by the management of the Capitol Theatre
in Melbourne to provide the words and
incidental music for a ‘Vocal Prelude
glorifying the Mothers of the World and
introducing National Lullabies’. This was a
stage presentation designed to precede the
Page 42
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with a cornflower blue jacket, and Miss Val

Writer Dies’ announced The Sun News-

Melbourne, 13 July 1929.

beautifully refined and theatrical interior

Michael Hipkins, in The Age,

maintain world standards, but altering

Stoneham, who wore a powder blue

Pictorial on page 3) but, strangely, The

33. The Argus, 15 June 1921, p.5.

that features soft leather walls, biscuity

22 April 2010:

multi-award-winning interior design, our

Listener In, a weekly that covered radio,

34. The Argus, 4 March 1922, p.12.

concrete, gold-leaf ceilings and travertine

Ironic, is it not? There is to be an AGIdeas

gift to future generations, beggars belief.

stage and popular music, completely

35. The Argus, 31 January 1923, p.17.

floors. And why? Well, apparently for

design conference for 11,000 participants in

ignored his passing.

36. The Argus, 16 February 1924, p.15; 31

‘access’, although I really don’t know what

Hamer Hall just weeks before the hall’s

From walkingmelbourne.com/forum:

that means.

classic interior design by John Truscott is

n

about to be destroyed by the so-called

rather bland exterior that has heritage

Victorian Arts Centre Trust.

protection for being representative of the

marquisette frock under a plum purple
velvet coat…’49
In spite of this success, Allan’s withdrew
from the enterprise a month or so later.

Many prominent Melbourne musical

December 1924, p.3.

Here we have a building which has a

Stoneham relocated his Radio and Stage

personalities paid their respects at his

37. The Argus, 2 March 1929, p.15.

Academy to rooms in the Rialto Building at

funeral at Springvale Crematorium on
12 March.54

38. The Argus, 4 April 1925, p.40.

vague. There are all those buzz words that

39. The Argus, 28 December 1926, p.19.

send a shiver down my spine: to ‘refresh’

40. The Argus, 15 July 1936, p.10.

and ‘reinvigorate’, and, oh God, there’s that

Ross Martin, in The Age,

interior that I would argue is much more

41. Regent program, 16–22 November 1929.

word ‘vibrant’ again. (What is it with the

15 August 2010:

representative and much, much better. We

42. The Herald, Melbourne, 18 April 1931,

state government wanting everything to be

As part of the original executive team

get left with the bland exterior, and the

‘vibrant’? Do they believe that until they

responsible for buildings comprising the

classic interior becomes replaced with

come along the culture sleep-walks on valium?)

Victorian Arts Centre, I remember many

something far more generic. I think it is

497 Collins Street: ‘Students trained for Radio
Announcing, and Acting in Musical and
Dramatic Plays and Serials. A number of the
Academy’s students are playing professionally
with J.C.Williamson, the ABC, and B class
radio stations. Call for particulars…’50

Reginald Stoneham’s daughter, Val,
had married briefly, but had no children.
She died on 14 August 1958.55 At the time
of her death, she had custody of her father’s
manuscripts, papers and memorabilia.

advertisement.
43. The Argus, 2 September, 1936.
44. The Canberra Times, 1 November 1938.

The redevelopment notes are alarmingly

But that chandelier! And those glowing

style of its time, but it with a spectacular

boardroom discussions with the late John

such a pity.

With thanks to Peter Burgis, Patricia

45. The Argus, 6 February 1939, p.3.

interiors! Parts of our history that simply

Truscott on the elements of the design

n

re-established in The Age Chambers at

Convery (Performing Arts Collection,

46. The Argus, 21 November 1939, p.11; 23

don’t have to be replaced every 10 years or

intended to be a legacy that people could

interior. And yes, they better fess up what

239 Collins Street: ‘Classes and private
pupils as usual’.51

Melbourne), Jamie Kelly, National Library

so because someone has what they think is a

visit for generations.

they are doing with Arcturus!! If they don’t

By August 1941 ‘Reginald Stoneham’s
Radio School and Production Studios’ were

Sadly, ‘as usual’ didn’t last long. On
11 March 1942 Reginald Alberto Agrati
Stoneham suffered a coronary occlusion at
his home at 5 Robe Street, St Kilda. He died
in the Alfred Hospital; he was 62.52 His
wife and daughter survived him.
There were short obituaries in the
Melbourne dailies (‘Popular Melbourne Song

Their whereabouts are unknown.

November 1939, p.2.

of Australia.

47. Program, Gipsy Love, King’s Theatre, 1939.

References:

48. The Argus, 4 December 1939, p.6.

Just a few months ago I was at Hamer

49. The Argus, 4 December 1939, p.7.
50. The Argus, 17 February 1940, p.26.

29. The Argus, 22 November 1923, p.20.
30. Program, Four Sons, Capitol,
Melbourne, 15 December 1928.
31. Program, Four Sons, Capitol, Melbourne,
15 December 1928.
32. Program, The Broadway Melody, Capitol,

better idea.

I took an interstate position 25 years

want it, they should donate it to someone

ago entailing extensive overseas travel. One

who will appreciate it.

Hall, waiting in the half-light of the stalls,

of the joys of the job was visiting landmark

n

I really do think it looks better as it is.

thinking to myself how wonderfully the

buildings that have been visually the same

n

I must say I am a bit disappointed about

51. The Argus, 16 August 1941.

building was ageing; that this design was

for centuries.

what they are doing to the foyers; I quite

52. Victorian death certificate 1942/2461.

really coming into its own and that in

53. Sun News-Pictorial, 12 March 1942, p.3.

about 10–15 years, it was really going to be

dismayed to see what had happened to the

interiors.

54. The Argus, 13 March 1942, p.3.

something very special. I should have kept

Arts Centre in 25 short years. The Arts

n

55. Victorian death certificate 1958/10006. n

my mouth–and mind–shut.

Centre is no longer a unified landmark

are taking out with something equally as

complex but merely a set of buildings with

good, or something even better.

no identity.

n

I have high reservations.

n

What I noticed when I walked past

The ghosts of the Whelans of

Taking the hammer to Hamer Hall

Melbourne, in all their incarnations, were
clearly listening.’

Retiring back to Victoria I was

Certainly, upgrade technical facilities to

liked the light sculpture and most of the
Let’s hope that they replace what they

Hamer Hall on the way to the Sumner

What they’re saying…

Theatre (how mad is that theatre btw!!!!) is

Virginia Trioli in The Weekly Review,

how it even looks ugly at night, now it isn’t

8 August 2010:

lit up.

Architecture plus time equals heritage. This

n

theorem is the best argument needed in

I’ve been told that one reason there is so

much demolition/removal of the Truscott

support of the convention of ‘benign

interiors is that [the architects] ARM

neglect’—that is to say, leaving something

actively dislike them.

the hell alone.

n

The Regent Theatre has been a

The glitzy finishes are certainly not to

everyone’s taste (I admit I in fact mainly

beneficiary of this. And the great deco glory

liked them for their OTT camp value),

of the Capitol Theatre: neglected,

but they are definitely of some significance,

rediscovered glories.

worth some re-use keeping as much as possible.

And now we desperately need that

n

principle to be applied again to the proud

I have great misgivings about this

redevelopment. I do understand that on

and elegant vision of the late Sir Roy

such a prominent site the building can’t just

Grounds’ and John Truscott’s concert hall,

be left to rot, but a lower-budget minor

now Hamer Hall.

makeover might have been more appropriate.

The redevelopment deemed necessary



by the state government has stripped out

Michael Kantor, Melbourne Press Club,

that magnificently gaudy light sculpture,
Work gets under way

Arcturus, and will remove large parts of the

on the demolition of a

Victorian Minister for the Arts, Peter Batchelor

‘surplus’ staircase.

at the official start of the Hamer Hall upgrade



on 11 August 2010.
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I’m seriously unimpressed with the
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21 October 2010:
A waste of umpteen millions…it should be
left to sink in the ground and be swallowed
back into the swamp it always was.

n
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Exeunt

Peter Dawson’s gramophone returns
to the spotlight

I

Steve Rattle reports…
base board.

n December 1948, at

We must congratulate

London’s Savoy Hotel,

and thank Brian for

yet another retirement

dinner and presentation was

allowing us to see and

in progress. This time the

hear this delightful ‘old

honoree was not a banker or

lady’ again. And she is

a salesman, but a recording

still a stunner, once more

legend: Peter Dawson.

enjoying the spotlight

CDs are almost identical

records over 44 years had

in size to the seven-inch

kept his employer HMV

single-sided discs made

(later EMI) in the black for

for this gramophone, but

many of those years. But

of course they play for a

instead of the usual gold

considerably longer time!
Nevertheless I doubt

watch, two musical items
were presented to the worthy

that many modern day

recipient: the latest 1948

iPods and CD players will

model radiogram and—from

still be treasured and in

the EMI archives—a 1900

playing condition 110

‘Berliner’ style ‘Trade Mark

years from today!

recording in 1904 for The

help I received from Peter

Gramophone Company,

Burgis regarding this

making seven-inch diameter

machine. When Peter was

records for machines such as

with the National Film

this. ‘Uncle Peter’ brought his

and Sound Archive in

gifts back to Australia and

Canberra he was

was photographed with the

responsible for saving

older machine in 1955.

Dawson’s papers and
Top: Peter Dawson with the Presentation
gramophone in 1955.

1955.
I’m not certain what happened to the
1948 radiogram, but I was delighted to find
the 1900 Trade Mark Model on show at the
Historical Radio Society of Australia display
in Canberra on 19 September 2010. Dawson
had given it to his brother and sister-in-law in
1956. They in turn passed it on to their son,
Thomas, who later gave it to family member
Tony Dawson. Tony decided to sell it in 2009
to gramophone and radio collector Brian Lackie.
‘The machine still plays extremely well,’
Page 46

Joan Letch

Victoria Longley

Kevin Mills

Peter Morrison

Mervyn Nairn

Bert Shaw

John McKellar

The 1948 presentation picture shows recording
pioneer Fred Gaisberg (left) discussing the
machine with Peter Dawson (centre).
Eavesdropping at the right is Sir Ernest Fisk, EMI
stalwart and Australian Amalgamated Wireless
pioneer. To the left is the 1948 radiogram, now
also a collector’s item.
says Brian. ‘It’s a fascinating example of a
period when the novelty of recording was
still in its infancy.
‘Considering its age its condition is quite
remarkable. The Dawson family kept it in
very good order.’
The gramophone is exactly as shown in
the early photographs, except that it now
carries the correct trademark transfer on its

while visiting Britain, he filled in with the

Rupert Earl Carr, who has died at the age

memorabilia, which had

Dudley Moore Trio when Moore went to

of 90, was one of the best loved backstage

Hollywood. He became an integral

characters of Melbourne’s close-knit

member of the group. He also collaborated,

theatrical family.

‘Peter arranged to pay the outstanding

recorded or performed with some of the

A qualified electrician, Rupert was a

storage fees and Connie Dawson, Peter’s

world’s greatest jazzmen.

familiar figure at Her Majesty’s for a

widow, then donated the collection to the

quarter of a century. He not only worked

National Film and Sound Archives.

there, he lived there, too, in a small room

‘When I recently told Peter that I had

at the back of the stage.

acquired the Dawson Presentation

Rupert later worked at the Princess.

Gramophone, he told me that it had been
used for many years for publicity purposes,
but when Dawson gave it to his brother and
sister-in-law it disappeared off the radar.

His final stint was on the maintenance
crew at the Arts Centre.
W

Serge Ermoll

‘When I recently displayed it in
Canberra, I supported it with audio

15.8.43–11.10.10

material taken from the set of 10 Dawson

Serge Ermoll, one of Australia’s greatest

Music columnist John Shand said
Barbara Wilson

Denis Wong

Ermoll was born in Shanghai to musical
White Russian parents. In 1951 the family

Besides his musical achievements, Ermoll
had a 5th Dan black belt in karate, and for

piano and trumpet. In his late teenage years

some years worked as a free-wheeling

he heard Dizzy Gillespie for the first time

private detective.

and was hooked on jazz. Years later led the
support band when Gillespie toured Australia.
His career received a kick start when he

and most colourful jazz pianists, has died

in 1981.’

of a heart attack.

duo instrumental act called Sonny and Serge.

Spring 2010

music aesthetics in Australia’.

fled to Australia. His father made him learn

LPs that Peter produced for the NFSA back

ON STAGE

Ermoll’s group Free Kata, which he formed
in the 1970s, ‘ripped open the heart of

and his father appeared at the Tivoli with a

n

AC MBE

musical boundaries. In the late 1960s,

17.2.1920–28.8.2010

been in a Sydney storage depot for many

Kenneth Tribe

For nearly 40 years Ermoll pushed

Rupert Carr

years.

year he was back in the recording studios at

with the late Sir Charles Mackerras, until

John Kelly

Jeffrey Hodgson

OAM

like to acknowledge the

Dawson had started

records, including several stereo recordings

June Jago

Paul Hammond

Brian Lackie adds: ‘I’d

Model’ gramophone.

Hayes, London. He continued to make

Norman Erskine

Interestingly, modern

sales of some 25 million

Ironically, Peter Dawson

Serge Ermoll

after almost 62 years.

Adelaide-born Dawson
(1882–1961) had earned it:

did not stay retired for long. The following

Rupert Carr

W

Norman Erskine
1931–13.8.2010
Norman Erskine — ‘Erko’ — who has died of
cancer, was a boxer, a wharfie, a friend of *
Page 47

Frank Sinatra, a gambler, a bankrupt, a

studying under Ballets Russes ballerina

(1958) and played Patrick Dennis in Auntie

whom went on to successful careers based on

smoker — and a superb entertainer. He sang

Helene Kirsova. At 21, he joined her Sydney

Mame (1959), after which he spent a year in

the enduring skills that June, drawing on her

on TV, in clubs, pubs, shopping centres, Las

company, and in the 1940s and 1950s had

Britain in summer rep and BBC radio drama.

inborn expertise, passed on so unselfishly.

Vegas, New York, the Hollywood Bowl —

regular engagements with the Melbourne-

His later MTC credits stretched from Ross

Robert Taylor, now managing director at

in 1962, through The Good Ship Walter Raleigh,

the National Theatre, recalled: ‘I had the

Richard II, Hamlet and Love Rides the Rails, to

great pleasure of lighting Woman Thy Name Is

London with the Glyndebourne Opera and

Cat on a Hot Tin Roof in 1974. He toured in

(The Shakespeare Project) which June

the Metropolitan Ballet, and in Brussels with

the St Martin’s/JCW production of Oh, What

directed at the Athenaeum in 1989. She was

boxing, he first sang in public in a boxing

the Brussels Opera Ballet. While overseas he

a Lovely War (1968) and in Playbox/JCW’s

a wonderful lady with a surprising sense of

ring to avoid a match against a much larger

studied with several acclaimed teachers, and

That Championship Season (1973). In 1980 he

humour. It wasn’t till I caught up with some

opponent. He was loudly applauded and

appeared in the film The Red Shoes with

designed the costumes for Beverley Dunn’s

of her performances in the Carry On movies

soon became part of Sydney’s nightclub

Australian colleagues including Robert

As We Are at Athenaeum 2.

that I saw this other side of her talent.’

and at the funerals of some of his ‘legally
questionable’ friends.

based Borovansky Ballet.
Between 1948 and 1951 he danced in

A wharfie’s son, Erskine was born in the
Sydney suburb of Newtown. Trained in

scene. In 1954 he appeared with Graeme

Helpmann and Peggy Sager, who became

Bell in the landmark Jam’n’ Jive show at the

his first wife.

Sydney Palladium.

He opened the Paul Hammond Ballet

Promoter Lee Gordon, a close friend,

School in Melbourne in 1953. Between then

took him to America, where Sinatra arranged

and 1976 he trained many future stars,

for him to record a demonstration disc at

including Walter Bourke and Gailene Stock.

Capitol Records. It was Sinatra who dubbed
him ‘the Swinging Kangaroo’. He performed

commercial stage work included Lola Montez

York, where he appeared on shows hosted

(UTRC, 1958) and, at the Princess, Aladdin

by Ed Sullivan, Perry Como and Dean Martin.

(1958), The Music Man (1960), and Lock Up

Sydney and engagements in smart nightspots.

Your Daughters (1961).
At the Australian Ballet School from 1975

Erskine’s gambling led to his bankruptcy in

to 1995 Hammond was a senior tutor, archivist

the early 1960s. In 1975 he married Vicki

and dance history teacher. After retiring in

Houden, TV producer Reg Grundy’s personal

1996, aged 73, he worked voluntarily and

assistant. He was on television with Graham

adjudicated dance competitions.

Kennedy, Don Lane, Tommy Leonetti,

In January 2008 Paul Hammond was

Digby Wolfe and Daryl Somers, worked

awarded the Medal of the Order of Australia

with top locals such as Johnny O’Keefe, Col

for service to the development and promotion

Joye and Ricky May and toured with

of dance, particularly ballet, as a performer,

international stars including Ella Fitzgerald

choreographer and teacher. In the same

and Shirley Bassey. He appeared in TV

year, he received the Australian Dance

series, among them Whiplash (1961) and in

Award for lifetime achievement.

feature films including Wake in Fright (1971),
Starstruck (1982) and The Blue Lightning (1986),
and he ‘voiced’ on the soundtrack of the
Australian animated Mikado adaptation, The
Gentlemen of Titipu (1972).
For some years ‘Erko’ hosted the
popular Midsummer Jazz in the Domain
concerts with Ricky May and Su Cruickshank.
W

Paul Hammond

OAM

W

Jeffrey Hodgson

Her nephew, Peter, remembered her

Homicide, Ryan, Matlock Police, All the Rivers

before an opening night, surrounded by

Run, Neighbours, Prisoner, The Flying Doctors

flowers and telegrams. ‘Do you really know

and The Lancaster Miller Affair.

what’s important tonight?’ she whispered to

For more than 20 years he narrated talking
books for the vision impaired.

In the late 1960s Hammond choreographed
30-minute ballets for ABC television. His

at the Sands in Las Vegas and then in New

Homesickness brought him back to

On TV Hodgson appeared in Hey You,

him. ‘It’s bums on seats.’ Her friend,

June Jago
31.3.1928–29.7.2010
Melbourne actress June Jago, who gave a

W

defining performance as Olive in the first

John Kelly

production of Summer of the Seventeenth Doll,

1926–2010

has died at the age 82.
After early stage experience at Melbourne’s

John Kelly contributed greatly to the performing

New Theatre, June made her professional

arts in Adelaide, particularly as an actor,

début in Fly Away Peter at the Comedy. This

production manager with the State Theatre

led to many featured roles for JCW and the

Company of South Australia, manager of the Parks

Garnet H. Carroll organisation. She first

Community Theatre and the Odeon Theatre,

appeared for the Union Theatre Rep (later

and a mentor for many young performers.

MTC) in 1955 in The Dark is Light Enough.

John was born in Kirk Smeaton, Yorkshire.
His love of theatre developed quickly: by the

Later that year came The Doll.
When Laurence Olivier took the play to

age of 12 he was writing his own pantomimes.

London, June went with it. After the New

He progressed to amateur theatre and even

York season June returned to London.

tried stand up comedy, but it was English

Among Royal Shakespeare Company
productions in which she appeared was

repertory theatre that taught him versatility.
Migrating to Australia in the 1970s, John

Melbourne actor Jeffrey Hodgson’s love of

Aldwych Theatre, with Ian Richardson, Glenda

for the State Theatre Company of South

theatre began when he was still a schoolboy.

Jackson and Timothy West. A number of films

Australia. He married Joy Hicks; both their

After his début in a student production of

followed — including several in the Carry On

children, Kate and Richard, followed him

Twelfth Night, an overseas holiday saw him

series — but June received her greatest

into the theatre. When he retired he

spend most of his time in London seeing

accolades when she played in Hampstead

continued his theatrical involvement with

shows. Back in Melbourne he appeared in

Theatre’s 1965 production of Shaw’s Mrs

Brink Theatre, where his son Richard was an

the National Theatre’s Shakespeare Festival

Warren’s Profession.

actor and founding member. John worked

June returned to Melbourne in 1978 in the

backstage on set construction and toured with

Chichester Festival Theatre productions of

the company. For his funeral, John asked

film The Red Shoes, tutored stars like David

break came in 1956 when Garnet H. Carroll

Othello and The Apple Cart. She went on to

that, in lieu of flowers, donations be made to

McAllister and Steven Heathcote, ran his

cast him as Al in Tea and Sympathy at the

appear in many Melbourne Theatre

own dance school for 20 years and helped

Princess Theatre.

Company productions and was also the
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Joan was first seen in Consider Your Verdict
in 1962. Her subsequent credits included
Bellbird, Marion, Ryan, Division 4, Matlock
Police, Homicide, Power Without Glory, The
Sullivans, Bluey, Bobby Dazzler, Young Ramsay,
Holiday Island and Prisoner.
Her feature film appearances included
Mouth to Mouth (1978), Mad Max (1979) and
Double Deal (1983).
Joan was also casting director for The

purchase, in his memory, of three concept

MTC’s voice and dialogue coach. At the

Dead on Nine, with the UTRC/MTC in Our

Victorian College for the Arts, June held

designs by Hossein Valamanesh for Brink

Town and toured in the Australian play The

workshops in Shakespeare, sharing her

Productions’ recent drama When the Rain
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who invited them to create his first revue
Metropolitan Merry-Go-Round, which opened at
the Metropolitan Theatre in 1953.
Its success encouraged McKellar to
abandon teaching and become a full-time
writer. It also encouraged Orr to lease the St
James Playhouse, rename it the Phillip Street
Theatre, and turn it into Sydney’s home of
revue. McKellar contributed sketches and
lyrics to the first Phillip Street revue, Top of the
Bill (1953) — and to virtually every revue that
followed, until But I Wouldn’t Want to Live
There (1967). Among the many highlights were
Cross Section (in which McKellar’s lyrics were set
to music by Peter Sculthorpe) and
A Cup of Tea, a Bex and a Good Lie Down (1965),
the title of which is still part of the language.
McKellar wrote three musicals for Phillip
Street: The Willow Pattern Plate (1957), A Ride
on a Broomstick (1959) and Mistress Money (1960),
the latter two in association with Eleanor

Breast cancer has claimed Katoomba-based

Witcombe. He wrote the ‘revuesical’ Hail Gloria

actress Victoria Longley. She was 49.

Fitzpatrick (1967) to showcase the talents of

Longley graduated from NIDA in 1984.

Gloria Dawn. McKellar also wrote for the

Her first notable stage appearance was in

Doncaster Theatre Restaurant in Kensington,

Romeo and Juliet for Sydney Theatre

the Manly Loft, the Richbrooke Theatre and

Company in 1989. She went on to work for

the Comedy Theatre Restaurant, as well as

most state theatre companies, making her

material for radio and TV.

MTC début in Cat on a Hot Tin Roof in 1990.
She was last seen in Sydney in 2008,

McKellar spent nearly 20 years in the US.
He worked mainly in antiques, but in 1981

playing war correspondent Nadia Blye for

collaborated with Lance Mulcahy on Keystone,

the STC production of David Hare’s The

a musical based on the story of Mack Sennett

Vertical Hour. Her final stage appearance was
as Goneril in King Lear for the State Theatre

and Mabel Normand. Produced at the GeVa
Theatre, Rochester, and the McCarter Theatre in

Company of South Australia in 2009. Her

Princeton, a TV version screened on PBS

performance in The Goat, Or Who Is Sylvia?

in 1983.

received a Helpmann Award nomination and

McKellar returned to Australia to work on

saw her named Best Actress in the Sydney

Virtual Unreality at Sydney’s Tilbury Hotel. In

Theatre Awards.

1983 Kinsela’s staged Four Lady Bowlers in a

Longley’s many TV credits include
Wildside, Young Lions, Water Rats, All Saints
and BlackJack. Her films include Diana and
Me, Turtle Beach and The More Things Change.
Her performance in the 1989 film Celia won

Golden Holden, a retrospective of his best
work. In 2006 he provided the book and lyrics
for the ‘manic musical’ Attack of the Granny
Boomers. Nancye Hayes, John Derum and Maggie
Dence gave it a rehearsed reading at the Parade

her the AFI Best Actress in a Supporting

Theatre in Kensington, NSW, in 2006, but it

Role award.

has not been professionally produced.
W

John McKellar died of motor neurone disease.

John McKellar

1930–6.9.2010
the Adelaide Festival Centre’s Performing Arts Born in Orange, New South Wales, John
Collection. The funds have enabled the
McKellar was educated at St Charles School,

In 1957 he was in the National Theatre’s

passion for theatre with students, many of

W

24.9.1960–30.8.2010

world owes her much.’

quickly found work as production manager

Multi-Coloured Umbrella. He was in Lola Montez

particularly with Crawford Productions.

possessed of charm and wit. The theatre

Following his National Service his big

dance class in 1939, and a year later was

Hodson) had a 20-year career in TV drama,

Victoria Longley

Paul Clement Hammond danced in the 1948

he saw the visiting Ballets Russes. He started

Melbourne actress Joan Helen Letch (née

June. She was generous and self-effacing,

and worked with many local amateur groups.

Born in Sydney, Hammond was 16 when

24.11.1928–20.8.2010

had the pleasure of working on two films with

W

16.12.1922–10.09.2010

preserve this country’s dance history.

Joan Letch

filmmaker and author Brian Kavanagh, said: ‘I Sullivans (1976).

Christopher Marlowe’s The Jew of Malta at the

22.9.1936–8.7.2010

W

Waverley, and Sydney University, where he
met future collaborators writer Gerry Donovan
and composer Lance Mulcahy. Their topical
sketches impressed producer William Orr,

W

Kevin Mills
1933–8.2010
Veteran singer and teacher Kevin Mills has
died in Sydney.
A student of Richard G. Thew, Mills
made his operatic début as a ‘super’ in

*
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The Mastersingers at the Sydney Conservatorium

public relations at J.C.Williamson’s,

Aria competition, Mills headed for London

promoting tours by Danny Kaye, Margot

where work with Geoffrey Parsons and Ivor

Fonteyn, Marlene Dietrich, David Oistrakh,

Newton developed his voice from baritone

Jack Benny, Joan Sutherland and Luciano

to tenor.

Pavarotti, and productions such as My Fair

He appeared with the Fol de Rols revue
company and Sadler’s Wells Opera, where

Lady, Camelot, Funny Girl and Hello, Dolly!.
After about 10 years he founded Morrison

he progressed from chorus work and small

Fenn Public Relations. He also established

roles to juvenile male lead opposite June

his own photography business, Peter Mac

Bronhill in The Land of Smiles.

Photographics, demonstrating the same

Mills returned to Australia in 1959. He

sensitivity that he showed in his writing. In

appeared in The Merry Widow (1960), The

1975, Morrison Fenn became Peter Morrison

Student Prince (1961), Orpheus in the Underworld

Public Relations, which he ran with his

(1962) and Lilac Time (1964). In 1966 he

second wife, Judy (a former Miss Australia)

joined the Elizabethan Trust Opera

until his retirement in 2006.

Company chorus; he also took minor roles
and understudied major ones.
In 1971 Mills returned to Europe where
he studied with Max Lorenz and appeared

W

musical organisations. He had influential

Barbara made her professional début at

Bert Shaw

roles with the ABC, Opera Australia, the

the Princess Theatre in 1948 in the National’s

supported cultural events such as the

Australia Council, Nimrod Theatre and the

first major opera season, singing Gilda in

Lantern Festival, dragon boat racing and

international competition now known as

Rigoletto, Micaela in Carmen and Cherubino

Chinese opera — and he introduced yum cha

Chamber Music Australia. In 1985 he was

in The Marriage of Figaro.

to this country.

In the early ’60s he became head of

in 1950. After winning the 1957 Sydney Sun

For 30 years Morrison was an astute
theatre, ballet and part-time opera critic for
Australian Jewish News. In 1990 he was invited
to join the Sydney Theatre Critics’ Circle.

as Canio in Pagliacci for English National

W

Opera. In 1973 he joined Queensland

1930–24.8.2010
Albert Raymond Shaw, dancer, choreographer
and teacher, has died in Melbourne.
Bert Shaw grew up in Perth. At age 10
he had a featured role in Babes in the Wood
with Robin Hood at His Majesty’s. He worked
with Perth Repertory and the National Theatre
Company. In 1958 he was principal dancer
at the Perth Playhouse in the National’s
production of Coralie Condon’s The Good
Oil — which was where he met his wife
Teaming with Judy Schonell and Reg
Whiteman, they formed ‘Guys and Dolls’,
dancing on Spotlight, a pioneering variety
show first broadcast on the opening night of
TVW Channel 7, Perth, in October 1959.
After this the Shaws moved to Melbourne,
where they became well known in theatrical,

Mervyn Nairn

dance and television circles. Shaw’s stage

He appeared in G&S for the Adelaide

13.11.1923–26.9.2010

choreographic credits include The Merry

Prostate cancer has claimed one of this

with the Australian Opera until 1984.

country’s most versatile circus performers.

During a spell in Adelaide he lectured in

In his 50-year career he mastered weight

Voice at the Elder Conservatorium, and

lifting, hand balancing, juggling, acrobatics,

taught privately. After a period teaching in

and even perfected a novelty performing

Christchurch, New Zealand, he retired to his

dog act.

home in Taree, NSW, in 1997.
In 1998 Mills played a major role in

Mervyn Douglas Nairn was born in the
Brisbane suburb of West End. He made his

securing funding for Taree’s Manning

début entertaining troops at an Australian

Entertainment Centre; in 2004 Dame Joan

Army camp in 1945. Later he served with

Sutherland presented him with the ‘Visual

the Volunteer Defence Corps. After the war

and Performing Arts Award’ in recognition

he played several seasons at the Cremorne

of his contribution to cultural development

Theatre in Brisbane.

in the City of Greater Taree.
W

Peter Morrison
7.7.1926–4.6.2010
Veteran Sydney publicist Peter Morrison has
died after a long battle with cancer.

In the 1950s he toured widely with tent
shows such as Cole’s Varieties, the Great
Levante and Sorlie’s.
Over the years he appeared with virtually
every Australian circus, including Perry
Bros, Silver’s and Wirths.
For Harry Wren he toured in the revues

Peter McLeay Morrison was educated at

Hellzapoppin and Command Performance, after

Knox Grammar, where he excelled academically

which he rejigged his act for Sydney nightclubs

and in sport. His hopes of representing

such as the Roosevelt, the Celebrity, Chequers

Australia at the Empire Games were dashed

and Sammy Lee’s. He also played a

by the war.

nightclub season in Hong Kong and in 1967

After his army service, Morrison began
medical studies, but after three years he

entertained at US army bases in Thailand.
Merv retired in 1995, when he was 72.

joined The Daily Telegraph as a cadet journalist.

He self-published his memoirs and, later, a

He went from there to become the youngest

collection of pages from his scrapbooks.

editor of Film Weekly.

His brother, Lloyd Nairn, was also a
noted juggler.
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Underworld (1963) and The Sentimental Bloke
(MTC, 1985).

roles with the company until 1954, when

Coach and Ming Court restaurants and

she appeared as Olympia in The Tales of

continued his association with the Mandarin

Hoffmann, performed for the Queen and the

Club.

Tribe was a member of the first Australia
Council in 1975, a commissioner at the ABC
and chairman of the Australian Chamber

Duke of Edinburgh.

Orchestra, the Australian Brandenburg

and at Hector Crawford’s popular Music for

Orchestra and the Sydney College of the Arts.

the People outdoor concerts.
In Europe Barbara studied with Dominique

Musica Viva; at various times he was chairman,

Modesti in Paris, then toured Britain for a

artistic director and patron. He was

program promoting Australian produce.

involved with the Melbourne International

After her marriage in 1959 she settled

Chamber Music Competition, helped create

in Warragul, Victoria, where she was one of

resident ensembles in universities and was a

the leaders of the campaign to establish the

mentor to the Goldner Quartet.

West Gippsland Arts Centre. She encouraged

In 1974 he was awarded an MBE. In

and participated in local opera and musical

subsequent years his services were recognised

productions and taught several generations

with the Order of Australia: Member (1975),

of young singers.

Tribe commissioned a number of works
from composers including Carl Vine, Richard

As a dancer and choreographer Bert
and his Bert Shaw Dancers featured on
Kommotion, The Don Lane Show, The Penthouse

Said Sculthorpe: ‘They don’t make men
like Ken Tribe any more. Australian music
would be much the poorer if he hadn’t existed.’

Club, Jimmy Hannan’s Jimmy and Ted

W

Hamilton’s New Wave . Bert choreographed
several Busby Berkeley style TV commercials

Barbara Wilson
15.12.1925–20.8.2010

and The Moomba Festival Showboat

W

Barbara also sang regularly over radio

In 1973, when Gertrude Johnson died,
Barbara hosted a special ABC radio tribute
to her friend, teacher and mentor.

Meale, Nigel Westlake and Peter Sculthorpe.

worked for all Melbourne TV channels. He

In recent years he operated the Stage

divestment from the ABC.

Officer (1982) and Companion (1989).

Widow (1960 and 1963), Orpheus in the

She continued to win acclaim in major

Australia’s orchestras, which led to their

Tribe had a 60-year involvement with

Dorothy (Dotty) Wilson.

Opera as a singer and trainee administrator.
Festival Centre in 1974, then worked again

the author of the influential Tribe Report on

Active in the Chinese community, he

W

Denis Wong
7.9.1929–4.2.2009
Entrepreneur Denis Wong died of diabetes
in Sydney in February last year.
Denis was born in the village of Sak Kei

On Stage also pays tribute to:
Scottish conductor Roderick Brydon
(8.1.1939–22.6.2010) worked extensively
with Opera Australia from 1993 to 2000,
most notably conducting Baz Luhmann’s
production of Britten’s A Midsummer Night’s
Dream in 1993 and again in 2000.
Peter Clarke, who died on 24 May, wrote
the book and lyrics for the Australian
musicals The Long Drop and Here’s Luck to
Bruce George’s music. In the 1960s he ran
his own advertising agency in Melbourne
and Sydney.
American actor Bill Mullikin died of
Alzheimer’s disease on 3 April. He was 83.
He’s best remembered as Cornelius Hackle
in Hello, Dolly!, a role he played over 2000
times on Broadway and in the brilliant
JCW production of 1965.

in the Chungsham district of Canton.

Veteran Melbourne vocalist Les Power

performances, including one before Queen

Barbara Chloris McNeil (née Wilson) was

Embroiled in the Cultural Revolution, his

died in August 2010, aged 76. He got his

Elizabeth in 1986.

one of the many fine singers produced by

family left China in the 1940s. Denis

start around 1948 on 3KZ’s Kia Ora Teenage

Gertrude Johnson’s National Theatre Movement.

followed his brother Keith to Brisbane, and

Talent, where he met contralto Beryl Pearce,

then to Sydney, where they opened their

whom he married. They remained active in

first restaurant, The Paradise.

music, particularly supporting children with

Bert taught dance with Camille Edwards
at the Edwards & Shaw Studios in Melbourne.

Educated at Korowa CEGS, she started

Their dance studio provided studies in classical

her working life in the program department

ballet, jazz, tap, funk, singing and acrobatics.

of the ABC in Melbourne. She acted in

On 22 May 1959 Denis and Keith

disabilities. Les sang extensively on radio and

several ABC plays, but it was singing that

launched Chequers nightclub, first in Pitt

early TV and in popular Melbourne nightspots.

Ken Tribe AC MBE

really absorbed her. Her studies with

Street and, after eight years, in Goulburn

Gertrude Johnson led to small roles in

Street. In its heyday Chequers had a staff of

Rock singer William Shakespeare had

6.2.1914–16.7.2010

productions at the National Theatre’s

120 serving a room that catered for 500

two hit singles in 1974, after which his

Eastern Hill headquarters, notably The

people. Its stars included Shirley Bassey,

career plummeted. He died in obscurity on

Beggar’s Opera in 1945.

Sammy Davis Jr, Liza Minnelli, Nelson

5 October 2010 at the age of 62. His real

Eddy and Sarah Vaughan — and many more.

name was John Cave.

W

Lawyer, arts administrator and benefactor
Ken Tribe has died in Sydney, aged 96.
Reared in the Sydney suburb of Arncliffe,
Kenneth Wilberforce Tribe developed his
passion for music at St Andrew’s Cathedral
School, where he sang as a boy soprano.
After studying law, Tribe set up his own
practice, providing property development

Gretel at the Melbourne Repertory Theatre
the following year.
Barbara won a number of significant
competitions, including the Bendigo Awards
and the Ballarat South Street competitions

advice and conveyancing.
All through his long life, Tribe was a
tireless benefactor for musicians and

She had a featured role in Hansel and

*
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In 1963 Denis and Keith established the
late-night Mandarin Club. It quickly

Compiled with thanks to Joanne Adderley,

became the destination for showbiz people

Margaret Allman, Robert Foster, Tom

to unwind after their own shows.

Ingram, Carly Hammond, Brian Kavanagh,

In the late ’60s and ’70s Denis formed

in 1946, the Marjorie Lawrence Special

partnerships with other promoters to tour

Prize at South Street in 1947 and The Argus

acts such as the Rolling Stones, Bob Hope,

Opera Competition in 1948.

Dionne Warwick and Ginger Rogers.

Spring 2010

Robert Mitchell, Mary Murphy, Geoff Orr,
Jo Peoples, Peter Pinne, Robert Taylor.

n
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Percy’s place is open again
Steve Rattle reports on the Grainger Museum’s reopening.

T

controversial, but finally the

Grainger’s fascinating life are revealed as

Grainger Museum at Melbourne

you crisscross the galleries. Mother Rose’s

University has reopened. As a former

suicide and Percy’s passion for flagellation

committee member and long time friend of

are not avoided, with fascinating photos and

the museum, I’m pleased to report that

his extensive whip collection.

he wait was long, the decisions often ‘cartwheel spoke’ design and further facets of

Melbourne University has delivered an

Grainger’s 1932 Weber Duo-Art piano,

excellent result.

refurbished by Rick Alabaster, entertains

ON STAGE

A brief history: Grainger worked with

visitors when a museum curator is available

tradespersons on the building’s construction

to demonstrate it. Also displayed is the Edison

back in 1938. During World War II it was

phonograph with which Grainger recorded

closed and remained a storage facility until

folk songs a century ago. The 1952 ‘kangaroo

his final visit in 1955. He died in 1961.

pouch free music machine’ has also returned,

Contents

along with examples of his toweling garments.

Palais receives restoration funds.........1

The museum limped along, receiving a
minor upgrade for Grainger’s Centenary in

Display cabinets now house what was

1982 but rising damp, lack of climate control

once set up by Grainger personally. A more

and modern public facilities started to spell

minimalist offering has resulted, as clutter

doom for the building. The artefacts were

doesn’t suit the 21st century viewing style.
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Overall, it’s a welcome return for a
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Melbourne musical landmark. Visit it soon,

Displays in the left wing take in Percy’s

and leave time for a coffee in the courtyard

childhood and musical development. Those
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